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INTRODUCTION 
 

 
1 

1. Introduction 
 
Yersinia pseudotuberculosis is a food-borne pathogen causing gastroenteritis in humans. 
The Y. pseudotuberculosis strains YPIII and IP2666 of serotype O3 produce the 
cytotoxic necrotizing factor (CNFY) toxin, a single-chain AB toxin that constitutively 
activates small GTPase of the Rho family (Rac-1, Cdc42, and RhoA). Previous studies 
demonstrated that the CNFY toxin promotes polymerization of actin, leading to the 
formation of stress fibers and impairment of cytokinesis, resulting in multinucleation of 
human epithelial cells (HEp-2) (Claudia Hoffmann et al. 2004; Lockman et al. 2002). 
Moreover, CNFY induces the production of reactive oxygen species and pro-
inflammatory cytokines, leading to increased inflammation in infected tissues of mice. 
Interestingly, while mice infected with the Y. pseudotuberculosis wild-type YPIII 
succumbed to disease between days 3 and 6-post infection, mice infected with a cnfY 
mutant survived for more than two weeks period after infection. Additionally, CNFY 
enhances type III effector (YopE ) translocation into the host cells (Schweer et al. 2013; 
Wolters et al. 2013). These results indicate that CNFY is crucial for virulence of                   
Y. pseudotuberculosis during infection. However, the mechanism of how CNFY enters 
the targeted host cell remains unclear. A collaboration with the group of W. Blankenfeldt 
(HZI Braunschweig) resulted in the successful resolution of the crystal structure of 
CNFY. Based on the overall structure and domain predictions made for CNFY’s 
functional homologue CNF1 of E. coli and other AB toxins, CNFY was predicted to be 
organized into three main functional domains: (1) an N-terminal part containing the 
receptor-binding domain, (2) a putative central translocation region, and (3) a C-terminal 
catalytic region. In this study, the function domains of CNFY and their role for toxin 
secretion, host cell binding and intracellular trafficking was characterized. This finding 
may prove useful for the development as a drug delivery vehicle for therapeutics.  
 
1.1 The enteropathogenic Yersinia 

 
1.1.1 The genus Yersinia 

 
Yersinia are Gram-negative rod-shaped bacteria that grow under facultative anaerobe 
conditions between 4°C and 43°C with an optimal growth temperature at 25-29°C 
(Kapatral and Minnich 1995). They belong to the family of Enterobacteriaceae, and 
comprise 18 different species. Three of them are known to be pathogenic to humans and 
animals; Y. pestis, a zoonotic pathogen, Y. pseudotuberculosis, and Y. enterocolitica 
which are enteric pathogens. These pathogenic Yersinia spp. share some similarities, 
such as a common tropism for lymphatic tissues and the ability to defend themselves 
against host immune responses, but they have different transmission and infection routes 
(G R Cornelis et al. 1998). The enteropathogenic Yersinia spp., Y. pseudotuberculosis, 
and Y. enterocolitica, are transmitted via the fecal-oral route by ingestion of 
contaminated food or water, causing associated gut diseases, called yersiniosis. These 
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include the clinical symptoms such as diarrhea, enteritis, and vomiting as well as other 
extraintestinal manifestations (Dube 2009; Heroven and Dersch 2014a). In contrast, Y. 
pestis exhibits a more complex lifestyle. It is transmitted to humans via a bite of a flea 
after a blood meal on an infected animal. Y. pestis is the causative agent of the plague 
that is accountable for three human pandemics, including the Justinian plague, the Black 
Death, and the modern plague (Perry and Fetherston 1997b; Rollins, Rollins, and Ryan 
2003). Y. pestis spreads from the infection site into the regional lymph nodes and causes 
the characteristic buboes (swollen lymph nodes) of bubonic plague (Galindo et al. 
2011a; Perry and Fetherston 1997a). According to the genetic studies, Y. pestis is closely 
related to Y. pseudotuberculosis and Y. enterocolitica they share a DNA homology of 
97% but they play a critical role in the different routes of infection as mentioned 
previously (Achtman et al. 1999; Galindo et al. 2011b; Viboud and Bliska 2005; Wren 
2003). Among those three pathogenic Yersinia species encode highly similar virulence 
factors, either on 70-kb virulence plasmid (pYV) or as chromosomally-encoded proteins, 
which are essential for Yersinia infection. However, approximately 13% of virulence 
genes are inactive in Y. pestis (Chain et al. 2004; Galindo et al. 2011b). Y. pestis contains 
two virulence plasmids, termed pPCP1 and pMTI, that are essential for invasion and 
capsule formation as well as for infection of and survival in its flea vector (Hinnebusch 
2004; Hinnebusch et al. 2002).  
 
1.1.2 Pathogenesis of enteropathogenic Yersinia infections 
 
Yersinia transfers through the stomach and reach the intestinal compartments upon oral 
uptake by contaminated food or water, particularly raw pork, vegetables and 
unpasteurized milk (Robins-Browne et al. 1985). Subsequently, bacteria can reach the 
small intestine and the terminal ileum. In order to survive, bacteria need to adapt to 
changing environmental conditions, leading to the expression of potential virulence 
factors (De Koning-Ward and Robins-Browne 1995; Pepe, Badger, and Miller 1994). 
During this early infection phase, Yersinia expresses the adhesin invasin, which binds 
with high affinity to β1-integrin on the surface of microfold cells (M cells) which triggers 
the formation of a phagocytic cup around the bacteria (zipper mechanism), inducing the 
transcytosis of Yersinia through the epithelial layer into the underlying Peyer's patches 
(PPs) (Cossart and Sansonetti 2004; Sansonetti 2002; Schulte et al. 2000). After this 
process, the bacteria face large populations of innate and adaptive immune cells, 
including B- and T-lymphocytes, dendritic cells (DCs), and macrophages in PPs 
(Heroven and Dersch 2014b; Wershil and Furuta 2008). In order to defend the attack by 
the immune cells (macrophages and neutrophils), Yersinia expresses a type III secretion 
system (T3SS) and Yop effectors that are injected into the phagocytic cells to prevent 
phagocytosis and the production of pro-inflammatory cytokine. Thus, Yersinia can 
disseminate from the PPs to the mesenteric lymph nodes (MLNs) and spread to organs, 
including spleen, kidney, and liver (Autenrieth and Firsching 1996) (Figure 1.1).  
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Figure 1.1: Infection route of enteropathogenic Yersinia spp.  
Yersinia reaches the small intestine after the consumption of contaminated food. Yersinia transcytoses via 
microfold cells (M cells) in the terminal ileum into the underlying gut-associated lymphatic tissues 
(Peyer’s patches). After initial replication inside the Peyer’s patches, Yersinia is able to disseminate to the 
mesenteric lymph nodes, and to the organs (spleen, kidney, and liver). The figure was adapted from 
Heroven and Dersch, 20141 and Sansonetti, 20022. The figure was created using BioRender. 
 
1.1.3 Virulence factors of Yersinia spp. 

 
Virulence factors play an essential role for pathogens to overcome the host defense 
mechanisms during infection. These mechanisms generally include attachment and 
invasion, evasion to host immunity, nutrient acquisition, and transmission to the 
environment or new hosts (Groisman 2001). Common virulence factors shared by the 
two enteropathogenic species of Yersinia are invasin (inv), the attachment-invasion locus 
(ail), and Yersinia adhesion A (yadA), which are essential for translocation across the 
epithelial barrier (Achtman et al. 1999). In addition, they contain large virulence 
plasmids (pYV) that also encode various crucial virulence factors, including components 
(Ysc) of the type III secretion system, and the Yersinia outer proteins (Yops) which are 
injected into the host cell by T3SS (Guy R Cornelis et al. 1998). T3SS-translocated 
effector proteins (YopH, YopE, YopT, YopO, YopJ, and YopM) directly interact with 
target proteins and inhibit signaling pathways of host innate immune, but additional 
chromosomal factors are also required for full pathogenicity cells (Viboud and Bliska 
2005). The virulence plasmid is crucial for the Yersinia infection processes (Green et al. 
2016; Zink et al. 1980). The expression of Yersinia virulence factors is highly regulated  
 
 
1Adapted with permission from Front Cell Infect Microbiol. [Coregulation of host-adapted metabolism and virulence by 
pathogenic yersiniae, Heroven and Dersch, copyright © 2014 under the Creative Common Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license]. 
2Addated with permission from BMJ Publishing Group Ldt. [Host-pathogen interaction: the seduction of molecular cross-talk, 
Sansonetti, copyright © 2002]. 
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and influenced by temperature, pH, or nutrients (Pepe, Badger, and Miller 1994). 
Moreover, it depends upon cellular contact between Yersinia and the target host cell 
(Erhardt and Dersch 2015). After ingestion of Yersinia via contaminated food, Yersinia 
has to overcome the acidic environment of the digestive tract, which ranges from pH 1.0 
to 2.5 (Erhardt and Dersch 2015; Evans et al. 1988). A chromosomally-encoded urease 
leads to the neutralization of protons to locally neutralize this acidic environment (Hu et 
al. 2009). To cross the intestinal barrier and deliver virulence factors into the host cells, 
Yersinia expresses adhesins encoded either on the virulence plasmids (yadA) or 
chromosome (e.g., ail and inv). Invasin (InvA) plays a pivotal role in the initial infection 
phase by binding to b1-integrins. The interaction between InvA and b1-integrins leads to 
the activation of actin rearrangement resulting in the internalization of bacteria. In 
contrast, YadA is crucial for adhesion during the later stage of the infection (Handley, 
Newberry, and Miller 2005). YadA mediates close contact to phagocytic immune cells 
and enables efficient effector protein translocation by binding to extracellular matrix 
components (e.g., collagen, fibronectin, and laminin) (Keller et al. 2015; El Tahir and 
Skurnik 2001). The chromosome encoded adhesin and invasive protein Ail (attachment-
invasion locus) as well as YadA mediates the adherence and entry of the bacterium into 
the host cells and also contributes to the agglutination of erythrocytes and serum 
resistance (Pierson and Falkow 1993; Youxu Yang et al. 1996).  
 
1.1.3.1 The Yersinia type-III-secretion system 
 
Subsequent to invasion into the host cells, the pathogen has to defend itself against the 
host immune response. The innate immune system is the first line of host defense by 
producing pro-inflammatory cytokines and reactive oxygen species (ROS). Yersinia 
uses its T3SS to translocate effectors to evade the host immune response. The T3SS 
comprises a membrane-embedded basal body and  a syringe-like structure to inject the 
effector proteins (Yops) directly into the host cell cytosol to disrupt cellular responses 
(Figure1.2) (He, Nomura, and Whittam 2004). The expression of this secretion system 
is dependent upon the temperature, host cell contact, and conditions present in the 
surroundings of the infection site (He, Nomura, and Whittam 2004). Under laboratory 
growth conditions, the expression of Yersinia T3SS is triggered at 37°C under low Ca2+ 
conditions mimicking host cell contact. The assembly of the injectisome can be 
categorized into: (1) assembly of the basal body and export apparatus; (2) assembly of 
the inner rod and needle; (3) assembly of the tip and translocon; and (4) secretion of 
effector proteins (Dewoody, Merritt, and Marketon 2013). The basal body and export 
apparatus consist of different Ysc proteins (YscC, YscD, and YscJ), which are integrated 
into the bacterial outer and inner membrane. YscN, the cytosolic energy-producing 
ATPase, is recruited and surrounded by YscK and YscL. YscQ assembles at the 
cytoplasmic site of the T3SS. In the following step, the export machinery is formed 
containing YscRSTUV at the inner membrane ring (Diepold, Wiesand, and Cornelis 
2011). The needle is formed by YscI and YscF (Marlovits et al. 2004). Upon host cell 
contact, the translocator proteins, YopD and YopB, are secreted and inserted into the 
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host cell membrane allowing translocation of Yops into the target cells (Grosdent et al. 
2002; Håkansson et al. 1993). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2: The Yersinia type-III-secretion system. 
(A) Schematic representation of the Yersinia T3SS. There are Ysc proteins necessary for assembling the 
injectisome. Blue represents the components of the C-ring and ATPase in the bacterial cytoplasm. Orange 
indicates the export apparatus. Purple represents scaffold proteins of membrane ring structures. The needle 
is indicated in green, and the pore complex is showed in red. (B) Electron micrograph of the injectisome 
needle from Y. enterocolitica. The figures were derived from Dewoody, Merritt, and Marketon 20133 and 
Guy R Cornelis 20024.  
 
There are six known Yop effector proteins that are translocated through the injectisome 
by Yersinia. These are YopE, YopH, YopT, YpkA (YopO in Y. enterocolitica), YopJ 
(YopP in Y. enterocolitica), and YopM. They manipulate host cells processes by altering 
the structure of the actin cytoskeleton. This leads to the inhibition of phagocytosis and 
the downregulation of pro-inflammatory responses, and induce cell death via pyroptosis 
and apoptosis by YopJ. YopE, YopT, and YpkA disrupt signaling pathways by inhibiting 
the activity of small GTP-binding proteins of the Rho family involved in actin 
rearrangements, chemotaxis, and phagocytosis (Jaffe, Hall, and Schmidt 2005; Viboud 
and Bliska 2005). YopM and YopH inhibit caspase-1 activity, resulting in suppression 
of pro-inflammatory cytokine production. In contrast, YopJ induces the maturation of 
caspase-1, leading to inflammasome-induced pyroptosis and apoptosis. (Figure 1.3)  
(Monack et al. 1997; Pha and Navarro 2016). 
 
 
3Reprinted with permission from Front Cell Infect. [Regulation of the Yersinia type III secretion system: traffic control, Microbiol, 
Dewoody, Merritt, and Marketon, copyright © 2013]. 
4Reprinted with permission from J Cell Biol. [Yersinia type III secretion, Guy R Cornelis, copyright © 2002 under the Creative 
Common Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license. http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/]. 
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Figure 1.3: The Yop effector proteins and their influence on the host signaling pathways.  
The T3SS forms a syringe-like structure with a surface-exposed needled used to inject effector proteins 
into host cells to disrupt the host immune response. YpkA is involved in inhibition of phagocytosis by 
deregulating Rho GTPase and actin polymerization. YopJ activates the programed cell death (apoptosis). 
Moreover, phagocytosis is also blocked by YopE, YopH, and YopT. YopM, YopJ, and YopH interrupt 
caspase-1 activation leading to pyroptosis. This figure was adapted from Pha and Navarro, 20165. 
 
1.2 Bacterial protein toxins 

 
Bacterial toxins can be classified into four groups based on their structures and modes 
of action: (1) toxins interacting directly with the host cell receptors and disrupting signal 
transduction pathways; (2) toxins disrupting the membrane lipid bilayer integrity by 
forming a pore (so-called pore-forming protein toxins); (3) AB toxins which are 
comprised of enzymatic components and which are taken up into host cells by 
endocytosis after binding to host cell receptors; (4) effector proteins that are synthesized 
within the bacterium and delivered directly to the target cells after bacteria contact to the 
host cells (Figure 1.4). Bacterial toxins are generally referred to as either endotoxins or 
exotoxins depending on whether they are part of the bacterial cell envelope or secreted 
into the extracellular environment (Lemichez and Barbieri 2013).  
 
 
 
 
5Adapted with permission from Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. [Yersinia type III effectors perturb host innate immune 
responses, World J Biol Chem., Pha and Navarro, copyright © 2016].  
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Figure 1.4: The four classes of bacterial protein toxins. 
(A) Toxins that modify host cell physiology by triggering cells signaling pathways after binding to the 
surface of the host cell plasma membrane receptors. (B) Pore-forming protein toxins, which can disrupt 
membrane lipid bilayer integrity. (C) The binding domain of AB toxins bind to the host cell receptor and 
mediate into the host cell by endocytosis and catalytic A domain acts at a site within the host cells. (D) 
Effector proteins that are delivered into the host cell by special secretion machineries upon host-pathogen 
interaction. This figure was adapted from Lemichez and Barbieri, 20136.  

 
1.2.1 Endotoxins 

 
Endotoxins are components of the bacterial cell envelope of Gram-negative bacteria and 
are released upon bacterial lysis or bacterial cell death. Endotoxin is a lipopolysaccharide 
(LPS), which consists of a hydrophobic lipid A domain, an oligosaccharide core, and an 
O-antigen (Gorbet and Sefton 2004; Lynn and Golenbock 1992). Different species of 
Gram-negative bacteria can be classified into serogroups based on the variable structure 
of the O-antigens. LPS is recognized by the Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) or a complex of 
myeloid differentiation factor 2 (MD2) on host immune cells leading to the induction of 
pro-inflammatory signaling pathways. Therefore, endotoxin is one of the most important 
component that stimulates an inflammatory response via TLR4 (Vatanen et al. 2016).  
  
 
6Adapted with permission from Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press. [General Aspects and Recent Advances on Bacterial Protein 
Toxins, Lemichez and Barbieri, copyright © 2013]. 
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1.2.2 Exotoxins 
 

Exotoxins are soluble proteins actively produced and secreted by living bacteria. They 
enter into host cells to stimulate host immune responses and play a crucial role in the 
pathogenesis of bacterial infections. Exotoxins are classified into three different types 
based on their mode of action. Type I toxins are the super-antigens, which bind to the 
MHC class II receptor and stimulate exacerbated immune responses. Type II toxins are 
membrane-disrupting toxins, which directly affect the cell membrane by forming pores 
or disrupting lipid bilayers. Type III toxins are AB toxins. They bind to a specific host 
cell receptor and are taken up into the cell, where they modify intracellular target 
molecules (Popoff 2005).  
 
1.2.2.1 AB toxins 

 
The majority of bacterial exotoxins are AB toxin comprised of one or more receptor-
binding B-subunits inducing membrane translocation and an intracellularly-active A-
domain domain. The translocation domain is required for delivery of the catalytic A-
subunit into the host cytosol. The components of AB toxins are different based on their 
structural organization. The molecular organization of AB toxin  is composed of a single 
polypeptide or constitute an oligomeric complex (e.g., AB5, A2B5 and AB7) (Table 1.1) 
(Sandvig and van Deurs 2002). For example, diphtheria toxin (DT), botulinum toxins 
(BoNTs), tetanus toxin and cytoxic necrotizing factors (CNFs) are single-chain AB 
toxins. The two domains (A and B subunits) are connected by a disulfide bound, which 
is cleaved after translocation of the toxin into the host cytosol. The other AB-type toxin 
is a multi-subunit AB toxin, which is comprised of one or more A subunit connected to 
multiple B subunits. Prominent example are AB5 toxins (e.g., the shiga toxin (Stx), the 
pertussis toxin (PT), the heat-labile toxin (LT) and the cholera toxin (CT)), A2B2 (e.g., 
typhoid toxin), and the AB7 anthrax toxins (Odumosu et al. 2010).  
 
AB toxins are synthesized and secreted from the bacteria in an inactive form. They 
require proteolytic processing to be active. Some toxins are cleaved by a bacterial 
protease (e.g., CT) at a region between two cysteine residues. In case of DT, Stx, and 
Pseudomonas exotoxin A, the processing is performed by furin-like proteases, which are 
produced by the target cells (V. M. Gordon and Leppla 1994). Most toxins have a broad 
target spectrum. This is based on the fact that the cell surface receptors of the toxin is 
found on various cell types. For example, LT binds with high affinity to ganglioside 
receptor GM1 and also interacts with lower affinity with GM2, paraglobosides, 
polyglycoceramides, and polylactosamine-containing glycoproteins (Critchley, 
Magnani, and Fishman 1981; Orlandi, Critchley, and Fishman 1994; Schengrund and 
Ringler 1989). Additionally, CT preferentially binds to GM1 receptor and mediates entry 
into different host cell types via multiple endocytic pathways (Harper et al. 2015).  
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Table 1.1: Structure organization of AB toxins 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Schematic illustration of the structure, enzymatic activity, and intracellular targets of toxins with 
enzymatically active moiety (A) and binding moiety (B). This table was created based on (Sandvig and 
van Deurs 2002). 
 

1.2.3 Export of bacterial toxins and effector proteins 
 
Secretion systems are used by bacterial pathogens to transport toxins and effectors across 
the bacterial membranes into eukaryotic target cells (Filloux and Sagfors 2015). Secreted 
proteins play a role in promoting bacterial virulence factors, enhancing attachment to 
host cells. There are various classes of bacterial secretion mechanisms which based on 
their protein substrates and secretion signals (Green and Mecsas 2016).  
 
1.2.3.1 Bacterial protein secretion systems 

 
The cell wall of Gram-negative bacteria is composed of the inner and outer membrane. 
Many proteins are produced and assembled in the inner or outer membrane and exported 
to the extracellular medium. The secretion of virulence factors by Gram-negative 
bacteria is an essential process for enhancing their pathogenicity (Mecsas and Green 
2016). For example, pertussis toxin and anthrax toxin contain adenylate cyclase that 
cause the disruption the cell permeability and increased the levels of cyclic AMP. These 
effects contribute to the invasion of the bacteria into macrophages as well as 
lymphocytes (Leppla 1982; Stathopoulos et al. 2000). Proteins can be exported directly 
from the cytoplasm to the extracellular environment by a 1- or 2-step process. The 
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secretion system types I, III, and IV promote 1-step export processes in which the 
bacterial proteins are transported directly through the inner and outer membrane to the 
extracellular environment. Type II (T2SS) secretion system promotes a 2-step processes 
in which the proteins are transported through the inner membrane (IM) to the periplasm 
and then across the outer membrane (OM) via the general secretion (Sec) or twin-
arginine translocation (Tat) pathways secretion pathways (Korotkov, Sandkvist, and Hol 
2012; Natale, Brüser, and Driessen 2008). The Sec pathway transports unfolded protein 
into the periplasm or across the inner membrane, whereas the Tat secretion system 
transports folded proteins across the cytoplasmic membrane. The T2SS transports 
periplasmic proteins in a folded state by recognizing the N-terminal signal peptide 
(Korotkov, Sandkvist, and Hol 2012). All of those secretion systems are compatible with 
proteins and small complexes. On the other hand, the type VI secretion system (T6SS) 
is a mechanism that is capable of transporting larger and complex proteins into the 
extracellular medium. T6SSs are believed to play a role in bacterial interaction, 
communication, or competition with microbes in the environment. For example, 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa H1-T6SS causes inactivation of the T6SS of a competitor 
organism resulting in interbacterial antagonism. Moreover, T6SS may transfer effector 
proteins or toxins from one bacterium to another in a contact-dependent manner such as 
Verotoxin VT1 and VT5 produced by enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC) 
exhibiting amidase and lysozyme-like activity, respectively (Navarro-Garcia et al. 2019; 
Russell, Peterson, and Mougous 2014).  
 
1.2.3.2 Outer membrane vesicle (OMV) 
 
The secretion of bacterial proteins via outer membrane vesicles (OMVs) is an alternative 
system, which can export toxins and allow them to interact with target cells. OMVs are 
small spherical structures of around 50-250 nm, depending on the respective bacterial 
strain producing them (Beveridge 1999). The surface of an OMV comprises a 
phospholipid bilayer with an outer layer of lipopolysaccharide and outer membrane 
proteins. The OMVs of Gram-negative bacteria contain a broad range of molecules, 
including periplasmic proteins, nucleic acids, as well as virulence factors (Haurat et al. 
2011). The highest rate of OMV production occurs usually at the end of the exponential 
growth phase and is commonly most abundant at the site of cell division (Chatterjee and 
Das 1967; Orench‐Rivera and Kuehn 2016). Additionally, OMV production varies 
depending upon the temperature, growth phase, and host environment during infection 
(McBroom and Kuehn 2007). 

There are several factors, including OmpA and lipoproteins, that can be used to identify 
OMVs. Recent studies reported that OMVs interact with both, prokaryotic and 
eukaryotic cells and are delivered into the host cells. There is evidence that toxins 
enriched in the OMVs are more active than in their monomeric periplasmic form. One 
example is the Cytolysin A (ClyA) secreted from E. coli because it is protected from 
extracellular proteases (Wai et al. 2003). Furthermore, OMV secretion allows proteins 
to be delivered to the specific target at a high concentration or contains in combination 
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with other various virulence factors in once. For example, P. aeruginosa vesicles contain 
multiple virulence factors, including, a hemolytic phospholipase, an alkaline 
phosphatase as well as an antibiotic resistance enzyme (β-lactamase) (Alarcon et al. 
2009). Moreover, OMVs can interact directly with the host cells or distant from the site 
of infection like the heat-labile enterotoxin (LT), which is enrich in ETEC vesicles 
(Horstman and Kuehn 2000). Besides, OMVs can transfer bacterial molecules between 
bacteria and, hence, contribute to phynotypic diversity. For example, P. aeruginosa is 
able to transfer an antibiotic resistance enzyme (e.g., β-lactamase) to neighboring 
bacteria via its OMVs (Ciofu et al. 2000). Currently, the entry pathways of OMV and 
intracellular effects are extensively studied in various organisms. Therefore, insight into 
the mechanism of OMV formation, host cell entry and their role in infection processes 
could lead us to design novel drug delivery and therapeutic systems. 

1.2.4 Intracellular uptake of bacterial toxins 
 
Most bacterial toxins act inside host cells. Therefore, host cell entry and processing of 
toxins inside host cells is vital for their function. Toxin entry into the host cytosol occurs 
in different ways depending on the structure of the toxin and the involved components 
of the host cells. For example, the adenylate cyclase toxin (CyaA), which is secreted 
from Bordetella pertussis, can translocate directly across the plasma membrane by 
disrupting the membrane of host cells. First, CyaA binds to the b2-integrin complement 
receptor (CR3). Then, its hemolysin domain inserts into the plasma membrane to reach 
the cytosol. An accompanying loss of membrane potential causes an efflux of molecules 
such as K+ and Ca+ from the cell that is sufficient to trigger cell death (Rogel and Hanski 
1992). Some bacterial toxins share highly homologous structures and functionally active 
domains, although they can bind different host cell receptors. For example, the 
diphtheria toxin (DT) from Corynebacterium diphtheriae and Exotoxin A (ExoA) from 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Brenda Anne Wilson and Collier 1992), but both function by 
DT binds to heparin-binding EGF-like growth factor (HB-EGF), whereas ExoA 
specifically binds to lipoprotein-receptor-related protein (LRP) (Mitamura et al. 1995; 
Popoff 2005). On the other hand, toxin can contain similar host cell binding domains 
while the structure and function of their enzymatic domains are different (Sandvig and 
Van Deurs 2002b). For example, the glycolipid is identified as a receptor binding of Stx, 
CT and ricin (Sandvig and Van Deurs 2002a). Ricin can bind to glycoproteins and 
glycolipids, whereas Stx and CT bind to glycolipid receptor GM1 and Gb3, respectively 
(Wayne I Lencer 2001; Sandvig 2001; Sandvig and van Deurs 2000). 
 
There is a variety of possible entry pathways of exotoxins into the target cells. After 
uptake by endocytosis, the translocation of toxins into the cytosol can occur by one of 
two pathways: (1) translocation from the endosome via a short journey that requires 
endosomal acidification; or (2) transport via the retrograde pathway from the early 
endosome to the trans-Golgi network (TGN) and transportation through the endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER) (Figure 1.5) (Blanke 2006).   
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1.2.4.1 Endosomal pathway (short-journey) 
 
The toxin is endocytosed after binding to its specific receptor(s) on the target cell surface. 
Then, it trafficks through the different endocytic compartments. The early endosome is 
the first compartment after toxin/receptor internalization from the plasma membrane, 
comprising of vesicles and regions of tubular extensions. The Ras-associated binding 
(Rab) proteins, small GTP-binding proteins, are endocytic regulators found in the early 
endosome. Rab5 is the best characterized Rab protein of the early endocytic process 
(Jovic et al. 2010). After toxin internalization into the early endosome, some proteins 
can be recycled back to the cell surface via a recycling endosome or transported to the 
late endosome and ultimately to lysosome where they are degraded (Pastan and 
Willingham 1981). The motility of the late endocytic compartment is dependent upon 
the membrane lipid composition via the small GTPase Rab7 (Lebrand et al. 2002). 
Endosomal acidification is required to trigger the translocation of some toxins from the 
endosomal compartment into the cytosol, which occur in the late endosome. At this 
stage, the endosome becomes acidified due to the activity of the vacuolar-type H+-
ATPase (V-ATPase). The endosomal acidification induces a conformational change of 
the toxins, which allows that a hydrophobic area in the translocation domain can insert 
into the endosomal membrane. For example, the diphtheria toxin (DT) (Falnes and 
Sandvig 2000; RJ 2001), anthrax toxin (Falnes and Sandvig 2000), Clostridium 
botulinum C2 toxin (Blöcker et al. 2001), tetanus, and Clostridium difficile toxin B 
(Schiavo, Matteoli, and Montecucco 2000), as well as CNF1 (Contamin et al. 2013) are 
transported into host cells via the short-journey pathway. 
 
1.2.4.2 Retrograde pathway (long-journey) 
 
There is a second group of AB toxins that transport their active fragments into the cytosol 
via retro-translocation in the ER. After being endocytosed, bacterial toxins need to be 
proteolytically cleavaged by furin (Garred et al. 1995; Thomas 2002). Furin is 
commonly expressed in most tissue cells and is localized in the trans-Golgi network, but 
the cleavage of the endocytosed toxins can take place either at the plasma membrane in 
the endosome or the Golgi apparatus (Molloy et al. 1999). Therefore, some bacterial 
toxins are transported to the Golgi apparatus and a retrograde transport to the ER. There 
is evidence that the transportation of toxins through the Golgi to the ER can occur by 
more than one mechanism.  For instance, some toxins contain C-terminal KDEL or 
RDEL sequence. They can be transported to ER by interaction with KDEL receptors. 
This group of toxins includes cholera toxin A and heat-labile toxin (LT) (W I Lencer et 
al. 1995). On the other hand, Shiga toxins (Stxs), AB5 toxin, secreted from Shigella 
dysenteriae or enterohemorrhagic E.coli do not have a KDEL sequence. However, they 
still can be transported by a Rab6-dependent pathway from the TGN to the ER (Girod et 
al. 1999; J. White et al. 1999). Stx B subunit binds to the glycosphingolipid Gb3 receptor 
of the host cells and mediates endocytosis into the early endosome. Then, Stx proceeds 
directly from the early endosome to the TGN. During this stage, the Stx A subunit is 
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cleavaged by furin and transported to the ER, subsequently it translocates into the host 
cytosol (Lindberg et al. 1987; Luginbuehl et al. 2018; Sandvig et al. 1992).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.5: Entry of AB toxins into target cells.  
The host cell binding domain (B) of AB toxin interacts with specific cell surface receptor(s) and is 
internalized by endocytosis. The active domain (A) of the toxin is translocated into the host cytosol from 
the acidic endosome. In some cases, the exotoxin is transported through the TNG to the ER before A 
domain translocation takes place. This figure was adapted from Jianjun Sun 20127. The figure was created 
using BioRender. 
 
1.3 Bacterial protein toxins as new therapeutic tools 

 
Protein toxins are secreted through the bacterial membrane into the environment and 
interact directly with specific target of host cells. Some toxins act at the host cell surface, 
causing pore-formation, while other toxins require processing to enter and traffic through 
the cells to act in their cytosol. Due to the high efficiency and specificity of receptor 
binding and their high potency and efficient activity, toxins have been engineered as 
carriers to deliver cargo into target cells. This has been used for a variety of medical 
applications. For example, Clostridium botulinum neurotoxin serotypes A and B are 
commonly used as locally administered cosmetics (Botox) to reduce winkles (Carter and 
Seiff 1997). Additionally, it has been used as a therapeutics to reduce the muscle 
hyperactive, including headache, urinary incontinence, eye moment abnormality and  
 
 
7Adapted with permission from In Tech. [Role of Cellular Redox Factor in Pathogen and Toxin Entry in the Endocytic Pathways, 
Jianjun Sun, copyright © 2012 under the term of Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)]. 
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limb spasticity (Benedetto 2003; França et al. 2017). Nowadays, many studies have been 
focused on engineering the non-toxic fragment as a drug vehicle to deliver cargo into 
target cells. A fusion of the receptor-binding domain of Shiga toxin and the translocation 
domain of exotoxin A has successfully delivered a cargo (N8A) to suppress the growth 
of hepatocellular HEp-G2 carcinoma cells  (Ryou et al. 2016). Moreover, the enzymatic 
domain of AB toxins can be modified for cancer treatment. This has been done using 
DT. A fusion protein of an enzymatically active domain of DT (the first 486 residues of 
DT) and the full-length of interleukin-2 (IL-2) was used for cancer therapies. The fusion 
protein targeted the IL-2 receptor on the regulatory T-cells resulting in the elimination 
of regulatory T-cells, which leads to an increase of cancer immunity (Attia et al. 2005). 
Cytolysin A (ClyA or HlyE) forms pores in the eukaryotic cell membrane and triggers 
caspase-mediated cell death, which can be used to kill tumor cells (S.-N. Jiang et al. 
2010; Ryan et al. 2009). Recently, CNF1 has been tested to prevent Plasmodium 
falciparum cytoadherence and induce the detachment of P. falciparum-parasitized 
erythrocytes (pRBC) from endothelial monolayers (Messina et al. 2019). These findings 
are powerful examples of possible biomedical applications of toxins. However, use of 
toxins for human therapies still needs to be further analyzed in the clinical trial not only 
in the animal models. As many aspects of bacterial toxins are still unknown by small 
Rho GTPase, a more thorough understanding of the pathogenicity mechanisms of toxins 
is required for the development of potential treatments or prevention strategies for 
diseases. 
 
1.4 The actin cytoskeleton and its regulation 

 
1.4.1 The actin cytoskeleton 

 
The actin cytoskeleton is a dynamic cellular structure associated with numerous essential 
cellular processes, including cell shape, cell division, endocytosis, exocytosis, 
trafficking of intracellular organelles, and maintenance of intercellular connections (Le 
Clainche and Carlier 2008; Pha and Navarro 2016; Pollard and Borisy 2003). Moreover, 
the actin cytoskeleton is also important for host-pathogen interactions such as for 
phagocytosis and macropinocytosis by macrophages or the migration of immune cells. 
Bacterial pathogens can manipulate the host actin cytoskeleton to initiate uptake or entry 
into the target cell as well as to evade from the immune system (Claudia Hoffmann et 
al. 2004). Actin is both dynamic and robust and it is continuously rearranged by fast 
polymerization and depolymerization. Actin monomers, the globular-actin (G-actin), 
can assemble into double-helical structures, which are called filaments or filamentous 
actin (F-actin). The polarity is a key to the mechanism of actin assembly in the cells. 
Actin filaments are extended (polymerized) when the ATP-bound G-actin binds to other 
monomers. In contrast, when the bound ATP of G-actin is hydrolyzed into its ADP form, 
the polymer becomes unstable, resulting in depolymerization at the minus end. This ATP 
hydrolysis in filament-growth is called actin treadmilling (Figure 1.6) (Ono 2007; 
Pollard and Borisy 2003). 
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Figure 1.6: Actin polymerization and depolymerization.  
ATP-G actin binds to the plus-end of actin filaments leading to polymerization. Hydrolysis of the ATP-G 
actin into ADP results in depolymerization, G-actin is removed from the minus-end. When the ADP of 
the associated G-actin is replaced by ATP, the G-actin is able to polymerize again. 
 
1.4.2 Rho GTPases in cell biology 

 
The actin cytoskeleton is regulated by many proteins and factors, including small 
GTPases belonging to the Rho family. The Rho gene was identified in 1985, and in 1992 
(Etienne-Manneville and Hall 2002), the first insights into the cellular function of Rho 
GTPase were reported (Madaule and Axel 1985; Ridley and Hall 1992b). Rho family 
proteins including, Cdc42, Rac1 and RhoA, are molecular switches involved in many 
signaling pathways, which are needed for effective immune responses, regulation of 
actin structures, endocytosis, control of transcription, and cell cycle progression. Most 
Rho GTPase family members switch between an active GTP-bound and an inactive 
GDP-bound state (Figure 1.7). The modification of the Rho GTPase affects its regulatory 
functions and alters associated corresponding host signaling pathways. The activation 
state of Rho GTPases is regulated by three different types of regulators: (1) the guanine 
nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs); (2) the GTPase-activating protein (GAPs); (3) the 
guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitors (GDIs). Rho GTPases are activated by GEF 
proteins, which provoke the replacement of GDP by GTP. On the other hand, the GAP 
proteins stimulate the rate of GTP hydrolysis and return the Rho GTPases into its 
inactive form (Figure 1.7A) (Bos, Rehmann, and Wittinghofer 2007; Moon and Zheng 
2003; Peck et al. 2002). Rho GTPases are approximately 21-25 kDa in size and belong 
to the Ras superfamily. In humans, there are 20 Rho GTPase members that can be 
classified into eight subgroups depending on their mode of regulation: (1) Cdc42 
(Cdc42, TC10 and TCL); (2) RhoUV (RhoU/Wrch and RhoV/Chp); (3) Rac (Rac1, 
Rac2, Rac3 and RhoG); (4) RhoBTB (RhoBTB1, RhoBTB2 and RhoBTB3); (5) RhoH; 
(6) Rho (RhoA, RhoB and RhoC); (7) Rnd (Rnd1, Rnd2 and Rnd3/ RhoE); (8) RhoF 
(RhoD and RhoF/ Rif) (Boureux et al. 2007). The best characterized Rho family proteins 
in mammalian cells are RhoA, Rac1, and Cdc42 that act as molecular switches. 
Constitutively activated Cdc42, Rac1 and RhoA trigger the formation finger-like 
membrane extensions (filopodia), actin-rich surface protrusions (lamellipodia) and stress 
fibers, respectively (Figure 1.7B) (Kozma et al. 1995; Ridley and Hall 1992a).  
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Figure 1.7: The Rho GTPase cycle.  
(A) Rho proteins function as molecular switches in the GTPase cycle. Rho GTPases switch between an 
active GTP-bound and an inactive GDP-bound stage. GTP-bound Rho proteins induce many downstream 
responses. The figure was created using BioRender. (B) The activation of Cdc42, Rac1, and RhoA leads 
to the formation of filopodia, lamellipodia, and stress fibers, respectively. The microscopy pictures were 
derived from Schweer et al. 20138. 
 
1.4.3 Rho GTPase targeting bacterial toxins 

 
Pathogenic bacteria produce specific virulence factors depending on the expression of 
host factors, toxin receptors, and their cellular targets. Various bacterial toxins affect the 
regulation of essential signaling pathways and interfere with Rho GTPases leading to 
actin cytoskeleton rearrangements (Aili et al. 2008; Andor et al. 2001; Von Pawel‐
Rammingen et al. 2000). Pathogenic bacteria modulate the actin cytoskeleton to promote 
invasion and proliferation within host cells. For this, pathogens have evolved virulence 
factors targeting Rho GTPases. These bacterial effectors are either injected directly to 
target cells by different secretion systems such as type III, IV, or VI secretion systems 
(e.g., YopE from Yersinia is injected by a T3SS) or released into the environment to 
subsequently bind to host cell receptors (e.g., CNFs from E. coli or Yersinia and 
Clostridium difficile toxin B, TcdB). Several bacterial toxin enter the host cells by 
endocytosis and can either activate or inactivate Rho GTPases via their enzymatic and; 
(3) by toxin modifies activity (Table 1.2) (Popoff 2014). There are at least three 
mechanisms for the modulation of Rho protein activity: (1) by direct post-translational; 
(2) by indirect effects in which the toxin mimics guanine nucleotide exchange factors 
(GEFs), GTPase activating proteins (GAPs), or guanine nucleotide dissociation 
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8Derived with permission from PLoS Pathog. [The Cytotoxic Necrotizing Factor of Yersinia pseudotuberculosis (CNFY) Enhances 
Inflammation and Yop Delivery during Infection by Activation of Rho GTPases, Schweer et al., copyright © 2013].  

inhibitors (GDIs) (Fu and Galán 1999; Prehna et al. 2006; Stebbins and Galán 2000) 
upstream regulators of Rho, which targets heterotrimeric G-proteins (large G-proteins) 
(Orth et al. 2009; Preuß et al. 2009). 
 
Table 1.2: Toxins targeting Rho GTPase.  

Rho inactivating toxins 
C3-like ADP-ribosyltransferases 
      Clostridium botulinum C3 exoenzyme 
      Clostridium limosum transferase 
      Straphylococcus aureus transferase 
      Bacillus cereus transferase 
Large clostridial cytotoxins 
       Clostridium difficile toxin A 
       Clostridium difficile toxin B 
       Clostridium sordellii hemorrhagic toxin 
       Clostridium sordellii lethal toxin 
       Clostridium novyi α-toxin 
GAP-like injected toxins 
      Pseudomonas aeruginosa exoenzyme S (ExoS) 
      Salmonella typhimurium protein tyrosine phosphatase (SptP) 
      Yersinia pseudotuberculosis outer protein (YopE and YopT) 
Rho activating toxins 
Deamidating/ transglutaminating toxins 
      Escherichia coli cytotoxic necrotizing factors (CNF1 or CNF2) 
      Yersinia pseudotuberculosis cytotoxic necrotizing factor (CNFY) 
      Bordetella pertussis dermonecrotizing toxin (DNT) 
GEF-like injected toxin 
      Salmonella typhimurium SopE 

 
1.4.3.1 Rho-inactivating toxins 

 
There are two different strategies how toxins inhibit Rho GTPase by post-translational 
modification. These include irreversible and reversible mechanisms. The irreversible 
inhibition of Rho GTPases is achieved through covalent modification by glucosylation, 
ADP-ribosylation, and proteolytic cleavage. For example, Clostridium difficile toxins A 
and B (TcdA and TcdB) exhibit glucosyltransferase activity. These toxins glucosylate 
Thr37 of RhoA and Thr35 of Rac as well as Cdc42 and subsequently inhibit the effector 
coupling leading to blockage of signal transduction pathways (Just, Selzer, et al. 1995; 
Just, Wilm, et al. 1995). The inactivation of Rho proteins leads to morphological changes 
such as shrinking and rounding of intoxicated cells (Fiorentini and Thelestam 1991). 
Moreover, the intoxication by toxins A and B of C. difficile induces a massive 
inflammatory response in the gastrointestinal tract (Davies et al. 2011; Pothoulakis et al. 
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1988). Clostridium botulinum exoenzyme C3 is a Rho ADP-ribosylating cytotoxin that 
blocks the activation of RhoABC at Asn41 (Popoff 2018; Sekine, Fujiwara, and 
Narumiya 1989). The Yersinia effector protein YopT is a cysteine protease with 
proteolytic activity that cleaves an isoprenylated of RhoA, Rac and Cdc42 at their C-
terminal cysteine resulting in the irreversibly releasing the GTPases from their 
membrane attachment (Fueller and Schmidt 2008; Shao et al. 2003). On the other hand, 
reversible inhibition occurs by bacterial effectors that act as GAP-like proteins. Many 
bacterial effectors mimic the action of GAP proteins to switch off the active state of Rho 
GTPases. These effectors are delivered into host cells by T3SSs and include YopE from 
Yersinia spp., Salmonella enterica SptP, and P. aeruginosa ExoS and ExoT (Figure 
1.8A) (Cytes 2002; Goehring et al. 1999; Von Pawel‐Rammingen et al. 2000).  
 
1.4.3.2 Rho-activating toxins 
 
Bacterial toxins which activate Rho GTPases encompass Salmonella typhimurium SopE 
that mimics GEF function. SopE is secreted via T3SS and activates Rho proteins by 
catalyzing the exchange of GDP for GTP, causing the remodeling of the actin 
cytoskeleton (Hardt et al. 1998). Moreover, SopE promotes host inflammatory responses 
and involved in the cellular invasion of Salmonella (Figure 1.8B) (Drumo et al. 2016; 
Stecher et al. 2007). After endocytosis, the enzymatic domain is released into the cytosol 
from the endosome compartment where it catalyzes the deamidation of Glu63 in RhoA  
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1.8: Modulation of Rho GTPase signaling by bacterial toxins. 
(A) Bacterial toxins modify a residue of switch I of the small Rho GTPase by addition of a cumbersome 
moiety (ADRP, glucose, and AMP) or proteolytically cleave Rho GTPase as well as mimic eukaryotic 
regulatory proteins (GAPs). These modifications inhibit the interaction of activated Rho proteins with 
their effector resulting in the inactive form of Rho-GTPases. (B) Bacterial virulence factors mimic GEFs 
or modify a residue in the switch II region of the small Rho GTPases (deamidation), which impairs the 
intrinsic GAP activity leading to a constitutive activation of Rho-GTPases. This Figure was adapted from 
Popoff 20149 and created using BioRender. 
 

 

 

 

9Adapted with permission from Landes Bioscience. [Bacterial factors exploit eukaryotic Rho GTPase signaling cascades to promote 
invasion and proliferation within their host, Popoff, copyright © 2014].  

A Rho-inactivating toxins  B Rho-activating toxins 
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and Glu61 in Rac and Cdc42 to glutamic acid. Glu63/Glu61 is important in GTP 
hydrolysis, which is located in the switch II region of the Rho proteins. The activation 
of Rho GTPase by toxin causes massive reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton (ref). 
Another activating Rho GTPase toxins are the cytotoxic necrotizing factors from E.coli 
(CNF1 or CNF2) or Y. pseudotuberculosis (CNFY) and DNT from Bordetella spp.  
 
1.5 The cytotoxic necrotizing factor family 

 
The first cytotoxic necrotizing factor (CNF) was discovered in E. coli isolated from stool 
specimens of children with acute gastroenteritis. This factor showed a necrotizing effect 
on rabbit skin and caused cytotoxicity on HeLa cells by inhibiting cell division. After 
that, this protein toxin was termed cytotoxic necrotizing factor (CNF1) (A Caprioli et al. 
1983). Although uropathogenic E.coli (UPEC) produce CNF1, it has been mainly 
characterized from E. coli strain J96 (Blum et al. 1995; Swenson et al. 1996). Later, a 
homologous gene encoding CNF1 has been identified in Y. pseudotuberculosis strains 
YPIII and IP2666 from serotype O3 which was termed CNFY. The amino acid sequence 
of CNFY is approximately 61% identical to CNF1. The cnfY gene is encoded by an open 
reading frame of 3,045 bp located on the chromosome. The protein was found in the 
supernatant of Y. pseudotuberculosis cultures and induces multinucleation and the 
development of giant cells (Lockman et al. 2002). CNF1 has been suggested to be a 
secreted toxin, but they lack a classical secretion signal for either of the Sec-dependent 
secretion systems (type II and type I). Also, components of a putative secretory apparatus 
of type III has not been found in CNF1 (Landraud et al. 2003). A previous study 
established that CNF1 is transported out of bacteria cells in a complex with outer 
membrane vesicles (OMVs) in uropathogenic E. coli (UPEC) strains (Kouokam et al. 
2006). Indded, the effect of OMV on HEp-2 cells demonstrated the same pattern of 
multinucleation similar to HEp-2 cells treated with purified CNF1 (Davis et al. 2006a). 
 
Further study showed that mutation of the gene encoding for ferredoxin (fdx), a small 
iron-sulfur protein, affected CNF1 secretion across the inner membrane of E. coli K1. 
Besides, YgfZ is a folate-binding protein that located in periplasmic space may 
contributes to secretion of CNF1 into OMV(Yu and Kim 2012). There is an evidence 
showed that OMVs secreted produced by Y. pseutuberculosis carrying CNFY toxin 
(Monnappa et al. 2018). However, the secretion mechanism of CNFY remains unclear, 
and probably it is released by different mechanisms. 
 
The conserved essential amino acid residues for catalytic activity, Cys866 and His881, 
are found in CNFY with the same spacing (Schmidt et al. 1998). The structure of the 
catalytic domain of CNF1 (residues 720-1,014) has been published (Buetow et al. 
2001a). The center of the CNF1 catalytic domain is formed by a β-sandwich consisting 
of 2 mixed β-sheets, which is surrounded by α-helices and 9 loop regions. Cys866 and 
His881 are located in a deep pocket of the catalytic domain, which includes the Rho-
binding site. Moreover, loop 8 (aa 964-970) and loop 9 (aa 996-1003) of CNF1 are 
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crucial for RhoA recognition (Figure 1.9) (Buetow et al. 2001a; Claudia Hoffmann, 
Aktories, and Schmidt 2007) 
 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of CNF1 structure catalytic domain (residues 720-1014). 
(A) Cys866 and His881 are located at the base of the deep pocket shown in red and green, respectively. 
(B) The catalytic triad is shown in two conformations of Cys866, indicated by an arrow between 1 and 2. 
The interaction site with RhoA Gln63 is indicated. The main part and side chains are shown as bounds 
(carbon is yellow, nitrogen is blue, oxygen is red, and sulfur is green) (B). The surface of CNF1 pocket is 
shown in 3D structure. (C) This figure was derived from Buetow et al. 200110. 
 
All CNFs are single-chain AB-type toxins of an identical length of 1,014 amino acids.  
They consist of three different functional domains: (1) the receptor binding domain that 
binds with high affinity to specific receptors on the host cell surface; (2) the central 
translocation domain containing two hydrophobic helices that allow the toxin to 
translocate across the endosomal membrane into the host cytosol; (3) the catalytic region 
that covalently modifies small Rho GTPases through the site-specific deamination of a 
glutamine (Gln63) residue to glutamate (Glu63) in RhoA and Gln61 to Glu61 in Rac1 
and Cdc42. (Lockman et al. 2002). CNF1 activates RhoA, Cdc42, and Rac1, whereas 
CNFY selectively activates RhoA within 6 hours of intoxication, but not Cdc42 or Rac1. 
However, after 8 hours of CNFY treatment, an activation of Cdc42 and Rac1 could be 
observed in treated cells (Claudia Hoffmann et al. 2004). RhoA activation induces the 
formation of stress fiber, whereas deamidation of Rac1 and Cdc42 leads to the formation 
of membrane ruffling and filopodia, respectively. Several studies established that CNF1 
intoxication exhibited variable responses in different infection models. For example, 
CNF1 deficient strains have diminished potential to colonize the urinary tract but show 
increased invasion of brain microvascular endothelial cells (BMEC) (Khan et al. 2002; 
Rippere-Lampe, O’Brien, et al. 2001). Besides, CNF1 causes tissue damage (rat prostate 
tissue) and disrupts the tight junction in T84 intestinal epithelial cells (Hopkins et al. 
2003; Rippere-Lampe, Lang, et al. 2001). Moreover, it also affects the function of 
immune cells by inhibiting phagocytosis (Falzano et al. 1993). There is evidence that  
 
 
 
 
10Permitted to be used in a doctoral thesis/dissertation by Springer Nature. [Structure of the Rho-activating domain of Escherichia 
coli cytotoxic necrotizing factor 1, Buetow et al., copyright© 2001].  
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CNF1 might be involved in cancer development by inducing cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-
2) expression, activating nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-kB) and inhibiting apoptosis (Doye 
et al. 2002; Falzano et al. 2006; Miraglia et al. 2007). Schweer and colleagues reported 
that CNFY from Y. pseudotuberculosis increased inflammation and tissue damage, 
leading to severe acute infection in a mouse model of infection. In contrast, a CNFY-
deficient strain reduces pathology but causes a persistent Y. pseudotuberculosis infection 
(Heine et al. 2018; Schweer et al. 2013). Moreover, CNFY enhanced YopE translocation 
into host cells, preventing innate and adaptive immune response by inhibiting 
phagocytosis and inducing inflammatory responses as well as triggering cell death 
(Schweer et al. 2013; Wolters et al. 2013). 
 
1.5.1 The structural organization of CNFY 
 
Recently, the crystal structure of CNFY from Yersinia pseudotuberculosis was 
successfully solved and different functional domains were predicted (Figure 1.10). The 
overall structure of CNFY can be divided into main three functional domains: (1) an N-
terminal being involved in receptor-binding domain comprises of residues 1-526 (D1-
D3); (2) a putative central region from residues 527-719 (D4); (3) a C-terminal region 
likely encoding the catalytic, Rho GTPase-activating domain composed of residues 720-
1014 (D5). The CNFY N-terminal domain D1 is mainly α-helical, but it is a separated by 
the predicted D2 domain. Additionally, residues 387-412 form a loop within this domain, 
which has been reported to fold into two hydrophobic helices in CNF1 (350-372 and 
387-412). This hydrophobic region of CNF1 plays a vital role of the insertion of the 
toxin into the endosomal membrane. The central D3 domain of CNFY (residues 426-
526) is composed of six anti-parallel β-strands forming an imperfect β-barrel. Residues 
527-700 (D4) of CNFY fold into a curved 6-stranded β-sheet flanked by α-helices. 
Sequencing analysis and function of this region are uncharacterized in other bacterial 
toxins. In contrast, the structure of the catalytic domain of CNFs (720-1017 aa) is well 
characterized. C-terminal D5 region of CNFY is highly similar to the C-terminal active 
domain in CNF1, which is comprised of seven β-sheets and contains the conserved active 
site cysteine/histidine (C866S/H881) (Buetow et al. 2001a; Claudia Hoffmann, 
Aktories, and Schmidt 2007). 
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Figure 1.10: The CNFY structure.  
The CNFY prediction domains have been divided into 5 domains and colored in dark blue (1-38 and 326-
425), cyan (39-134), light blue (135-325), yellow (527-700), and red (720-1014). This CNFY structure 
was kindly provided by Dr. Peer Lukat, HZI Braunschweig.  
 
1.5.2 Cell binding and intracellular mechanisms of CNFs 
 
CNF1 internalizes into the host cells via receptor-mediated endocytosis upon the 
interaction of binding region, the first 190 N-terminal residues, to a host cell surface 
receptor. The region between amino acid 53 to 75 plays an essential role in the binding 
of CNF1 to host cell receptors (Fabbri, Gauthier, and Boquet 1999). Recently, 37-kDa 
laminin receptor precursor protein (37LRP) was first identified as a specific receptor for 
CNF1 (Chung et al. 2003). Moreover, the Lutheran adhesion glycoprotein/basal cell 
adhesion molecule (Lu/BCAM) was discovered as an additional receptor for CNF1 
toxin. Lu/BCAM is expressed in many tissues as well as in epithelial and endothelial 
cells.  The interaction between CNF1 and Lu/BCAM is located within the catalytic 
domain (720-1014 residues) that bind tightly to amino acids 683 to 730. Surprisingly, 
the deletion of CNF1 N-terminal domain can bind to the cells but is insufficient to 
intoxicate them. Taken together, those findings suggested that both receptors of CNF1 
might be required for efficient intoxication (McNichol et al. 2007; Piteau et al. 2014). 
After binding to host receptors, CNF1 is internalized by receptor-mediated endocytosis, 
which is clathrin- and caveolin-independent (Blumenthal et al. 2007; Contamin et al. 
2013). The acidified endosome triggers a conformational change of the translocation 
domain, allowing toxin insert into the endosomal membrane. Subsequently, the full 
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biological activity of the catalytic domain of CNF1 is released into the host cytosol by 
serine protease-dependent cleavage between residues 532 and 544 in the endosome 
(Figure 1.11) (Knust et al. 2009a). The previous study demonstrated that (Knust et al. 
2009a).Bacteria toxins that modify the Rho family block the function of immune systems 
and enhance the pathogen to proliferate in the host cells (Falbo et al. 1993; Oswald et 
al. 1994). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.11: Cellular uptake of CNF into the host cells.  
(1) The binding domain of CNF binds to the receptor expressed on the host cell membrane. (2) After 
receptor binding, CNF is internalized into the host cell via endocytosis. (3) Subsequently, after fusion with 
a lysosome, the pH inside the endosome changes, leading to acidification and the translocation domain of 
toxin inserts into the endosomal membrane. (4) The catalytic domain is released into the host cytosol after 
cleavage by an unknown serine protease. (5) The active catalytic domain modifies Rho proteins at 
glutamine 61/63 by deamidation to glutamate. This figure was adapted from Knust and Schmidt, 201011 
and created using BioRender. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11Adapted with permission from Molecular Diversity Preservation International. [Cytotoxic Necrotizing Factors (CNFs)−A Growing 
Toxin Family, Knust and Schmidt, copyright © 2010 under the term of Commons Attribution License 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)]. 
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1.6 Aim of the study 
 
The Y. pseudotuberculosis strains YPIII and IP2666 of serotype O3 have been shown to 
produce the cytotoxic necrotizing factor (CNFY) toxin, which is known to constitutively 
activate GTPases of the Rho family (Rac-1, Cdc42, RhoA) (Claudia Hoffmann et al. 
2004; Lockman et al. 2002). Small Rho GTPase has been identified as a target of 
bacterial toxins because they play an essential role in the regulation of several cellular 
processes (Aili et al. 2008; Andor et al. 2001; Von Pawel‐Rammingen et al. 2000). 
Previous studies on CNFY were mainly focused on its toxicity in pathogenesis effects. 
However, there is no available data showing the structure of the full-length CNFY and 
its biological function domains in more detail. Although it is closely related to CNF1 
toxin, which has been reported to be an AB toxin, they may have different biological 
processes during infection, including secretion mechanism through bacteria membrane, 
binding to host cell receptors and entry pathways.  
 
To complete the knowledge concerning the processing of CNFY and mode of action 
during infection, in this study, we aimed to: (1) identify secretion mechanisms of CNFY 
from Y. pseudotuberculosis; (2) characterize the functional of CNFY in each domain 
based on its crystal structure including binding, translocation, and catalytic domains; (3) 
investigate  the intracellular trafficking pathways of CNFY including the finding of the 
endosomal membrane insertion, translocation, cleavage site and cellular localization; (4) 
observe whether the uptake of CNFY deletion variants lead to intoxication of the target 
cells; (5) analyze the susceptibility of different mammalian cells to CNFY. 
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2. Material and methods 
 
2.1 Material 
 
2.1.1 Equipment and material 
 
Equipment and material of the following companies were used in this study: BD 
Biosciences, Biochrom, BioRad, Eppendrof, Gilson, Greiner, Ibidi, Millipore, PeqLab, 
Schott, Sigma Aldrich, Thermo Scientific, VWR International, Whatman Schleicher & 
Schüll GmbH and Zeiss.  
 
2.1.2 Chemicals and buffers 
 
Chemicals and buffer of the following companies were used in this study: Applichem, 
BD Biosciences, Biochrom, BioLegend, Biomol, Difco, Fermentas, Fisher Scientific 
Fluka, Gibco, Invitrogen, Merck, New England Biolabs Inc. (NEB), Promega, 
Promocell, Qiagen, Roche, Roth, Sigma Aldrich, Zeiss. Other special chemicals are 
mentioned in the text. All buffers and solutions indicated in the table 2.1 were prepared 
with distilled water. Sterilization was accomplished by autoclaving for 20 min. at 121°C 
and 1 bar pressure. Temperature sensitive solutions were filtered using a filter pore size 
of 0.22 µm. 
 
Table 2.1: Chemicals and buffers 

Chemicals/Buffer Composition 
Coomassie staining solution 20% isopropanol, 10% acetic acid,  

0.05% CoomassieTM Brilliant Blue 
G250  

PBS (10x) 80 g/l NaCl, 2 g/l KCl, 14.4 g/l 
Na2HPO4, 2.4 g/l KH2PO3; pH 7.4 

SDS running buffer 33 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 192 mM 
glycine, 0.1% SDS  

4x SDS sample buffer 250 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 8% SDS, 
0.008% Bromophenol Blue, 40% 
glycerol, 20% β-mercaptoethanol,  

SDS separating gel buffer 500 mM Tris-HCl, 4% SDS, pH 6.8 
SDS stacking gel buffer 1.5 M Tris-HCl, 4% SDS, pH 8.8  
TAE buffer (Tris-acetate-EDTA, 1x) 40 mM Tris-acetate, 2 mM EDTA, pH 

8.0  
TBST buffer 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 

0.05% Tween-20  
TBSTB 5% BSA in TBST 
TBSTM 5% skim milk powder in TBST 
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TFB1 buffer 30 mM potassium acetate, 10 mM 
CaCl2, 50 mM MnCl2, 100 mM RbCl, 
15% glycerin, pH 5.8  

TFB2 buffer  10 mM MOPS, 75 mM CaCl2, 10 mM 
RbCl, 15% glycerin, pH 6.5  

Transblot buffer 25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, 20% 
Methanol  

Transformation buffer 272 mM sucrose, 15% glycerol, sterile 
filtrated  

 
2.1.3 Media and supplements 
 
All media (listed in Table 2.2 were prepared with distilled water (H2Odest). Media 
supplements for selective media are listed in Table 2.3. The compositions were added 
into the media after autoclaving. 
 
Table 2.2: Media composition 

Medium Composition 
BHI (brain-heart infusion) broth 37 g/l BHI 
LB (Luria Bertani) broth 5 g/l NaCl, 5 g/l yeast extract, 10 g/l 

tryptone 
LB solid medium LB broth, 18 g/l agar 
SOC (super optimal broth) medium 20 g/l tryptone, 5 g/l yeast extract, 0.5 

g/l NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 
10 mM MgSO4, 0.2% glucose 

Freezing medium for eukaryotic cells 90% FCS + 10% DMSO 
Caco-2, HT-29, Lovo and T84 medium DMEM/Ham´s F-12 (1:1) + 10% FCS 
HEp-2 medium RPMI 1640 + 1% GlutaMax-l + 7.5% 

NCS 
J774A.1 and Raw264.7 medium DMEM + 1% GlutaMax-l + 10% FCS 
mClcl2 medium DMEM/Ham´s F-12 + 2% FCS 
THP-1 medium RPMI 1640 + 1% GlutaMax-l + 10% 

FCS 
 
Table 2.3: Media supplements 

Media supplements Stock concentration 
& manufacturer 

Final concentration 

Carbenicillin 100 mg/ml 100 µg/ml 
Chloramphenicol 30 mg/ml 30 µg/ml 
Fetal calf serum (FCS) 100% (Biochrom) 10% 
HEPES buffer 1 M (Biochrom) 10 mM 
Horse serum  100% (Sigma) 10% 
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Media supplements Stock concentration 
& manufacturer 

Final concentration 

Kanamycin 50 mg/ml 50 µg/ml 
Newborn calf serum (NCS) 100% (Sigma) 7.5%, 0.75% 
Probenecid  150 mM (Sigma) 1.5 mM 

 
2.1.4 Enzymes, antibodies, kits and standard marker 
 
All enzymes, antibodies and commercial kits used in this study were applied with 
buffers provided by the manufacturer and are indicated in Table 2.4, 2.5 2.6 and 2.7 
respectively. 

Table 2.4: Enzymes 

Enzyme Reference source 
Antarctic phosphatese  New England Biolabs 
Benyonase Merk 
DreamTaq DNA polymerase Thermo Scientific 
MangoTaqTM DNA polymerase  Bioline 
Phusion® High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase New England Biolabs 
Pfu DNA polymerase Promega 
Restriction enzymes New England Biolabs 
T4 DNA ligase New England Biolabs 

 
Table 2.5: Antibodies  

Antibody Dilution Manufacturer 
Primary antibodies   
Anti-actin 1:10,000 Sigma 
Anti-bla 1:10,000 Abcam 
Anti-Cdc42 1:10,000 Cell Signalling 
Anti-CNFY 1:3,000 David´s Biotechnology 
Anti-flag 1:10,000 Sigma 
Anti-GFP 1:10,000 Sigma 
Anti-OmpA 1:3,000 Stierhof, Tübingen 
Anti-Rac1  1:10,000 Cell Signalling 
Anti-RhoA  1:10,000 Biomol, Abcam 
   
Secondary antibodies   
Anti-mouse IgG, Alexa Flour plus 647 1:200 Thermo Scientific 
Anti-mouse IgG, HRP-linked 1:10,000 Cell Signalling 
Anti-rabbit IgG, HRP-linked 1:10,000 Cell Signalling 
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Table 2.6: Commercial kits  

Commercial kit Manufacturer 
Quick Fusion cloning kit Biotool 
In-Fusion® HD cloning kit Tekara 
NucleoSpin® Gel and PCR Cleanup Macherey-Nagel 
NucleoSpin® Plasmid Macherey-Nagel 
QIAquickTM Gel extraction Qiagen 
QIAquickTM PCR Purification Qiagen 
QIAquickTM Plasmid Midiprep Qiagen 
QIAquickTM Plasmid Miniprep Qiagen 

 
Table 2.7: Standard marker 

Standard marker Maunfacturer 
GeneRuler DNA Ladder mix Thermo Scientific 
PageRularTM Prestained Protein Ladder Thermo Scientific 

 
2.1.5 Oligonucleotides and plasmids 
Oligonucleotides (see Table 2.8) were synthesized from Metabion. Each primer stock 
was diluted in distilled water to 100 μM and was diluted to 10 μM for PCR reactions. 
Restriction enzyme recognition sites are underlined as indicated. The plasmids used in 
this study are listed in Table 2.9.  

Table 2.8: Oligonucleotides  

Name Sequence (5’ – 3’) Description 
VI532 GACTGCAGATTCTGTGAGAAATC cnfY aa1-719 rev PstI 
VI533 GACTGCAGACTGACCACCTTT cnfY aa 1-526 rev PstI 
VI955 TCG TCT TCA CCT CGA GGA TCC 

CTA CAG GGA TCG GAG TAG TG 
cnf-1 full length fwd (BamHI)  

VI958 CGTGCAAAAACAACTGTACTCCCT
GTTAAAGTACCAGAG 

cnfY SDM C866S fwd 

VI959 CTCTGGTACTTTAACAGGGAGTAC
AGTTGTTTTTGCACG 

cnfY SDM C866S rev 

VI960 GGCAACAATTGTCGTACTACCACT
TAGATTTCCGC 

cnf-1 SDM C866S fwd 

VI961 GCGGAAATCTAAGTGGTAGTACGA
CAATTGTTGCC 

cnf-1 SDM C866S rev 

VII005 CTGGGTGGCCTGCAGGTACCCGAA
ATTTTTTTGAAAATACC 

cnf-1 full length rev (KpnI)  

VII006 TATCACCTGCAGGAATATTGTACTT
TTCCAAAAAATC 

cnfY aa 1-443 rev (PstI) 

VII006 TATCACCTGCAGGAATATTGTACTT
TTCCAAAAAATC 

cnfY aa 1-443 rev (PstI) 
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VII061 AAGTTTAGTACAACAGATTTTTCTA
ATCTC 

cnfY aa 39-134 deletion fwd 

VII062 GAGATTAGAAAAATCTGTTGTACT
AAACTT 

cnfY aa 39-134 deletion rev 

VII063 TATTTTTTGAGAGATAACATACTTA
ATAAA 

cnfY aa 134-426 deletion fwd 

VII064 TTTATTAAGTATGTTATCTCTCAAA
AAATA 

cnfY aa 134-426 deletion rev 

VII065 AAGTTTAGTACAACAAACATACTT
AATAAA 

cnfY aa 39-426 deletion fwd 

VII066 TTTATTAAGTATGTTTGTTGTACTA
AACTT 

cnfY aa 39-426 deletion rev 

VII066 TTTATTAAGTATGTTTGTTGTACTA
AACTT 

cnfY aa 39-426 deletion rev 

VII252 GACCCTGACAACCTTTATTTTATCG
CATTTACTCAAAGCCGTAGTA 

cnfY SDM R54A fwd 

VII253 TACTACGGCTTTGAGTAAATGCGA
TAAAATAAAGGTTGTCAGGGTC 

cnfY SDM R54A rev 

VII254 GACAACCTTTATTTTATCCGATTTA
CTCAAGCCCGTAGTAACAATAAAT
CTTATACC 

cnfY SDM S58A fwd 

VII255 GGTATAAGATTTATTGTTACTACG
GGCTTGAGTAAATCGGATAAAATA
AAGGTTGTC 

cnfY SDM S58A rev 

VII256 GATTTACTCAAAGCCGTAGTAACG
CTAAATCTTATACCGGATGGGATC 

cnfY SDM N62A fwd 

VII257 GATCCCATCCGGTATAAGATTTAG
CGTTACTACGGCTTTGAGTAAATC 

cnfY SDM N62A rev 

VII258 TCTTTGACGAAGCTAATTCAACTG
CTGGAATATATAAAACAGCCGCTG
CTGATTCTTTTGACGAAAC 

cnfY SDM N109/110A fwd 

VII259 GTTTCGTCAAAAGAATCAGCAGCG
GCTGTTTTATATATTCCAGCAGTTG
AATTAGCTTCGTCAAAGA 

cnfY SDM N109/110A rev 

VII260 GAATATATAAAACAAACAATGCTG
ATGCTTTTGACGAAACAAACGAAG
CAAAA 

cnfY SDM S113A fwd 

VII261 TTTTGCTTCGTTTGTTTCGTCAAAA
GCATCAGCATTGTTTGTTTTATATA
TTC 

cnfY SDM S113A rev 

VII262 CAATGCTGATTCTTTTGACGAAGC
AAACGAAGCAAAAATGCTTCC 

cnfY SDM T117A fwd 

VII263 GGAAGCATTTTTGCTTCGTTTGCTT
CGTCAAAAGAATCAGCATTG 

cnfY SDM T117A rev 
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VII408 AAAATAATCTTGGTGATTTTTTGGA
AAAGTACGCTATTGCCGAGAGTGA
TATTCCAGAAAATGGCTCTTTAG 

cnfY SDM N442/S444A fwd 

VII409 CTAAAGAGCCATTTTCTGGAATAT
CACTCTCGGCAATAGCGTACTTTTC
CAAAAAATCACCAAGATTATTTT 

cnfY SDM N442/S444A rev 

VII410 GGAAAAGTACGCTATTGCCGAGGC
TGCTATTCCAGAAAATGGCTCTTTA 

cnfY SDM 
N442/S444AS446D447 fwd 

VII411 TAAAGAGCCATTTTCTGGAATAGC
AGCCTCGGCAATAGCGTACTTTTC
C 

cnfY SDM 
N442/S444AS446D447 rev 

VII412 TGGTGATTTTTTGGAAAAGTACAA
TATTAGCGAGAGTGATATTGCAGC
AGCTGGCTCTTTAGTTATTAATTTG 

cnfY SDM 
P449/E450/N541A fwd 

VII413 CAAATTAATAACTAAAGAGCCAGC
TGCTGCAATATCACTCTCGCTAATA
TTGTACTTTTCCAAAAAATCACCA 

cnfY SDM 
P449/E450/N541A rev 

VII414 CGAGAGTGATATTGCAGCAGCTGC
CGCTTTAGTTATTAATTTGAAAAAC
A 

cnfY SDM P449/E450/N541/ 
G452/S453A fwd 

VII415 TGTTTTTCAAATTAATAACTAAAGC
GGCAGCTGCTGCAATATCACTCTC
G 

cnfY SDM P449/E450/N541/ 
G452/S453A rev 

VII422 GTTAAACTGAATGATGAAGAGGCC
GCAATTGTTGCAATCAAAGGAAGC 

cnfY SDM G475/E476A fwd 

VII423 GCTTCCTTTGATTGCAACAATTGCG
GCCTCTTCATCATTCAGTTTAAC 

cnfY SDM G475/E476A rev 

VII424 CGGGATTTACTACGAAGTAGATGC
TGAAACAGGTTATGAGA 

cnfY SDM T494A fwd 

VII425 TCTCATAACCTGTTTCAGCATCTAC
TTCGTAGTAAATCCCG 

cnfY SDM T494A rev 

VII426 GGTATTTCGAACCGAATATAATGC
AGCAATTTACTGGACAAGGGGGGG
AG 

cnfY SDM E512/K513A fwd 

VII427 CTCCCCCCCTTGTCCAGTAAATTGC
TGCATTATATTCGGTTCGAAATACC 

cnfY SDM E512/K513A rev 

VII765 CTGAAAGGTGGTCAGAACGTAGCT
GAAATT 

cnfY aa 527-719 deletion fwd 

VII766 AATTTCAGCTACGTTCTGACCACCT
TTCAG 

cnfY aa 527-719 deletion rev 

VII849 CTGAAAGGTGGTCAGCCACCAGTA
AAACCA 

cnfY aa 527-699 deletion fwd 

VII850 TGGTTTTACTGGTGGCTGACCACCT
TTCAG 

cnfY aa 527-699 deletion rev 
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VIII149 AAAGGAGTGTTTATGCTTCCATGG
TTTGGC 

cnfY aa 2-38 deletion fwd 

VIII150 GCCAAACCATGGAAGCATAAACAC
TCCTTT 

cnfY aa 2-38 deletion rev 

VIII151 TTTTTGAGAGATTGTAACGCAGAA
GTCCAG 

cnfY aa 135-325 deletion fwd 

VIII152 CTGGACTTCTGCGTTACAATCTCTC
AAAAA 

cnfY aa 135-325 deletion rev 

VIII153 AAGTTTAGTACAACAAACGCAGAA
GTCCAG 

cnfY aa 39-325 deletion fwd 

VIII154 CTGGACTTCTGCGTTTGTTGTACTA
AACTT 

cnfY aa 39-325 deletion rev 

VIII155 AAGTTTAGTACAACACAGCCATTT
AACTTC 

cnfY aa 39-525 deletion fwd 

VIII156 GAAGTTAAATGGCTGTGTTGTACT
AAACTT 

cnfY aa 39-525 deletion rev 

VIII261 GATGAGTTAATAAACGGGGATACT
TATAAAAAGCGTCGCTCTGCA 

cnfY SDM E382/383K fwd 

VIII262 TGCAGAGCGACGCTTTTTATAAGT
ATCCCCGTTTATTAACTCATC 

cnfY SDM E382/383K rev 

VIII263 CAGCCATTTAACTTCGAGGGGCTT
GATCTTGCTGGTTATTTTATAGATA
AACCATATTCTGAA 

cnfY SDM 
I535L/P536A/V537G fwd 

VIII264 TTCAGAATATGGTTTATCTATAAA
ATAACCAGCAAGATCAAGCCCCTC
GAAGTTAAATGGCTG 

cnfY SDM 
I535L/P536A/V537G rev 

VIII265 AACTTCGAGGGGCTTGATCTTGCT
GGTTATTTAATAGCTGCACCATATT
CTGAACTTGCATC 

cnfY SDM 
F539L/D541A/K542A fwd 

VIII266 GATGCAAGTTCAGAATATGGTGCA
GCTATTAAATAACCAGCAAGATCA
AGCCCCTCGAAGTT 

cnfY SDM 
F539L/D541A/K542A rev 

VIII267 GCTGGTTATTTAATAGCTGCAGCA
CATGCTGAACTTGCATCTTCAGTG
G 

cnfY SDM 
P543A/Y544H/S545A fwd 

VIII268 CCACTGAAGATGCAAGTTCAGCAT
GTGCTGCAGCTATTAAATAACCAG
C 

cnfY SDM 
P543A/Y544H/S545A rev 

VIII582 TGCAAACTTTCCGTCCCCAGAAAA
AGTAGTACCTGATTATATTAAACA
TAAG 

cnfY SDM S28P fwd 

VIII583 
 

CTTATGTTTAATATAATCAGGTACT
ACTTTTTCTGGGGACGGAAAGTTT
GCA 

cnfY SDM S28P rev 
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VIII584 GCATACTTACCAAGATGATCCCAT
GGGGTATAAGATTTATTGTTACTA
CG 

cnfY SDM G67P fwd 

VIII585 CGTAGTAACAATAAATCTTATACC
CCATGGGATCATCTTGGTAAGTAT
GC 

cnfY SDM G67P rev 

VIII586 ATCAGCATTGTTTGTTTTATATATT
GGAGCAGTTGAATTAGCTTCGTCA
AAG 

cnfY SDM G104P fwd 

VIII587 CTTTGACGAAGCTAATTCAACTGC
TCCAATATATAAAACAAACAATGC
TGAT 

cnfY SDM G104P rev 

VIII588 TATTTTATTTTTTTTATTAAAAATA
GCATCAATAGGGAATTCATATTCA
TCTTTACTAATAGCACTATCTT 

cnfY SDM S184P fwd 

VIII589 AAGATAGTGCTATTAGTAAAGATG
AATATGAATTCCCTATTGATGCTAT
TTTTAATAAAAAAAATAAAATA 

cnfY SDM S184P rev 

VIII590 TTTAAAACAATTCTTAATGTAATCG
GGGACAACTCTTTCAGGTGAAGGG
AA 

cnf-1 SDM S28P fwd 

VIII591 TTCCCTTCACCTGAAAGAGTTGTCC
CCGATTACATTAAGAATTGTTTTAA
A 

cnf-1 SDM S28P rev 

VIII592 TCCCAAGATGATCCCATGGAGTAT
AAGATCTGCTATTACTCCG 

cnf-1 SDM G67P fwd 

VIII593 CGGAGTAATAGCAGATCTTATACT
CCATGGGATCATCTTGGGA 

cnf-1 SDM G67P rev 

VIII594 ATCTGCACTCTTTGTTTTATAAATT
GGTGTGCGTGAATTTGCATCATCA
AAA 

cnf-1 SDM G104P fwd 

VIII595 TTTTGATGATGCAAATTCACGCAC
ACCAATTTATAAAACAAAGAGTGC
AGAT 

cnf-1 SDM G104P rev 

VIII596 CGATTTAAGGCGTTCATGGGGAAA
TTATATTCACGCTCATCAAG 

cnf-1 SDM S184P fwd 

VIII597 CTTGATGAGCGTGAATATAATTTC
CCCATGAACGCCTTAAATCG 

cnf-1 SDM S184P rev 

aa: amino acid 
fwd: forward primer 
rev: reverse primer 
SDM: site directed mutagenesis 
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Table 2.9: Plasmids 

Plasmid Description Reference 
pFU31 pZE12luc, ori coIE1, MCS+gfp, AmpR F. Uliczka, et al., 2011 
pFU189 luxCDABE +RBS, coIE1, CmR F. Uliczka, et al., 2012 
pISN1 pFU189, MCS, blaM, coIE1, CmR Isabell Nitzel 
pISN2 pFU189, MCS, 3xFlag, coIE1, CmR Isabell Nitzel 
pISN7 pISN1, PcnfY + cnfY1-1014 aa- blaM, coIE1, CmR Isabell Nitzel 
pISN8 pISN1, PcnfY + cnfY1-719 aa- blaM, coIE1, CmR Isabell Nitzel 
pISN9 pISN1, PcnfY + cnfY1-526 aa- blaM, coIE1, CmR Isabell Nitzel 
pISN13 pISN2, PcnfY + cnfY1-1014 aa -3xFlag, coIE1, CmR Isabell Nitzel 
pISN14 pISN2, PcnfY + cnfY1-719 aa-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR Isabell Nitzel 
pPCH2 pISN7, cnfY C866S - blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH3 pISN13, cnfY C866S-3xFlag , coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH4 pISN1,Pcnf1 + cnf11-1014 aa- blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH5 pPCH4, cnf1C866S- blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH6 pISN1, PcnfY + cnfY1-443 aa- blaM , coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH7 pISN2, PcnfY + cnfY1-443 aa-3xFlag , coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH9 pISN2, Pcnf1 + cnf11-1014 aa-3xFlag , coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH10 pISN2, Pcnf1 + cnf1 C866S, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH11 pFU31, PcnfY + cnfY1-1014 aa-gfp, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH12 pFU31, PcnfY + cnfY1-719 aa-gfp , coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH13 pFU31, PcnfY + cnfY1-526 aa-gfp , coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH14 pFU31, PcnfY + cnfY1-443 aa-gfp , coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH16 pFU31, PcnfY + cnfY C866S-gfp, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH29 pISN13, cnfY R54A-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH30 pISN13, cnfY S58A-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH31 pISN13, cnfY N62A-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH32 pISN13, cnfY N109/110A-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH33 pISN13, cnfY S113A-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH34 pISN13, cnfY T117A-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH41 pISN7, cnfY N442S444S446D447A-blaM,  

coIE1, CmR 
This study 

pPCH42 pISN7, cnfY P449E450N451G452S453A-blaM,  
coIE1, CmR 

This study 

pPCH44 pISN7, cnfY G475E476A-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH45 pISN7, cnfY T494A-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH46 pISN7, cnfY E512/K513A-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH53 pISN7, cnfY Δ39-134 aa-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH54 pISN7, cnfY Δ134-426 aa-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH55 pISN7, cnfY Δ39-426 aa-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH56 pPCH11, cnfY Δ39-134 aa-gfp, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH58 pPCH11, cnfY Δ39-426 aa-gfp, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH59 pISN13, cnfY Δ134-426 aa-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
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pPCH60 pISN13, cnfY Δ39-426 aa-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH62 pISN13, cnfY Δ39-134 aa-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH63 pISN7, cnfY Δ527-719 aa-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH64 pISN13, cnfY Δ527-719 aa-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH66 pISN7, cnfY Δ527-699 aa-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH67 pISN13, cnfY Δ527-699 aa-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH68 pISN13, cnfY Δ2-38 aa-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH69 pISN13, cnfY Δ135-325 aa-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH70 pISN13, cnfY Δ39-325 aa-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH71 pISN13, cnfY Δ39-525 aa-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH72 pISN7, cnfY Δ2-38 aa-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH73 pISN7, cnfY Δ135-325 aa-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH74 pISN7, cnfY Δ39-325 aa-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH75 pISN7, cnfY Δ39-525 aa-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH76 pISN7, cnfY  I353L/P536A/V537G-blaM, coIE1, 

CmR 
This study 

pPCH77 pISN7, cnfY    I353L/P536A/V537G/F539L/ 
D541A/K542A-blaM, coIE1, CmR 

This study 

pPCH78 pISN7, cnfY I353L/P536A/V537G/F539L/D541A 
/K542A/P543A/Y544H/S545A-blaM, coIE1, CmR 

This study 

pPCH79 pISN7, cnfY  E382/383K-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH80 pISN13, cnfY  S28P-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH81 pISN13, cnfY  G67P-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH82 pISN13, cnfY  G104G-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH83 pISN13, cnfY  S184P-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH84 pPCH9, cnf1  S28P-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH85 pPCH9, cnf1 G67P--3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH86 pPCH9, cnf1  G104G-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH87 pPCH9, cnf1  S184P-3xFlag, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH88 pISN7, cnfY  S28P-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH89 pISN7, cnfY  G67P-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH90 pISN7, cnfY  G104G-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH91 pISN7, cnfY  S184P-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH92 pPCH4, cnf1  S28P-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH93 pPCH4, cnf1 G67P-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH94 pPCH4, cnf1  G104G-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 
pPCH95 pPCH4, cnf1  S184-blaM, coIE1, CmR This study 

R resistance cassette 
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2.1.6 Bacterial strains and cell lines 
 
Bacterial strains and eukaryotic cell lines used in this study are listed in Table 2.10 and 
Table 2.11 respectively.  

Table 2.10: Bacterial strains 

Strain Description Reference 
E.coli K-12   
DH10b F- endA1 recA1 galE15 galK16 nupG 

rpsL ΔlacX74 Φ80lacZΔM15 
araD139Δ(ara, leu)7697 mcrA Δ(mrr- 

hsdRMS-mcrBC)λ-  

Grant et al., 1990  
 

BL21 λDE3  F- ompT gal dcm lon hsdSB(rB2 mB2) 
gal λDE3  
 

Studier & 
Moffatt, 1986 
 

Y.pseudotuberculosis   
YPIII pIBI, wild type Bölin et al., 1982 
YP147 pIB1, ΔcnfY, KanR

 
 (Schweer et 

al.,2013)  
 

Table 2.11: Cell lines 

Cell line Description Reference  

Caco-2 Human colorectal Adenocarcinoma cell line  Fogh and Trempe, 
1975  

HEp-2 Human cervix carcinoma cell line  Toolan, 1954  

HT-29 Human colorectal adenocarcinoma cell line Fogh, 1964 

Lovo Human colorectal adenocarcinoma cell line Romsdahl, 1971 

mCLcl2 Intestinal cell line Tedin, 2007 

T84 human colon carcinoma cell line  Masui, 1980 

J774A.1 Murine monocytes/macrophages cell line  Ralph and Nakoinz, 
1975 

RAW 264.7 Murine macrophages leukemia cell line  Ralph and Nakoinz, 
1977 

THP-1 Human acute monocytic leukemia cell line Tsuchiya,1980 
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2.1.7 Software and databases 
 
The following applications were used in this study: Biorender, Graph Pad PRISM 8 
(Graphpad Software, Inc.), SnapGene Viewer, Image Lab 2.0.1 (Biorad), and ZEN 2012 
(Zeiss). Moreover, the following databases were used: The National Center for 
Biotechnology Information (NCBI), Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes 
(KEGG), and Universal Protein Resource (UniProt).  

2.2 Methods 
 
2.2.1 Microbiological methods 
 
2.2.1.1 Growth conditions and bacterial storage 
 
E. coli and Y. pseudotuberculosis were aerobically grown in appropriate volumes of 
broth at 37 °C and 25 °C, respectively, and incubated in a shaking incubator at 200 rpm. 
In order to culture bacteria on solid medium, LB medium containing 1.5% agar, bacteria 
were streaked on agar plate containing the proper antibiotic. The growth conditions and 
antibiotic concentrations used was listed in Table 2.3.  

For long-term storage, bacteria were stored at -80 °C in glycerol stock with final 
concentration 30% (v/v). The overnight growth bacteria 1.25 ml were mixed with 0.75 
ml of sterile 80% glycerol solution. 
 
2.2.1.2 Determination of the bacteria number 
 
The optical density of a bacterial cultures was measured using a spectrophotometer 
(Ultraspec 3100 pro, Amersham Biosciences) with optical density (OD) wavelength at 
600 nm. Reference for the measurement was the corresponding growth medium. The 
density (OD600) of the bacterial culture at 1 is approximately 1 x 109 colony-forming 
units (CFU) per milliliter. 

2.2.1.3 Production of chemocompetent E.coli 
 
Competent cells of E.coli were produced using the Rubidium-chloride method. 
Overnight cultures were diluted 1:100 in 100 ml fresh LB broth and grown at 37°C to 
exponential phase (OD600 0.4-0.7) in the presence of 20 mM MgSO4. Then, bacterial 
cultures were centrifuged at 6,000 rpm for 5 min at 4°C. The pellets were resuspended 
in 1/3 of the original volume (33 ml) with chilled TFB1 buffer and incubated on ice for 
10 min before centrifugation at 6,000 rpm for 5 min at 4°C. Next, the pelleted were 
resuspended in 1/25 original volume (4 ml) chilled TFB2 buffer and incubated on ice for 
45 min. After that the suspension was aliquoted (100 μl) into chilled 1.5 ml tubes and 
store at -80°C.  
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2.2.1.4 Production of electrocompetent Yersinia 
 
Overnight cultures of Yersinia were diluted 1:50 in 20 ml fresh BHI including antibiotic 
and incubated at 25°C to exponential phase (OD600 0.5-0.8). The bacteria were chilled 
on ice for 10 min before centrifugation at 6,000 rpm for 5 min at 4°C. The pellets were 
washed twice with transformation buffer 10 ml and resuspended in 400 μl transformation 
buffer.  
 
2.2.2 Molecular biological methods 
 
2.2.2.1 Polymerase chain reaction  
 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed in order to amplify a DNA fragment 
with optimum condition and specific primers for the gene. The standard PCR reaction 
requires a DNA template, deoxynucleotides (dNTPs), a DNA polymerase, and a pair of 
primers. The initial step is denaturation by heating at 95°C to separating double strands 
of DNA template. The appropriate annealing temperature depends on the length and 
nucleotide contents of the primer pairs. Primers are synthesized oligonucleotides which 
are homologous to the upstream and downstream region of the DNA fragment at interest. 
The extension times at 72°C dependend on the length of the PCR product. The Phusion® 
High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase was used for cloning because of its 3´-5´exonuclease 
proof-reading capability. New DNA fragments are synthesized by the DNA polymerase, 
in 5´to 3´ direction. 
 

Reagent Volume (μl) 
Template (1-200 ng) x 
10 mM dNTPs 1 
10 μM Forward primer 2.5 
10 μM Reverse primer 2.5 
5x Phusion HF 10 
DMSO (optional) 1.5 
Nuclease-free water up to 50 
Phusion DNA polymerase 0.5 

 
Step Temp. 

(°C) 
Time Number 

of cycles 
Initial denaturation 98 30 s 1 
Denaturation 98 15 s 

25-35 Annealing Tm 15 s 
Extension 72 variable 
Extension (final) 72 10 min 1 
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Either DreamTaq Green PCR Master Mix (2X) or MangoMixTM (2X) were used to 
amplify the DNA fragment for colony-PCR. The master mix contain Dream Taq DNA 
polymerase (Mango Taq DNA polymerase), Dream Taq green buffer (for 
MangoMixTM is red and orange dye), MgCl2 and dNTPs. 
 

Reagent Volume (μl) 
Template (1-200 ng)/colony X 
10 μM Forward primer 0.5 
10 μM Reverse primer 0.5 
DreamTaq/MangoMixTM 

master mix (2x) 
5 

Distilled water to 10 
 

Step Temp. 
(°C) 

Time Number 
of cycles 

Initial denaturation 95 3 min 1 
Denaturation 95 30 s 

25-35 Annealing Tm-5 30 s 
Extension 72 15-30/kb 
Extension (final) 72 5 min 1 

 
2.2.2.2 Agarose gel electrophoresis 
 
Agarose gel electrophoresis was used to visualize PCR products depending on their size. 
The principle is based on the negative charge of DNA, which separated by the applied 
electric field migration toward from negative to positive pole in the agarose gel. DNA 
samples were mixed with 6x loading dye and separated at 100-120 V for 45 to 60 min 
on agarose gel ranging from 0.8 to 2 % (w/v). The GeneRuler DNA Ladder Mix (Thermo 
Scientific) was used as a DNA standard marker. Subsequently, the DNA was visualized 
by ethidium bromide staining and detected upon UV-light excitation. Gel images were 
documented with the BioRad Gel Doc XR+ gel documentation system (BioRad).  
 
2.2.2.3 Purification of DNA fragments 
 
DNA fragments were separated with agarose gel electrophoresis. Subsequently, the 
fragment was cut under UV light and purified using QIAquick® Gel Extraction Kit 
(QIAGEN) according to the manufacture´s instruction. The obtained DNA was eluted in 
distilled water. In order to remove excess primers from the PCR reaction, the DNA 
fragments were purified by using QIAquick® PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN). The 
purified PCR product was eluted in distilled water. 
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2.2.2.4 Plasmid DNA extraction 
 
E. coli containing the plasmid of interest was inoculated in 5 ml LB broth medium 
supplemented with antibiotic and incubated at 37°C overnight. The plasmid was isolated 
using the QIAprep® Spin miniprep Kit (QIAGEN) and recovered in 50 μl distilled water. 
In order to increase the quantity of DNA from plasmid extraction, QIAprep® Spin 
midiprep Kit (QIAGEN) was used according to the manufacture´s instruction. 
 
2.2.2.5 Restriction digest of DNA 
 
For molecular cloning of the DNA of interest (insert) into a desired vector, different 
restriction enzymes were used. These endonucleases process the feature to target dsDNA 
at specific recognition sites to generate sticky or blunt ends. The digestion was done 
according to the manufacture´s protocol (NEB) with the appropriate buffer and time of 
digestion depending on the restriction enzyme. The restriction reaction took place at 
37°C. Heat inactivation was required for some restriction enzymes.  
 

Reagent Volume (μl) 
DNA (2-3 μg) X 
10 x Reaction buffer 2 
Enzyme (1 U/μl) 1 
Distilled water to 20 

 
To prevent self-ligation, vectors were purified using the QIAGEN PCR Purification Kit 
or the NucleoSpin® Gel and dephosphorylated. The dephosphorylation was performed 
by adding of 3.5 μl of Antarctic Phosphatase buffer and 1.5 μl of Antarctic Phosphatase 
to 30 μl eluted DNA. The reaction was then incubated at 37°C for 2 h. The 
dephosphorylation leads to hydrolysis of the 5´phosphate group of the vector to prevent 
self-ligation. 
 
 2.2.2.6 Ligation 
 
Ligation was used to join DNA fragment and plasmid after digestion with the specific 
restriction enzymes. T4 DNA ligase (Promega) catalyzes the formation of 
phosphodiester bonds. Molar ratio of vector: insert DNA (1:1, 1:3, or 3:3) were varied 
depending on the plasmid and DNA fragment. The ligation reaction composed of vector, 
DNA fragment, 10X T4 ligase buffer and T4 DNA ligase, the volume was mentioned 
below. The reaction was adjusted to 20 μl and incubated at 15°C for 4-18 hours. The 
following equation illustrates the conversion of molar ratios to mass ratios. 
 

ng of vector x kb size of insert x molar ratio of insert = ng of insert 
                            kb size of vector                                      vector 
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Reagent Volume (μl) 
Vector (plasmid) 100-200 ng 
DNA fragment X ng 
10X T4 ligase buffer 2 
T4 DNA ligase 1 
Nuclease-free water to 20 

 
2.2.2.7 In-fusion cloning 
 
The Quick-Fusion cloning kit (Biotool) or the In-Fusion® HD cloning kit (Takara) was 
used to fuse DNA fragment and linearized vector without requiring PCR product 
digestion with restriction enzymes. In-Fusion Enzyme fuses DNA fragment and vector 
by recognizing 15-20 bp overlaps at their ends. Therefore, gene specific primers were 
designed to contain 15-20 bp sequences that are homologous to vector ends. The reaction 
was incubated at 37°C for 30 min (50°C for 15 min for the In-Fusion® HD cloning kit 
from Takara), and placed on ice before proceeding to the transformation step. The 
reaction can be kept at -20°C. 
 
                 Quick-Fusion cloning kit (biotool) 

Reagent Volume (μl) 
Vector (20-100 ng) x 
DNA fragment (10-100 ng) x 
5X In-Fusion buffer 2 
In-Fusion Enzyme 1 
Distilled water up to 10 

 
                 In-Fusion® HD cloning kit (Takara) 

Reagent Volume (μl) 
Vector (20-100 ng) x 
DNA fragment (10-100 ng) x 
5X In-Fusion Enzyme Premix 2 
Distilled water up to 10 

 
2.2.2.8 Construction of mutagenesis plasmid 
 
Site directed mutants of CNFY in this study were constructed by amplifying the plasmid 
template (pISN7 or pISN13) using Pfu DNA polymerase (Promega) with the following 
sense primers and antisense primer (see Table 2.8). In addition, CNF1 (C866S) was 
mutated with primers VI960 and VI961 using pPCH4 or pPCH9 as a template. All 
primers for construction of mutagenesis were designed using the QuickChange® Primer 
Design program from Agilent. The PCR reaction (50 μl) was prepared on ice containing 
50 ng of plasmid template, a pair of primers, dNTP, 10X Pfu buffer and Pfu DNA 
polymerase. The DNA template was heated at 95°C to separate double strands DNA 
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following by annealing at 55°C for 1 min. The extension time was calculated based on 
the size of DNA template (1 min per kb with one extra minute). In order to digest the 
DNA template to select only mutated plasmids, PCR products were treated with 1 μl 
DpnI (1 U/ μl) (New England Biolabs) at 37°C for 1 hour. Followed by transformant of 
4 μl into DH10β E. coli. The mutagenesis plasmids were confirmed by DNA sequencing 
(Microsynth AG The SWISS DNA Company).  
 

Reagent Volume (μl) 
Template 50 ng 
10 mM dNTPs 1.5 
10 μM Forward primer 1.5 
10 μM Reverse primer 1.5 
10x Pfu polymerase reaction buffer 5 
DMSO (optional) 3 
distilled water to 50 
Pfu DNA polymerase 1 (1U) 

 
Step Temp (°C) Time Number of 

cycles 
Initial denaturation 95 30 s 1 
Denaturation 95 30 s 

18 Annealing 55 1 min 
Extension 68 1 min/kb 
Extension (final) 72 7 min 1 

 
2.2.2.9 Construction of CNFY fusion proteins 
 
To construct the CNFY fusion proteins, pFU189 was used as a backbone in which the 
luxCDABE operon was removed by digestion with PstI and NotI. The blaM or the 3xFlag 
tag was amplified using primers listed in Table 2.8 and ligated into the vector. The PCR 
fragments of CNFY C-terminal deletions (Figure2.1) containing the cnfY promoter 
region were cloned into the BamHI and PstI sites of pISN1 (pTEM) and pISN2 
(p3xFLAG) using the Quick-Fusion cloning kit (Biotool) with primers listed in Table 
2.8.  
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Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of CNFY C-terminal deletions.  
Schematic illustration of truncated of CNFY domains. Boxes were colored to indicate predicted domains. 
Colored in dark blue (1-38 and 326-425), cyan (39-134), light blue (135-325), yellow (527-700), and red 
(720-1014). 
 
Moreover, CNFY N-terminal deletions were constructed by 2-step PCR using primers 
listed in Table 2.8. The fragments from N-terminal (PCR1) and C-terminal (PCR2) of 
CNFY were amplified separately using the CNFY1-1014 (CNFY full length) plasmid as 
a DNA template. Subsequently, PCR1 and PCR2 were purified and used as DNA 
templates for the final step PCR to generate CNFY N-terminal deletions (Figure 2.2). 
The PCR fragments of N-terminal CNFY deletions containing the cnfY promoter region 
were cloned into the BamHI and PstI sites of pISN1 (pTEM) and pISN2 (p3xFLAG) 
using the Quick-Fusion cloning kit (Biotool or Takara). 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic overview of CNFY N-terminal deletions.  
(A) The N-terminal deletions of CNFY were generated by 2 steps PCR. CNFY N-terminal and C-terminal 
fragments were amplified and used a template to generate CNFY deletion. (B) Schematic illustration of 
truncated of CNFY domains. Boxes were colored to indicate predicted domains. Colored in dark blue (1-
38 and 326-425), cyan (39-134), light blue (135-325), yellow (527-700), and red (720-1014). 
 
In addition, pCNFY-GFP was constructed in which gfp was excised from pFU31 and 
ligated into the PstI and NotI sites of digested pCNFY-TEM. All clones were transformed 
into E. coli DH10β and the plasmids were confirmed by DNA sequencing. To express 
the CNFY fusion protein, the plasmids were electroporated into Y. pseudotuberculosis 
YP147 (ΔcnfY) and selected for on LB agar plates containing the appropriate antibiotics 
(Table 2.5). The expression of CNFY fusion proteins were checked by western blot 
analysis. 
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2.2.2.10 Measuring of DNA concentration 
 
The DNA concentration and purity were measurement using a NanoDrop 
spectrophotometer (PeqLab) with the optical density OD260 and OD 280. OD260 of 1 
represent to a dsDNA concentration of 50 μg/ml. The ratio of absorbance at 260 nm and 
280 nm is used to assess the purity of DNA. A ratio of 1.8 is generally accepted for good 
quality DNA.  
 
2.2.3 Biochemical methods 
 
2.2.3.1 Preparation of whole cell extracts 
 
The OD600 of bacteria culture were equalized for the preparation of whole cell extracts. 
Subsequently, bacterial cultures were pellet by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 5 min at 
room temperature. The pellets were resuspended in 100 μl 4x SDS-sample buffer and 
boiled at 95°C for 5 min. Samples were then treated with 0.2 μl benzonase (5-5.8 U) at 
37°C for 1h and 5-10 μl of the whole cell extracts were subjected into SDS-PAGE gel.  
 
2.2.3.2 Preparation of CNFY protein 
 
To express CNFY fusion protein, strain YP147 (ΔcnfY) harboring the overexpression 
plasmids encoding either full-length CNFY or the deletion variants was grown overnight 
in BHI at 25°C. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 6,500 rpm and 4°C for 5 min. 
Cell pellets were washed with PBS and resuspended with lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl 
pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.3% Triton X-100, 3 mg/ml lysozyme and 
protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Scientific). After incubation at room temperature for 
1 h, protein samples were centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C and supernatants 
were sterilized with a 0.22 μm filter. In addition, sonication was also used for protein 
extraction. Here. cell pellets were washed with PBS (see Table 2.1) and resuspended in 
PBS containing protease inhibitor cocktail. Cell suspension was sonicated on ice using 
40% cycle duty for 30 sec. Supernatants were collected after centrifugation and filtered 
through a 0.22 μm filter. CNFY toxin is exotoxin secreted by Y. pseudotuberculosis, 
therefore CNFY was also collected from the supernatant of Yersinia culture after 
centrifugation and filter sterilized through a 0.22 μm filter. To concentrate CNFY from 
supernatant, sterilized supernatants were loaded into Amicon Ultra centrifugal filter 
units Ultra-4 (MWCO 30 kDa) and centrifuged at 3,500 x g for 15 min at 4°C using 
swing-bucket rotor (Heraeus Varifuge 3.0R).  
 
2.2.3.3 Trichloroacetic acid (TCA) precipitation of protein 
 
The proteins secreted by Y. pseudotuberculosis into the supernatant were precipitated by 
using trichloroacetic acid (TCA). Bacterial were grown overnight at 25°C and 
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subsequently adjusted to 18 ml with an OD600 of 1. After centrifugation, the supernatants 
were sterilized through a filter 0.22 μm pore size (Millipore). The sterilized supernatants 
were precipitated by adding 2 ml (1/10 volume) of 100% TCA into 18 ml supernatant 
and incubated on ice for 20 min. The precipitated proteins were harvested by 
centrifugation at 9,000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C. Next, the pellets were resuspended in 2 
ml acetone-SDS (1.75 ml of 100% acetone and 0.25 ml of 2% SDS) and incubated on 
ice for 20 min.  Subsequently, the mixtures were centrifuged at 12,500 rpm for 10 min 
at 4°C. Following, pellets were dried and resuspended in 50 μl 4x SDS sample buffer 
(see Table 2.1). After heating at 95°C for 5 min, the samples were subjected to 10% 
SDS-PAGE gel (see 2.2.3.7). Finally, Western blot was carried out to investigate the 
secreted proteins using a specific monoclonal antibody. 
 
2.2.3.4 Isolation of crude outer membrane vesicles (OMVs) 
 
Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII strains were grown overnight in 10 ml LBBD-medium at 
25°C, 200 rpm. Overnight cultures were diluted 1:50 in 500 ml BHI and incubated by 
shaking 200 rpm for 16 h at 37°C. Subsequently, the bacterial cultures were centrifuged 
at 9,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C using a JA-10 fixed angle Rotor (Beckman Instruments, 
Inc.). The supernatants were filtered through a Steritop bottle top filter 0.22 μm pore size 
(Millipore) and subsequently 100 μl of filtrate were plated on a LB agar plate to confirm 
the sterility. The sterilized supernatants (66 ml) were loaded in thick-walled 
polycarbonate bottles. Subsequently, the samples were transferred in a SW 45 Ti fixed 
angle Rotor and ultracentrifuged (Beckman Instruments, Inc.) at 36,000 rpm for 4 h at 
4°C. After ultracentrifugation, the supernatant was immediately discharged by putting 
tubes upside down to remove residual liquid. The pellets containing outer membrane 
vesicles (crude OMVs) were recovered by resuspension in 100 μl 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 
8.0) per tube. The samples can be stored at -20 °C from this step or used directly for 
OMV purification.  

2.2.3.5 Isolation of density gradient purified OMVs  
 
To removed other components (flagella or other proteins), OMVs were purified by 
density gradient using OptiPrepTM iodixanol (Sigma). The crude OMVs (at least 1 mg of 
protein) were diluted in OptiPrepTM (final concentration 45%) and loaded to the bottom 
of an Ultra-ClearTM tube (14 x 89 mm). Subsequently, the Ultra-ClearTM tube was filled 
from bottom to top with 2 ml layers of 40, 35, 30, 25, and 20% OptiPrepTM in dilution 
buffer (Table 2.12 and 2.13). The samples were transferred into a SW 41 Ti swing- 
bucket Rotor and ultracentrifuged (Beckman Instruments, Inc.) at 41,000 rpm for 19 h 
at 4°C. After ultracentrifugation, 1 ml fractions of each layer were removed. The 
presence of OMVs and CNFY in each fraction was confirmed by SDS-PAGE and 
immunoblot analysis (see 2.2.3.9) using the abundant OMV marker protein (OmpA) and 
CNFY antibody, respectively.   
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Table 2.12: Reagent for density gradient centrifugation   

Reagent Components Compositions Concentration 
(mM) 

HEPES buffer HEPES 
H2Odest 

11.9 g 
to 100 ml 

500 

EDTA solution EDTA  
H2Odest   

3.72 g 
to 100 ml 

100 

OptiPrepTM (solution A) Iodixanol 60% (w/v) in 
H2Odest 

  - 

Homoginization solution 
(solution B), pH 7.4 

Sucrose 
HEPES buffer 
EDTA solution 
H2Odest 

17 g 
4 ml 
6 ml 
To 200 ml 

250 
  10 
    3 

Dilution solution, 
(solution C), pH 7.4 

Sucrose 
HEPES buffer 
EDTA solution 
H2Odest 

8.5 g 
12 ml 
  6 ml 
to 100 ml 

250 
  60 
   6 

Working solution 
(solution D) 

Iodixanol 50% (v/v) in 
solution C 

   - 

 
Table 2.13: Dilution fraction for density gradient centrifugation   

OptiPrepTM fraction Solution D (ml) Solution B (ml) 

40 % 8 2 

35% 7 3 

30 % 6 4 

25% 5 5 

20 % 4 6 

 
2.2.3.6 Determination of protein concentration 
 
To measure the concentration of proteins, Bradford assay was performed using the 
Coomassie (Bradford) Protein Assay Kit (PierceTM). Proteins (5 μl) were added into 250 
μl of Coomassie reagent and incubated at room temperature for 10 min. The protein 
concentration was measured in an iMarK Microplate Absorbance Reader (Bio-Rad) at 
595 nm.  
 
In some experiments, BCA Protein Assay Kit (PierceTM) was used to determine the 
protein concentrations according to the manufacturer`s protocol. The BCA Protein 
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Assay kit is a detergent for colorimetric detection and quantification of total protein 
based on bicinchoninic acid (BCA). The protein samples were mixed in BCA and 
incubated at 37°C for 30 min. Subsequently, the protein concentration was measured in 
SpectraMax® M2 Microplate Reader (Molecular Devices) at 562 nm. 
 
2.2.3.7 SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 
 
Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) is a technique 
to separate proteins according to their molecular weight in an electric field. The SDS and 
β-mercaptoethanol in the sample buffer denature the native proteins by destroying non-
covalent bounding and disulfide bridge. The samples were boiled at 95°C for 5 min, 
subsequently separated in the polyacrylamide gel by running from the negative electrode 
to positive electrode. The compositions of SDS-gel are indicated in Table 2.14. The 
PageRularTM Prestained Protein Ladder (Thermo Scientific) was used as a marker to 
determine the molecular weight of proteins. The gels were either used for western blot 
analysis or stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue (see 2.2.3.8). 
 

Table 2.14: Composition of 0.75 mm SDS-gel (BioRad) 

Solution Separating gel (2x) Stacking gel 
(4x) 10% 12% 15% 

H2Odest 4.2 ml 3.5 ml 2.5 ml 6.5 ml 
30% Acrylamide/Bis-
acrylamide (37.5:1) 

3.3 ml 4.0 ml 5.0 ml 1.1 ml 

Separating gel buffer 
(500 mM Tris-HCl, 
4% SDS, pH 6.8) 

 
2.5 ml 

 
2.5 ml 

 
2.5 ml 

 
- 

Stacking gel buffer 
(1.5 M Tris-HCl, 4% 
SDS, pH 8.8) 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
2.5 ml 

TEMED 20 μl 20 μl 50 μl 40 μl 
10% APS 50 μl 50 μl 50 μl 80 μl 

 
2.2.3.8 Coomassie staining 
 
The Coomassie staining method was use to stain all proteins separated by SDS-PAGE 
gel using Coomassie-Brilliant-Blue G250 as a dye (20% isopropanol, 10% acetic acid,  
0.05% CoomassieTM Brilliant Blue G250). SDS-gels were stained in Coomassie Brilliant 
Blue solution on shaker for 30 to 60 min at room temperature. Gels were destained twice 
for 30 min each with 10% acetic acid by shaking on the shaker at RT. Gels were then 
washed with water until the protein bands were visible. 
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2.2.3.9 Western blot and detection of proteins 
 
Western blot analysis was used to specifically detect proteins of interest. The proteins 
from SDS-PAGE were transferred onto an Immobilon PVDF membrane (Millipore) by 
electro-blotting. The membrane was activated in 100% (v/v) methanol for 5 to 10 sec. 
Activated membrane and SDS-gel were assembled in between Whatman paper and 
sponges in a Trans-blot chamber (Bio-Rad). The proteins were blotted in transfer buffer 
(see Table 2.1) with 100V for 1 h. Afterwards the PVDF membrane was blocked in 
blocking solution (5% (w/v) milk or BSA in TBST) for 1 h at room temperature or 
overnight at 4°C. The PVDF membrane was washed twice for 10 min in TBST before 
adding primary antibody and incubated by shaking for 1 h at room temperature or 
overnight at 4°C (see Table 2.5). Subsequently, the membrane was washed three times 
for 10 min in TBST and incubated with secondary antibody (see Table 2.5) for 1 h. 
Finally, the membrane was again washed three times for 10 min in TBST and developed 
by using Western Lightning ECL II Kit. The proteins of interest were detected using the 
ChemiDoc XRS+ (BioRad, USA), exposure to X-ray film CL-Xposure (Thermo 
Scientific, USA) or LI-COR imaging system (Biosciences). 
 
2.2.3.10 Stripping of the membrane 
 
In order to remove antibody from a membrane to detect additional proteins, the 
membrane was stripped by using Restore Plus Western Blot Stripping buffer (Thermo 
Scientific). The membrane was washed twice 10 min in TBST and stripped in Stripping 
buffer for 5 to 10 min at room temperature. Afterwards the membrane was washed three 
times for 10 min in TBST and blocked in blocking solution. Subsequently, new antibody 
was probed on the membrane.  
 
2.2.3.11 Nitrocefin secretion assay 
 
To measure CNFY β-lactamase fusion proteins from Y. pseudotuberculosis that were 
secreted into the culture medium, nitrocefin (Sigma) was used to detect β-lactamase 
activity. Nitrocefin is a chromogenic cephalosporin which changes the color from yellow 
to red when the amide bond in the beta-lactam ring is hydrolyzed by beta-lactamase 
(Figure 2.3). Nitrocefin solution was prepared by dissolving 5 mg of Nitrocefin powder 
in 484 μl of dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) to make a 20 mM stock solution. Then the 
solution was diluted to 2 mM with phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 to yield a working solution. 
Bacteria were grown overnight at 25°C in BHI containing the appropriate antibiotics. 
Subsequently, equalized cultures were pelleted by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 10 
min. 95 μl of each supernatant was transferred to a 96-well plate. 5 μl of nitrocefin (2 
mM) were added to each well and the 96-well plate was incubated at room temperature 
for 30 min or until samples changed the color sufficiently. Beta-lactamase activity was 
determined at OD390 nm (yellow) and OD486 nm (red) using the Varioskan Flash and 
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SkanIt RE software (Thermo Scientific) or ClarioStar® Plus Microplate Reader (BMG 
LABTECH).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Principle of the β-lactamase assay for quantitative measurement of protein secretion.  
The figure illustrates the hydrolysis of nitrocefin by β-lactamase. The protein secretion can be detected by 
using nitrocefin as a substrate which is yellow and contains the beta-lactam ring. β-lactamase hydrolyzes 
nitrocefin into a red product detected by absorbance at 486 nm. 
 

2.2.3.12 Microbial viability assay 
 
The microbial viability was assessed in equalized bacterial cultures using the BacTiter-
GloTM Microbial Cell Viability Assay kit (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. The number of viable bacterial cells was measured based on 
quantitation of ATP, an indicator of metabolically active cells. Bacterial cells in culture 
medium were equalized and transferred into 96 well plate. 50 μl of BacTiter- GloTM 

reagent were added into 50 μl bacteria cultures and incubated for five minutes at room 
temperature on an orbital shaker. ATP was measured by recording luminescence using 
the Varioskan Flash and SkanIt RE software (Thermo Scientific) or ClarioStar® Plus 
Microplate Reader (BMG LABTECH). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: The luciferase reaction of BacTiter- GloTM reagent.  

Beetle Luciferin + ATP + O2

Oxyluciferin + AMP + PPi + CO2

Light

Luciferase
Mg2+
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The formulation of BacTiter- GloTM reagent lyses bacterial cells and generate luminescent signal. The 
substrate (Mono-oxygenation of luciferin) is catalyzed by luciferase in the present of ATP, oxygen and 
Mg2+. The luminescent signal represents the amount of ATP present based on the number of bacterial cells 
in culture. The figure was modified from Promega.  
 

2.2.4 Cell biological methods 
 
2.2.4.1 Cultivation and passage of eukaryotic cells 
 
Cell lines (Table 2.11) were grown at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator and passaged 
every 2-3 days in order to maintain exponential cell growth.  The medium was changed 
24 h before the cell were used for experiment purposes. 
 
2.2.4.2 Determination of cell count 
 
In order to determine the amount of cells, they were diluted 1:10 in Trypan-blue (Thermo 
Scientific) to exclude the dead cells from the count and gently filled into the 
hemocytometer (Marienfeld SuperiorTM). Trypan-blue is not able to penetrate the 
cytoplasmic membrane, hence the dye selectively stains dead cells, which appear blue 
under the light microscope. The average cell number in 4 squares of a hemocytometer 
was determined and multiplied by 104. Calculation took account of used dilutions prior 
to cell counting.  
 
2.2.4.3 Fluorescent actin staining 
 
HEp-2 cells were seeded onto coverslips at a concentration of 5x104 cells/ml and allowed 
to attach overnight. The next day, cells were washed and incubated with an equal amount 
of cleared bacterial cell lysates for 4h or 24h at 37°C, 5% CO2. After washing with PBS, 
cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min at room temperature. Subsequently, 
washed cells were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 min. The actin 
cytoskeleton was stained with FITC- or TRITC-Phalloidin (0.5 μg/ml in PBS; Sigma-
Aldrich) for 1h at room temperature and mounted on slides using ProLong® Gold 
Antifade mounting medium containing DAPI (Thermo Scientific). Cells were visualized 
using a fluorescence microscope (Axiovert II with Axiocam HR, Zeiss, Germany) and 
the AxioVision program (Zeiss, Germany).  

2.2.4.4 Protein localization studies 
 
In order to check whether the CNFY toxin located outside the treated cells, cells were 
washed with PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min at room temperature. 
Cells were then washed 3 times with PBS and blocked by 10% horse serum (Sigma) in 
PBS for 1h at room temperature. After washing, cells were incubated with the primary 
antibody (anti-GFP 1:100, Sigma) overnight at 4°C in 10% horse serum. Cells were 
washed with PBS and incubated with suitable secondary antibody (Goat Anti-Mouse 
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IgG Alexa Fluor 647, Abcam) in 10% horse serum at room temperature for 2h, washed 
with PBS, permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 min. The actin 
cytoskeleton was stained with TRITC-Phalloidin and mounted with ProLong® Gold 
Antifade mounting medium containing DAPI (Thermo Scientific). Cells were visualized 
using a fluorescence microscope (Axiovert II with Axiocam HR, Zeiss, Germany) and 
the AxioVision program (Zeiss, Germany).  

2.2.4.5 β-lactamase translocation assay  
 
In order to study the CNFY translocation into the host cell cytosol, a β-lactamase reporter 
assay was performed using LiveBLAzer- FRET B/G Loading Kit (Life Technologies). 
This substrate (CCF4-AM) is the lipophilic, esterified (acetoxymethylated; AM) form of 
CCF4 substrate that readily enters into the mammalian cells. Endogenous cytoplasmic 
esterase cleavages CCF4-AM and rapidly converts into its negatively charged form, 
CCF4 which is retained in the cytosol resulting in emission of a green fluorescence signal 
(520 nm). In the presence of β-lactamase, CCF4 is cleaved and FRET is disrupted to 
produce a blue fluorescence signal (447 nm) (Figure2.5). HEp-2 cells were seeded in μ-
slides (8-well, Ibidi) at a concentration of 1.7x104 cells/well and allowed to attach 
overnight. The next day, cells were washed and incubated with equal amounts of cleared 
bacterial cell lysates producing the β-lactamase fusion CNFY proteins for 4h or 24h at 
37°C, 5% CO2. Cells were washed with PBS, followed by the addition of fresh media 
containing 20 mM HEPES and 1 mM probenecid (Sigma). Cells were then stained with 
loading dye according to the manufacturer´s protocol. After staining for 1 h at room 
temperature, translocation was visualized using a fluorescence microscope (Axiovert II 
with Axiocam HR, Zeiss, Germany) and the AxioVision program (Zeiss, Germany). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.5: Principle of the β-lactamase reporter assay.  
After CCF4-AM dye enters into the mammalian cells, cytoplasmic esterases cleaves CCF4-AM and 
rapidly converts it into the negatively charged form (CCF4). CCF4, which retained in the cytosol, emits a 
green fluorescence signal (520 nm), resulting in all living cells appearing green fluorescent. In the presence 
of β-lactamase (CNFY β-lactamase fusion proteins), CCF4 is cleaved and FRET is disrupted to produce a 
blue fluorescence signal (447 nm). 
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2.2.4.6 Binding of CNFY toxin to HEp-2 cells 
 
To verify binding of the CNFY toxin to HEp-2 cells, Western blotting was performed 
(see 2.2.3.9). HEp-2 cells were seeded at a concentration of 1x105 cells/ml on 12-well 
plates and allowed to attach overnight. The next day, cells were washed and incubated 
with an equal amount of cleared bacterial cell lysates for 4h at 37°C, 5% CO2. Following 
4 h incubation, the cells were washed and lysed with 30 ul SDS-sample buffer. Samples 
were then separated on a 10% SDS-PAGE and transferred onto an Immobilon PVDF 
membrane (Millipore). Membranes were blocked in 5% BSA/TBST for 1h at room 
temperature. Subsequently, the membrane was washed and incubated overnight at 4°C 
with Monoclonal ANTI-FLAG®M2 antibody (Sigma) diluted in 5% TBSTB (1: 10,000). 
After washing, the secondary antibody diluted in 5% skim milk/TBST (1: 10,000 anti-
mouse IgG HRP (Cell Signaling Technology)) was added for 1h at room temperature. 
After washing the membrane, proteins were visualized using Western Lightning ECL II 
Kit (Perkin Elmer) and exposed on X-Ray film or using the LI-COR imaging system 
(Biosciences). 
 
2.2.4.7 Biochemical analysis of RhoA deamidation  
 
In order to study if the CNFY toxin is taken up by the mammalian cells, a RhoA-shift 
assay was performed. The deamidation of RhoA-Q63E can be observed by SDS-PAGE. 
As modification of RhoA exhibits a decrease in electrophoretic mobility compared to 
unmodified RhoA. Cells were seed on 100 mm dishes at a concentration of 2.2x106 

cells/dish and allowed to attach overnight. The next day, cells were washed and 
incubated with equal amounts of cleared bacterial cell lysates for 4 h or 24 h at 37°C, 
5% CO2. Cells were washed with PBS and lysed in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 
7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 10% NP-40 and 0.5 mM PMFS). Cells were then 
scraped off and centrifuged for 30 min at 13,000 rpm at 4°C. 25 μl of cleared lysates 
were separated on a 12% SDS-gel (Table 2.14). The running condition were conducted 
at 20 mA/gel for stacking gel and followed by 40 mA/gel when the samples were run 
into separating gel. After blotting onto PVDF membrane, blots were developed using 
mouse anti-RhoA monoclonal antibody (Biomol) and followed by secondary antibody 
goat anti-mouse IgG-HRP (Cell Signaling Technology). Membranes were visualized 
using Western Lightning ECL II Kit (Perkin Elmer) and exposed on X-Ray film or using 
the LI-COR imaging system (Biosciences). The assay was modified from Piteau et al. 
2014.  
 
2.2.4.8 In vitro RhoA shift assay 
 
 An in vitro Rho-shift assay was performed in order to check the folding and loss of 
catalytic activity of CNFY deletions. Cells were seeded on a 150 mm dish at a 
concentration of 5x106 cells/dish and allowed to attach overnight. The next day, cells 
were washed with PBS and lysed in 300 μl lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 5 mM 
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MgCl2, 1mM EDTA, 10% NP-40 and 1mM dithiothreitol (DTT)). Cells were then 
scraped off and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 30 min at 4°C. 20 μl of cytosolic extracts 
were incubated with 1 μM of purified CNFY toxin or 40 μg/ml of whole cell bacterial 
extracts at 37°C for 4 h. The reactions were stopped by adding to final 4X SDS-sample 
buffer to final 1X dilution (Table 2.1) and boiled at 95°C for 10 min. Samples were then 
subjected to a 12% SDS-gel. The running condition were conducted at 20 mA/gel for 
stacking gel and followed by 40 mA/gel when the samples were run into separating gel. 
After blotting onto PVDF membrane, blots were developed as mentioned before. The 
assay was modified from Piteau et al. 2014. 
  
2.2.4.9 Selective inhibitors of toxin trafficking into host cells 
 
To investigate if CNFY entries the host cells via endocytosis, endocytic inhibitors 
(bafilomycin A1, brefeldin A, monensin and nocodazole) were used to inhibit different 
endosomal compartments (all compounds were derived from Sigma). Bafilomycin A1 
and nocodazole were dissolved in DMSO at 100 μM and 5 mg/ml respectively. Brefeldin 
A and monensin were dissolved in ethanol at 5 mg/ml and 50 mM respectively. HEp-2 
cells were seeded onto coverslips in 24-well plates at a concentration of 5x104 cells/ml 
and allowed to attach overnight. The next day, cells were washed and pre-incubated 
either in the presence or absence of endocytic inhibitors for 1 h with the following 
concentrations: 100 nM bafilomycin A1, 0.5 μg/ml brefeldin A, 5 μM monensin and 
16.5 μM nocodazole. Subsequently, cells were then intoxicated with equal amounts of 
CNFY toxin and incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 4 or 24 h. After that, cells were visualized 
using fluorescent actin staining assay as previously described (see 2.2.4.3).  

2.2.4.10 Immunofluorescence assay for toxin internalization studies 
 
To test whether truncated constructs of the CNFY are able to travel into host cells via 
endocytosis, CellLight® Early (Rab5a) or late Endosomes-RFP (Rab7a), BacMam 2.0 
(Thermo Scientific) were used as endosomal makers. HEp-2 cells were seeded 5x104 

cells/ml onto coverslips in 24-well plates and allowed to attach overnight. The next day, 
CellLight® reagents were added to HEp-2 cells at around 20 particles per cells (PPC) 
(see below) for 16 h and cells were then incubated with CNFY toxin on ice for 30 min. 
Subsequently, cells were washed and transferred to 37°C for 30, 90 and 180 min. To 
investigate colocalization of CNFY with early or late endosome, cells were then fixed 
and mounted with ProLong® Gold Antifade mounting medium containing DAPI 
(Thermo Scientific). Samples were visualized by using a fluorescence microscope 
(Axiovert II with Axiocam HR, Zeiss, Germany) and the AxioVision program (Zeiss, 
Germany). 
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Volume of CellLight® Reagent (ml) = number of cells x desired PPC 
                                                                1 x 108 CellLight® particles/ml 

 
For example, to label 50,000 cells with a PPC of 20 (between 10 and 50 PPC): 
 

Volume of CellLight® Reagent (ml) = 50,000 x 20 = 0.01 ml (10 μl) 
                                    1 x 108 
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3. Results 
 
CNFY is a 1014-residue protein that belongs to the AB family of bacterial toxins, which 
includes the mitogenic dermonecrotic toxin from Pateurella multocida (PMT), the 
dermonecrotic toxin from Bordetella species (DNT), the cytotoxic necrotizing factors 
from E.coli (CNF1, CNF2, and CNF3) (Aktories and Barbieri 2005; C Hoffmann and 
Schmidt 2004; Brenda A Wilson and Ho 2012). Those toxins target the actin 
cytoskeleton involved in many cellular processes and the colonization of bacteria, 
including migration of immune cells, phagocytosis by macrophages, secretion of 
cytokines, and maintenance of epithelial barrier functions. The CNFY toxin selectively 
activates small GTPase of the Rho family, including RhoA, Rac1 and Cdc42 resulting 
in persistent stimulation of downstream signaling pathways (Claudia Hoffmann et al. 
2004).  
 
Previous study established that the virulence factor of Y. pseudotuberculosis, CNFY, 
isolated from Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII is highly expressed in infected mice (Schweer 
et al. 2013). Interestingly, the cnfY mutant strain (YP147) is attenuated in virulence and 
tissue colonization. Mice infected with a cnfY mutant survived for longer period after 
infection compared to mice infected with the wild-type strain YPIII. Moreover, CNFY 
increased inflammation and enhanced YopE translocation into the host immune cells 
(Schweer et al. 2013; Wolters et al. 2013). Furthermore, a CNFY-deficient variant of this 
strain causes effective persistent infection due to the reduction of Yersinia virulence and 
pathology. The persistence of the cnfY mutant infected mice results in decreased 
inflammation and tissue alteration damage (Heine et al. 2018). Therefore, the bacterial 
cytotoxic necrotizing factor toxin CNFY is important for Y. pseudotuberculosis during 
infection.  
 
The role of CNFY toxin in the pathogenesis of Y. pseudotuberculosis has recently been 
dissected by several studies. However, the structure and the individual functional 
domains of CNFY remained unclear. Therefore, this work focuses on the functional units 
of the CNFY toxin and its role for secretion and transport into the eukaryotic host cells, 
as well as the molecular mechanism during infection.  
 
3.1 The C-terminal fragment of CNFY encompasses the catalytic domain 
 
CNFY belongs to the group of Rho activating proteins. Activation of Rho GTPases leads 
to morphological changes caused by rearrangements of the actin cytoskeleton and results 
in multinucleation and stress fiber formation (Claudia Hoffmann et al. 2004). From its 
recently solved crystal structure, CNFY contains several distinct domains (Figure 3.1A). 
The C-terminal domain of CNFY (residues 720-1014) is highly homologous to the 
catalytic domain of CNF1, which has been characterized (Buetow et al. 2001b). This 
revealed that CNF1 contains the catalytic cysteine residue at position 866, which 
interacts with RhoA within an active site pocket of the C-terminal domain. Residue C866 
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is conserved between CNF1 and CNFY. Therefore, the CNFY C-terminus may display 
similar biological activity at the C-terminus (Figure S1).  
 
To verify this hypothesis, the residues 720-1014 of CNFY were deleted. Moreover, 
further truncations of other CNFY domains (i.e. CNFY 1-526 and CNFY 1-443) were 
generated to study the biological function of the different CNFY domains on the target 
cells. A substitution of CNFY Cys866 by serine (C866S) was also created (Figure 1.10). 
All CNFY truncations (Figure 3.1A) and the CNFY C866S derivative were expressed in 
Y. pseudotuberculosis YP147 (∆cnfY) and the protein synthesis was confirmed by 
immunoblotting. The results demonstrated that all truncated CNFY and CNFYC866S 
could be expressed in YP147 at a similar level compared to the full-length CNFY (Figure 
3.1B). Thus, the deletion of the C-terminal domain did not influence the protein 
production level of this toxin. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Expression of CNFY C-terminal truncated derivatives.  
(A) Schematic illustration of the truncated of CNFY derivatives. Boxes were colored to indicate the 
predicted domains. (B) Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged 
derivatives of CNFY 1-1014 (pISN13), CNFY 1-719 (pISN14), CNFY 1-526 (pISN15), CNFY 1-443 
(pPCH7) or CNFY C866S (pPCH10), were grown overnight at 25°C. The whole-cell lysates were prepared 
by sonication. The CNF Y-3xFLAG fusion proteins were filter sterilized and examined by western blot 
analysis using monoclonal flag antibody. 20 µg/ml of whole cell lysate were loaded per lane. Molecular 
mass marker (kDa) are indicated on the left. The Western Blot is a representative of the full-length CNFY-
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3xFLAG, its truncated derivatives (i.e. CNFY 1-719, CNFY 1-526, CNFY 1-443) and CNFY C866S. YP147 
expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tag (w/o CNFY) were used as negative control. The Western Blot 
results representative for experiments done at least in triplicate.  
 
To test the deamidase activity of the different CNFY variants, HEp-2 cells were 
intoxicated with CNFY and its C-terminal deletion derivatives. After 24 h intoxication, 
F-actin and nuclei were stained with FITC-conjugated Phalloidin (green) and DAPI 
(blue), respectively. Stress fiber formation and multinucleated cells were visualized by 
fluorescence microscopy. The results indicated that only full-length CNFY induced stress 
fiber formation and multinucleation in treated HEp-2 cells. In contrast, cells intoxicated 
with CNFY C-terminal domain deletions, including CNFY D1-D4 (residues 1-719), 
CNFY D1-D3 (residues 1-526), CNFY D1-D2 (residues 1-443) and CNFYC866S did not 
induce actin stress fiber formation and multinucleated cells (Figure 3.2). Moreover, 
purified CNFY and its truncations were also used to treat HEp-2 cells. The obtained 
results confirmed that full-length CNFY seems catalytically active as it resulted in the 
induction of actin stress fiber formation and multinucleation of cells (Figure S2). These 
results further suggested that the C-terminal domain of CNFY is essential for the catalytic 
activity, and that the amino acid residue C866 is critical for toxicity. 
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Figure 3.2: The effect of C-terminal truncated CNFY derivatives on the actin cytoskeleton.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of CNFY 1-
1014 (pISN13), CNFY 1-719 (pISN14), CNFY 1-526 (pISN15), CNFY 1-443 (pPCH7) or CNFY C866S 
(pPCH10), were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the bacteria were prepared and 20 µg/ml 
of the extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 24 h. The cell 
nuclei and the actin cytoskeleton were stained with DAPI (blue) and Phalloidin (green), respectively and 
analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. The results indicated the formation of large, multinuclear cells 
when treated with lysate of bacteria expressing full-length CNFY (1-1014). HEp-2 cells incubated with 
bacteria lysate of YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tag (w/o CNFY) were used as negative 
controls. The white scale bar is 20 µm. Respective fluorescence images of the experiment conducted in 
biological triplicates.  
 
To further verify that the effect of CNFY on the treated cells is due to its deamidase 
activity, an analysis to identify modified RhoA was performed. For this purpose, HEp-2 
cells were treated with CNFY for 24 h and cell extracts were examined for a characteristic 
shift in the mobility of deamidated RhoA by comparing it to unmodified RhoA using 
immunoblotting (see 2.2.4.7). As seen in Figure 3.3A, the upward shift of RhoA on the 
SDS-PAGE indicated the deamidation of RhoA in HEp-2 cells, due to slow migration  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3: The effect of CNFY C-terminal truncated derivatives on RhoA activation. 
(A) Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of 
CNFY 1-1014 (pISN13), CNFY 1-719 (pISN14), CNFY 1-526 (pISN15), CNFY 1-443 (pPCH7) or CNFY 

C866S (pPCH10), were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the bacteria were prepared and 
20 µg/ml of the extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 24 
h. The treated cells were lysed and samples were pooled from three independent experiments before 
loading to 12% SDS-gel. The characteristic mobility shift of RhoA was examined by immunoblotting with 
specific RhoA antibody as described in 2.2.4.7. (B) The activity of CNFY and its deletion variants was 
tested by analyzing the district mobility of deamidated RhoA in HEp-2 cell lysate. 40 µg/ml of the bacterial 
cell extracts and purified CNFY 720-1014 were incubated with HEp-2 cell lysates at 37°C with 5% CO2 
in a cell incubator for 4 h and subsequently analyzed by immunoblotting with specific RhoA antibody as 
described in 2.2.4.8. Actin were used as loading control. Untreated HEp-2 cells (or HEp-2 lysate) and cells 
incubated with bacteria lysate without CNFY (w/o CNFY) were used as negative controls. These results 
representative for experiments were conducted at least in biological triplicates.  
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of modified RhoA treated with the full-length CNFY. Since, CNFY displays deamidase 
activity, in vitro RhoA-shift assay was performed to check whether the variants with 
deletions of the C-terminal domain resulted in the loss of deamidation activity (see 
2.2.4.8). HEp-2 cells lysates containing RhoA were incubated with CNFY toxin and its 
C-terminal deletion variants at 37°C for 4 h. Subsequently, the size of RhoA was 
assessed by immunoblotting. The results indicated that D5 domain of CNFY (residues 
720-1014) were able to induce RhoA activation in HEp-2 cell lysate (Figure 3.3B). In 
contrast, all CNFY derivatives without D5 domain (residues 720-1014) was unable to 
deamidate RhoA. As the previous data suggested that the catalytic cysteine residue of 
CNFY is located at the C-terminus, the full-length mutant carrying a substitution of this 
residue (C866S) was incubated with HEp-2 cell lysate, and subsequently examined for 
the modified RhoA as described previously. As shown in Figure 3.3B, no upward shift 
indicating modified RhoA could be observed in immunoblots. These results revealed 
that an exchange of cysteine 866 to serine resulted in the loss of deamidation of RhoA 
in response to CNFY. In summary, these results showed that CNFY 720-1014 
encompasses the catalytic domain and contains cysteine C866 as a catalytic residue. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4: Overview of CNFY N-terminal deletion constructs and their functionality. 
(A) Schematic illustrating the N-terminally deleted variants of CNFY. (B) Y. pseudotuberculosis strain 
YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded GFP-tagged derivatives of the empty vector or w/o CNFY (pFU31), 
CNFY 1-1014 (pPCH11), CNFY ∆39-134 (pPCH56), CNFY ∆ 134-426 (pPCH57), or CNFY ∆39-426 
(pPCH58), were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the bacteria were prepared and the 
protein expression were confirmed by western blot analysis with specific GFP antibody. (C) The activity 
of CNFY and its deletion variants was tested by analyzing the district mobility of deamidated RhoA in 
HEp-2 cell lysate. 40 µg/ml of the extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cell lysates at 37°C with 5% CO2 
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in a cell incubator for 4 h and subsequently analyzed by immunoblotting with specific RhoA antibody as 
described in 2.2.4.8. Actin was detected as loading control. HEp-2 cell lysate and cells incubated with 
bacteria lysate without CNFY (w/o CNFY) were used as negative controls. Experiments were carried out 
at least in biological triplicates.  
 
To gain more insights into the functional role of CNFY at the N-terminus, the different 
residues in this region (39-134, 134-426 and 39-426) were deleted and the biological 
functions (e.g., secretion, host cell binding and toxicity) of each domain were 
investigated (Figure 3.4A). CNFY-3xFLAG fusion proteins were expressed in the Y. 
pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 (∆cnfY) and the protein synthesis was confirmed by 
immunoblotting (Figure 3.4B). The results indicated that the protein level of the deletion 
D1-D2 domain (CNF Y ∆39-426) was comparable to full-length CNFY, whereas the 
levels of the deletion D2 (CNFY ∆39-134) and D1 (CNFY ∆134-426) domains were 
slightly decreased. As the deletion of these internal domains might affect the protein 
folding, the functionality of each of the CNFY truncations was analyzed by analyzing the 
deamidation of RhoA in HEp-2 lysate as described previously. The results confirmed 
that the deletion of CNFY residues 39-134 or 39-426 did not affect the deamidation 
activity of the toxin. Notably, no deamidation could be observed when the residues 
between 134-426 were deleted (Figure 3.4C). Thus, this truncation appears to affect the 
folding of the CNFY protein as well as decrease the level of protein production. 
Therefore, this construct was excluded from further experiments in this study.  
 
To investigate whether the N-terminus of CNFY is required for the interaction between 
toxin and host cells, the protein lysates of CNFY or its N-terminal deletion derivatives 
were added to HEp-2 cells for 24 h and the toxicity was examined. Treated cells were 
fixed and subsequently, F-actin and nuclei were stained with FITC-Phalloidin and DAPI, 
respectively. The results indicated that the formation of large, multinuclear cells only 
occurred in full-length CNFY-treated cells (Figure 3.5A).  
 
Moreover, the RhoA activation in treated cells was confirmed by the RhoA-shift assay. 
For this, HEp-2 cells were intoxicated with CNFY and the respective truncated 
derivatives for 24 h. Treated cells were then washed and lysed with lysis buffer (see. 
2.2.4.7). Subsequently, samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE and retarded migration of 
the deamidated of RhoA-Q63E protein was observed by immunoblotting. As expected, 
the results of the RhoA activation assay indicated the modification of RhoA only in the 
full-length CNFY-treated cells (Figure 3.5B). Interestingly, the CNFY N-terminal 
truncations could not induce the deamidation of RhoA in treated cells, although they 
contained the catalytic domain at the C-terminus (Figure 3.4C). Based on this finding, it 
was concluded that the catalytic domain of CNFY requires the N-terminal domain for 
full toxicity in target cells.  
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Figure 3.5: Activity of the N-terminal deletion variants of CNFY to activate RhoA of HEp-2 cells.  
(A) Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of the 
empty vector or w/o CNFY (pISN2), CNFY 1-1014 (pISN13), CNFY ∆39-134 (pPCH62), CNFY ∆ 134-
426 (pPCH59), or CNFY ∆39-426 (pPCH60), were grown overnight at 25°C. 20 µg/ml of whole cell 
extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 24 h. The cell nuclei 
and the actin cytoskeleton were stained with DAPI (blue) and Phalloidin (green), respectively and 
analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. The results showed stress fiber formation and multinuclear cells in 
HEp-2 cell intoxicated with full-length CNFY (1-1014) but not with the internally deleted CNFY 
derivatives. Untreated HEp-2 cells and HEp-2 cells incubated with bacteria lysate of YP147 expressing 
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plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tag (w/o CNFY) were used as negative controls. The white scale bar is 20 µm. 
Respective fluorescence images of the experiment were conducted in biological triplicates. (B) The treated 
cells were lysed and samples were pooled from three independent experiments before loading to 12% 
SDS-gel. The deamidation of RhoA was analyzed the mobility shift of the modified RhoA by 
immunoblotting with specific RhoA antibody as described in 2.2.4.7. Actin was detected as loading 
control. Untreated HEp-2 cells and cells treated with bacteria lysate without CNFY (w/o CNFY) were used 
as negative control. These pictures representative for experiments done at least in biological triplicates.  
 
Additionally, the biological activities of purified CNFY N-terminal D1-D2 (residues 1-
425) or D1-D3 (1-526) deletion variants (CNFY 426-1014 or CNFY 526-1014) were 
investigated (Figure 3.6A). The purified N-terminal 3xFLAG-tagged deletion variants 
of CNFY were kindly provided by Dr. Peer Lukat, HZI Braunschweig. The amount of 
the purified CNFY was visualized by western blotting (Figure 3.6B). It is possible that 
the deletion of the N-terminal domain affects the secondary structure of the toxin. 
Therefore, correct folding of the enzymatic domain of each CNFY protein was analyzed 
by verifying the activation of RhoA using the in vitro RhoA-shift assay. HEp-2 cell 
lysates were hence incubated with purified CNFY variants at 37°C for 4 h. The samples 
were then subjected to SDS-PAGE and the deamidation of RhoA-Q63E was checked by 
immunoblotting. The obtained results indicated that none of the assessed with terminally 
deleted CNFY variants affected the folding of the catalytic domain (Figure 3.6C). 
Furthermore, HEp-2 cells were intoxicated with the different purified CNFY variants for 
24 h and morphological changes, including the formation of actin stress fibers and 
multinucleation of cells, were assessed by fluorescence microscopy after actin and nuclei 
were stained with Phalloidin and DAPI, respectively. It was observed that giant and 
multinucleated cells due to RhoA activation were only visible in the full-length CNFY 
treated cells, but not in any of the other variants (Figure 3.6E) similar to the other N-
terminal deletion truncations (CNFY Δ2-38, CNFY Δ135-325, CNFY Δ39-325 and CNFY 

Δ39-525) (Figure S4 and Figure S5). Moreover, the RhoA-shift assay was performed to 
examine the deamidation of RhoA in treated cells. Here, modified RhoA could only be 
detected in the full-length CNFY intoxicated cells (Figure 3.6D). Accordingly, this 
finding revealed that the loss of the N-terminus of CNFY influences toxin activity. 
However, the function of this domain remains unclear. 
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Figure 3.6: Analysis of the activation of RhoA by purified N-terminal deleted CNFY proteins.  
(A) Schematic illustration of the N-terminal truncated derivatives of CNFY. (B) Recombinant full-length 
CNFY and its N-terminal deletion variants (CNFY 426-1014 and 526-1014) were purified, and the protein 
synthesis was confirmed by immunoblotting using specific flag antibody. (C) The folding of purified 
CNFY variants (1µM) was tested by analyzing the deamidation of RhoA in HEp-2 cell lysates as described 
in 2.2.4.8. (D) HEp-2 cells were intoxicated with 500 nM of purified CNFY toxin derivatives at 37°C with 
5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 24 h. The treated cells were lysed and samples were pooled from three 
independent experiments before loading to 12% SDS-gel. The deamidation of RhoA was analyzed the 
mobility shift of the modified RhoA by immunoblotting with specific RhoA antibody (*nonspecific band) 
as described in 2.2.4.7. Actin was detected as loading control. HEp-2 cell lysate in (C) and untreated HEp-
2 cells in (D) were used as negative controls. (E) The formation of giant, multinuclear cells were observed 
under fluorescence microscopy after the cell nuclei and the actin cytoskeleton were stained with DAPI 
(blue) and FITC -Phalloidin (green), respectively. Untreated cells were used as negative control. The white 
scale bar is 20 µm. Respective results of these experiments were carried out at least in biological triplicates. 
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3.2 The N-terminal domain of CNFY is necessary for toxin secretion 
 
Many bacterial toxins are released into the extracellular environment to target host cells. 
The Sec-type and the twin-arginine translocation (Tat) systems are protein export 
systems that translocate folded or unfolded proteins across the inner membrane into the 
periplasm or outer membrane (Freudl 2018). Proteins transported by these two types of 
secretion system contain highly specific signal peptides at the N-terminal domain 
(Palmer and Berks 2012; Tsirigotaki et al. 2017). Additionally, another signal peptide 
has been described, a lipoprotein signal peptide that can be located at the C-terminus of 
a protein (Juncker et al. 2003). CNFY is a secreted toxin, but it remains a mystery how 
this toxin is exported from Yersinia and which parts of it are involved in protein export 
across the bacterial membranes. Therefore, SignalP-5.0 
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP) was used to predict whether there are any of 
the typical signal peptides in CNFY (Petersen et al. 2011). Surprisingly, CNFY lacks both 
Sec and Tat signal peptides. Based on the prediction of this program, it can be concluded 
that CNFY is secreted by other pathways (Figure S3). In addition, it should be noted that 
a previous study reported that CNFY is not secreted by T3SS (Janina Schweer, PhD 
thesis).  
 
To gain insightful information about the secretion mechanism of CNFY as well as 
domains involved in this process, further experiments were required. The β-lactamase 
reporter system is well-described and has been widely used to study protein secretion 
from and translocation into living cells. Since, β-lactamase is a modifying enzyme 
targeting cell wall synthesis, β-lactamase must be exported to the cytoplasm to protect 
the bacterium from the drug (Lam et al. 2013). Therefore, CNFY-β-lactamase fusion 
proteins were generated to identify regions crucial for toxin secretion. Y. 
pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded β-lactamase (TEM)-
tagged truncated N- or C-terminally CNFY variants were grown overnight at 25°C. The 
protein secretion levels were then determined using nitrocefin as a substrate (see 
2.2.3.11). The β-lactamase activity is indicative of the protein amounts secreted from the 
cells into the supernatant. It could be observed that secretion levels of the deletion of D2 
(CNFY Δ39-134) and D1-D2 (CNFY Δ39-426) domains were decreased but not of the C-
terminal CNFY-truncations in contrast to the full-length CNFY β-lactamase protein 
(Figure 3.7A). Hence, the results indicated that deletion of the C-terminus of CNFY did 
not affect the secretion level of CNFY from Yersinia. In contrast, loss of the N-terminal 
region disrupted the transportation of CNFY across the bacterial membranes, as deletion 
of CNFY residues 39-134 was sufficient to block the secretion of this toxin. Additionally, 
the other N-terminal deletion truncations (CNFY Δ2-38, CNFY Δ135-325, CNFY Δ39-
325 and CNFY Δ39-525) also showed the decreased of CNFY secretion level (Figure S6). 
To exclude that detected exported proteins were not released from Yersinia due to the 
bacterial cell lysis, the bacterial viability was measured. Bacterial cultures used for the 
nitrocefin assay were examined and the percentage of cell viability was determined by 
addition of BacTiter- GloTM reagent which detects the number of viable bacterial cells 
by measuring the amount of ATP present in living cells. The results showed that 
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expressing none of the CNFY truncations affected bacterial viability (Figure 3.7B). 
Therefore, it was concluded that the CNFY N-terminus D2 (residues 39-134) is necessary 
for toxin secretion. However, the mechanism of secretion is currently unknown.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Analysis of CNFY variants secretion from Yersinia and bacterial viability.  
(A) To analyze secretion of different CNFY C- and N-terminal deletions, β -lactamase (TEM) fusion 
proteins, Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged derivatives of the 
empty vector or w/o CNFY (pISN1), CNFY 1-1014 (pISN7), CNFYC866S (pPCH2), CNFY 1-719 
(pISNF8), CNFY 1-526 (pISN9), CNFY 1-443 (pPCH6), CNFYΔ39-134 (pPCH53), CNFYΔ39-134 
(pPCH54), or CNFYΔ39-134 (pPCH55) were grown overnight at 25°C. The beta-lactamase activity was 
determined by measuring changes in absorbance of nitrocefin at 390 nm (yellow) and 486 nm (red). Y. 
pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tag (pISN1) in which labelled as w/o 
CNFY was used as a negative control. The secretion level of each CNFY truncations was compared to full-
length CNFY (residues 1-1014) β -lactamase. (B) The microbial viability was assessed in equalized 
bacterial cultures using the BacTiter-GloTM Microbial Cell Viability Assay kit as described in chapter 
2.2.3.12. The percentage of microbial viability of each YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged 
derivatives of the CNFY truncations were compared to the YP147 expressing empty vector (w/o CNFY). 
The data represent the mean ± standard deviation of three biological independent experiments. Statistical 
analysis was analyzed by Student’s t-test using GraphPad Prism 8: (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, 
****P<0.0001, n.s.: not significant).  
 
3.3 Analysis of the host cell binding regions of the CNFY toxin  
 
Previous studies reported that the first 190 residues of CNF1 play an important role in 
the interaction of the toxin with the host cell, especially residues 53-75, which interact 
with the host cell 37-kDa laminin receptor precursor (p37LRP) (Chung et al. 2003; 
Fabbri, Gauthier, and Boquet 1999). However, the domain of CNFY, which mediates the 
recognition of a specific receptor on the surface of target cells, is still unknown. 
Identification of essential residues involved in recognition of host cell receptors is 
imperative for understanding CNFY-host interaction and its function. Due to the high 
sequence similarity of CNFY and CNF1 at the N-terminus (Figure S7A), it is possible 
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that the N-terminal domain of CNFY is important for the interaction between toxin and 
host cell receptor. Moreover, the N-terminal region of CNFY (residues 53-120) contains 
surface exposed loop structure, which could be involved in the binding of yet unknown 
host receptors. 
 
The N-terminus of CNFY consists of a three-stranded antiparallel b-sheet and two 
surface-exposed loops. Loop 1 contains several potentially surface-exposed residues, 
including R54, T56, S58, N62, K63, and A75. Loop 2 comprises residues N109, N110, 
S113, D115, T117, and A120. Figure 3.8 shows a close-up image of the 3D of this 
domain as well as potentially surface-exposed residues, which are indicated in red in the 
3D structure. Knowledge of the structure of this region is useful in guiding mutagenesis 
to identify a binding site candidate of CNFY toxin to unknown host receptors. To identify 
essential residues of CNFY, substitutions were thus introduced by site-directed 
mutagenesis into loop 1 and loop 2 (see 2.2.2.8). Several of the predicted residues were 
substituted by alanine (CNFY R54A, N62A, N109/110A, S113A, and T117A) and the 
mutant derivatives of CNFY were expressed in YP147. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8: The structure of CNFY N-terminal region and potential binding site residues.  
Schematic illustrates the structure of the predicted binding site residues of CNFY. The predicted binding 
site contains exposed surface residues divided into two loops. The colors orange and yellow represent the 
CNFY binding loop 1 and loop 2, respectively. The residues involved in receptor binding in each loop are 
indicated in red and listed in the table. The structure of binding site prediction was kindly provided by Dr. 
Peer Lukat, HZI Braunschweig.  
 

Loop 1

Loop 2

Loop 1 R54 T56 S58 N62 K63 A75

Loop 2 N109 N110 S113 D115 T117 A120

CN

391 135 426 720527 1014326
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To analyze whether the mutant derivatives could bind to a receptors initiate the 
internalization of the toxin followed by activation of RhoA, HEp-2 cells were intoxicated 
with the different mutant derivatives of CNFY for 48 h. Subsequently, the F-actin and 
nuclei were stained with FITC-Phalloidin and DAPI, respectively and analyzed by 
fluorescence microscopy. Obtained images demonstrated the formation of 
multinucleated cells and actin stress fibers in all treated samples, except in the control 
(without CNFY) (Figure 3.9). This result showed that site-directed mutagenesis of CNFY-
residues in loop 1 and 2 did not alter toxin activity suggesting that amino acid R54, N62, 
N109, N110, S113, and T117 are not essential for toxin interaction with a receptor.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9: The biological effects of site-directed mutagenesis inside binding loops of CNFY. 
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of the 
empty vector or w/o CNFY (pISN2), CNFY 1-1014 (pISN13), CNFY R54A (pPCH29), CNFY S28A 
(pPCH30), CNFY N62A (pPCH31), CNFY N109/110A (pPCH32), CNFY S113A (pPCH33), or CNFY  

T117A (pPCH34) were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the bacteria were prepared, 20 
µg/ml of the extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 48 h, 
and the formation of giant, multinuclear cells was observed under fluorescence microscopy. The cell 
nuclei and the actin cytoskeleton were stained with DAPI (blue) and FITC-Phalloidin (green), 
respectively. HEp-2 cells incubated with bacteria lysate of YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-
tag (w/o CNFY) were used as negative control. The white scale bar is 50 µm. Respective fluorescence 
images of the experiment were conducted in biological triplicates. 
 
Based on the previous data in this study (see 3.2), the N-terminus of CNFY is necessary 
for toxin secretion. Despite this, the substitution of the amino acids (CNFY R54A, N62A, 
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N109/110A, S113A, and T117A) within the N-terminus did not influence the activity of 
CNFY in treated cells. It might, however, interrupt the secretion of CNFY from Yersinia.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.10: The secretion of amino acids substitution within N-terminal exposed loops of CNFY. 
(A) To analyze the secretion activity of CNFY toxin, Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing 
plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of the CNFY 1-1014 (pISN13), CNFY R54A (pPCH29), 
CNFY S28A (pPCH30), CNFY N62A (pPCH31), CNFY N109/110A (pPCH32), CNFY S113A (pPCH33), 
or CNFY T117A (pPCH34) were grown overnight at 25°C. The CNFY toxin secreted by Y. 
pseudotuberculosis were precipitated by trichloroacetic acid (TCA) as described in chapter 2.2.3.3. 
Samples were pooled from three independent experiments before loading to 10% SDS-gel. The amount 
of CNFY proteins in bacterial pellets were loaded as controls.  The secreted toxin variants were visualized 
by immunoblotting with specific flag antibody. (B) The secretion level of CNFY derivatives was quantified 
by ImageJ program. (C) The microbial viability was assessed in equalized bacterial cultures using the 
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BacTiter-GloTM Microbial Cell Viability Assay kit. The data represent the mean ± standard deviation of 
three independent experiments, carried out in triplicates. The secretion level (B) and percentage of 
microbial viability of each mutated CNFY derivatives (C) were compared to the wild-type CNFY. 
Statistical analysis was analyzed by Student’s t-test using GraphPad Prism 8: (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, 
***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001, n.s.: not significant). 
 
To address this hypothesis, the secretion level of the mutated CNFY variants was 
examined by trichloroacetic acid (TCA) assay (see 2.2.3.3). The plasmids expressing the 
CNFY-3xFLAG fusion protein or its mutant variants were expressed in Y. 
pseudotuberculosis YP147 and the secreted proteins were precipitated by TCA. The 
secreted CNFY toxin and its substituted mutants were then analyzed by immunoblotting 
(Figure 3.10A). The bacterial pellets of each sample were used as a control, and the 
secretion level of CNFY was normalized to the protein production. Furthermore, the 
relative secretion levels of the Flag-tagged protein was quantified using ImageJ (Fig 
3.10B). The results indicated that secretion of CNFY S58A, N62A, S113A, and T117A 
was decreased compared to the wild-type CNFY, whereas the secretion level of CNFY 
R54A was approximately two-fold higher than that of wild-type CNFY (Figure 3.10B). 
In addition, the bacterial viability was determined to investigate whether increased toxin 
secretion was due to bacterial cell lysis. The bacterial viability assay was performed as 
previously described (see 2.2.3.12). This revealed that the substitution of amino acids in 
the N-terminal domain between loop 1 or loop 2 of CNFY influenced the secretion level 
of this toxin, but did not affect the viability of Y. pseudotuberculosis (Figure 3.10C). 
 
A previous study established that a substitution of the CNF1 glycine residues G67 and 
G104 with proline, completely blocked the cell-binding function of this toxin, while 
CNF1 residues S28P and CNF1 S184P partially reduced the entry of toxin into host cells 
(Fabbri, Gauthier, and Boquet 1999). Accordingly, this information led to another 
attempt to identify the essential amino acids that may be involved in host cell binding. 
Therefore, different point mutations of CNF1 and CNFY were designed based on their 
conserved amino acid sequence at the N-terminus, including residues S28, G67, G104, 
and S184. The mutation of either CNFY or CNF1 in the N-terminal region were 
generated by substitution of serine or glycine by proline. The plasmids expressing either 
CNF1 or CNFY toxins and its mutant derivatives were introduced in YP147 and the 
plasmids expressed under their control of their own promotor. The whole-cell lysate with 
CNF1 or CNFY mutant derivatives was prepared and equal concentrations of whole-cell 
lysates were examined by immunoblotting. The results demonstrated lower level of the 
CNF1 mutant proteins compared to wild-type toxin, this was not the case for CNFY 
(Figure 3.11A).   
 
To analyze whether the substitution of amino acids in either CNFY and CNF1 affects 
host cell binding, HEp-2 cells were incubated with an equal concentration of whole-cell 
lysate of strains expressing the mutant toxins at 37°C. After 4 h of incubation, the 
unbound toxins were removed by washing, cell were lysed and cell-bound protein was  
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Figure 3.11: The host cell binding capacity of mutated CNF1 and CNFY in the N-terminal domain.  

(A) Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of the 
empty vector or w/o CNFY (pISN2), CNF1 1-1014 (pPCH9), CNF1 S28P (pPCH84), CNF1 G67P 
(pPCH85), CNF1 G104P (pPCH86), CNF1 S184P (pPCH87), CNFY 1-1014 (pISN13), CNFY GS28P 
(pPCH80), CNFY G67P (pPCH81), CNFY G104P (pPCH82), or CNFY S184P (pPCH83) were grown 
overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the bacteria were prepared and the protein synthesis was 
confirmed by western blot analysis with specific flag antibody. (B) 20 µg/ml of the extracts were incubated 
with HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 4 h and samples were pooled from three 
independent experiments before loading to 10% SDS-gel. The binding ability of CNFY derivatives was 
analyzed by immunoblotting with specific flag antibody. Actin was detected loading control. (C) The 
binding capacity of either mutated 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives CNF1 and CNFY was quantified using 
ImageJ and compared to the wild-type toxins. The data represent the mean ± standard deviation of three 
biological independent experiments, carried out in triplicates. Statistical analysis was calculated by 
GraphPad Prism 8 using Student’s t-test: (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001, n.s.: not 
significant). 
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identified by immunoblotting. Surprisingly, all mutant derivatives of either CNF1 or 
CNFY could still bind to HEp-2 cells (Figure 3.11B). To compare the binding affinity of 
each toxin, the intensity of bound CNF was quantified using ImageJ and normalized to 
the protein concentration of either CNF1 or CNFY and their mutant derivatives. Actin  
was detected as a loading control. The results demonstrated that the relative binding 
affinity of all CNF1 and CNFY mutant derivatives was not reduced compared to the wild-
type toxin (Figure 3.11C).  
 
Interestingly, the G104 substitution of CNF1significantly increased its binding capacity 
to HEp-2 cells. The binding of CNF1G104P appeared to be approximately four-fold 
higher than that of wild-type CNF1, whereas the binding affinities of CNF1S28P, 
CNF1G67P, and CNF1S184P proteins was slightly increased in comparison to the wild-
type toxin. Similarly, the cell-binding affinity of CNFY S28P, G67P, and G104P as 
increased in comparison to the wild-type CNFY. In contrast, the binding capacity of 
CNFY S184P was slightly decreased compared to the wild-type CNFY (Figure 3.11C). 
These findings established that single amino acid substitutions of either CNF1 or CNFY 
S28, G67, G104, and S184P did not impair the ability of the toxin to bind to the host 
cells.While the mutation of either CNF1 and CNFY did not result in the loss of binding 
capacity, it might affect the intoxication process. To test this, the cytotoxic activities of 
the previously described CNF1 and CNFY point mutations were further examined on 
HEp-2 cells. After 24 h of intoxication, cells were washed and fixed. The actin 
cytoskeleton and nuclei were stained with FITC-Phalloidin (green) and DAPI (blue), 
respectively. The stress fiber formation and multinucleation of cells were then visualized 
by fluorescence microscopy as previously described. Interestingly, the toxicity of CNF1 
with the S28P, G67P, and G104P was completely abolished (Figure 3.12A).  
 
On the other hand, only CNFY G104P was unable to induce actin stress fiber and 
multinucleated cells in treated cells (Figure 3.12B). In contrast, cells intoxicated with 
CNF1 S184P, CNFY S28P, CNFY G67P, and CNFY S184P mutant proteins showed 
similar intoxication effects compared to wild-type toxin treated cells. This finding 
emphasized that residue G104 is essential in both CNF1 and CNFY during the 
intoxication process, whereas residues S28 and G67 are important only for CNF1. Taken 
together, these results suggested that mutation of N-terminal regions of CNF1 or CNFY 
suspected of contributing to the host cell binding function did not affect the binding 
between the host cell and toxins, but led to a loss of toxin activity in CNF1 S28P, CNF1 
G67P, CNF1 G104P, and CNFY G104P with respect to multinucleation. 
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Figure 3.12: The effect of mutated CNF1 and CNFY protein in the N-terminal domain on the actin 
cytoskeleton.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of the 
empty vector or w/o CNFY (pISN2), CNF1 1-1014 (pPCH9), CNF1 S28P (pPCH84), CNF1 G67P 
(pPCH85), CNF1 G104P (pPCH86), CNF1 S184P (pPCH87), CNFY 1-1014 (pISN13), CNFY GS28P 
(pPCH80), CNFY G67P (pPCH81), CNFY G104P (pPCH82), or CNFY S184P (pPCH83) were grown 
overnight at 25°C. (A) 20 µg/ml of the bacterial cell extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cells at 37°C 
with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 24 h. (A) The formation of large, multinuclear cells in response to 
CNF1 and (B) CNFY was observed under a fluorescence microscope after the cell nuclei were stained with 
DAPI (blue), and the actin cytoskeleton was stained using FITC-Phalloidin (green). HEp-2 cells incubated 
with bacteria lysate of YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tag (w/o CNFY) were used as 
negative controls and HEp-2 cells treated with wild-type CNFY were used as positive control. The white 
scale bar is 10 µm. Respective fluorescence images of the experiment were conducted in biological 
triplicates. 
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To ensure that the difference in function is not due the incorrect folding of the CNF 
mutant derivatives, in vitro RhoA activation assays by studying the mobility shift of the 
deamidated RhoA protein were performed as described previously. The results showed 
that all CNFY mutants were able to deamidate RhoA in HEp-2 cell lysate confirming 
preserved catalytic activity (Figure 3.13). Therefore, substitution of amino acids residues 
in this part of the N-terminal region of both CNF1 and CNFY did not influence the overall 
protein folding and activity. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 3.13: The in vitro RhoA shift of CNF1 and CNFY mutated derivatives.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of the 
empty vector or w/o CNFY (pISN2), CNF1 1-1014 (pPCH9), CNF1 S28P (pPCH84), CNF1 G67P 
(pPCH85), CNF1 G104P (pPCH86), CNF1 S184P (pPCH87), CNFY 1-1014 (pISN13), CNFY GS28P 
(pPCH80), CNFY G67P (pPCH81), CNFY G104P (pPCH82), or CNFY S184P (pPCH83) were grown 
overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the bacteria were prepared and 40 µg/ml of the bacterial cell 
extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cell lysate for 4 h at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator. The folding 
of CNF1 and CNFY mutated derivatives was examined by analyzing the deamidation of RhoA as described 
in 2.2.4.8. The activated RhoA was detected with a monoclonal antibody against RhoA. Actin was 
detected as loading control. Untreated HEp-2 cells and cells treated with bacteria lysate without CNFY 

(w/o CNFY) were used as negative control. Experiments were carried out at least in biological triplicates.  
 
It was shown above that the secretion levels of other amino acid substitutions at the N-
terminus of CNFY, including CNFY S58A, S113A, and T117A were slightly reduced. 
Thus, it might be hypothesized that the mutagenesis of the N-terminus of CNFY affects 
the secretion of this toxin. To address this hypothesis, the secretion levels of CNFY S82P, 
CNFY G67P, CNFY G104P, and CNFY S184P were determined using nitrocefin as a 
substrate. Surprisingly, substitution of glycine 104 of CNFY by a proline resulted in 
complete blockage of toxin secretion from Yersinia (Figure 3.14A) without altering the 
bacterial viability (Figure 3.14B). Additionally, the level of secreted CNFY S28P and 
CNFY S184P was slightly reduced compared to the full-length wild-type protein. To sum 
up, residue G104 of CNFY might be necessary for both toxin secretion and intoxication.  
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Figure 3.14: The effect of different mutations in the N-terminus of CNFY on toxin secretion.   
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged derivatives of the empty 
vector or w/o CNFY (pISN1), CNF1 1-1014 (pPCH4), CNF1 S28P (pPCH92), CNF1 G67P (pPCH93), 
CNF1 G104P (pPCH94), CNF1 S184P (pPCH95), CNFY 1-1014 (pISN7), CNFY GS28P (pPCH88), CNFY 

G67P (pPCH89), CNFY G104P (pPCH90), or CNFY S184P (pPCH91) were grown overnight at 25°C. (A) 
The beta-lactamase activity was determined by measuring changes in absorbance of nitrocefin at 390 nm 
(yellow) and 486 nm (red). Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged 
of the empty vector (pISN1) in which labelled as w/o CNFY was used as a negative control. The secretion 
level of each CNFY truncations was compared to wild-type CNFY (CNFY WT). (B) The microbial viability 
was assessed in equalized bacterial cultures using the BacTiter-GloTM Microbial Cell Viability Assay kit 
as described in chapter 2.2.3.12. The percentage of microbial viability of each YP147 expressing plasmid-
encoded TEM-tagged derivatives of the CNFY truncations were compared to the YP147 expressing the 
empty vector (w/o CNFY). The data represent the mean ± standard deviation of three biological 
independent experiments and carried out in triplicates. Statistical analysis was analyzed by Student’s t-
test using GraphPad Prism 8: (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001, n.s.: not significant).  
 

3.3.1 CNFY contains more than one host receptor binding domain  
 
Previously, the 37-kDa laminin receptor precursor (LRP) has been identified as the 
receptor to which CNF1 binds with amino acid residues 135-164 (Chung et al. 2003; 
McNichol et al. 2007). More recently, another study reported that CNF1 contains not 
one but two binding domains that interact with a second different host receptor as shown 
in Figure 3.15A. Apart from p37LRP, the authors describe the Lutheran (Lu) adhesion 
glycoprotein/basal cell adhesion molecule (BCAM) as an additional receptor for CNF1. 
The interaction of CNF1 with Lu/BCAM occurs within the C-terminal domain between 
residues 683-730 (Piteau et al. 2014). Furthermore, previous study established that 
CNF1 and CNFY bind to different receptors because the inactive catalytically mutant of 
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CNF1 (C866S) did not influence the binding of CNFY to Hela cells (Blumenthal et al. 
2007).  
 
A comparison of the amino acid sequence of CNFY to CNF1 revealed a high homology 
within their N-terminal domains (Figure SA). This suggests that conserved amino acids 
of the N-terminus, especially residues 39-134 may correspond to a general receptor-
binding domain of CNF toxins. The overall structure of the CNFY N-terminal domain 
(residues 1-22/135-424) forms a bundle of a-helices and is flanked by a four-strand anti-
parallel anti-parallel b-sheets (Figure S1), which might be important for the binding site 
of this toxin to the host receptors. However, there the individual binding sites of CNFY 
and the identity of the surface receptors are still unknown. The previous experiments 
conducted in this study indicated that mutation of residue G104 of CNFY resulted in the 
loss of cytotoxicity in treated cells. Therefore, it might be hypothesized that the N-
terminal domain of CNFY might be involved in binding to the host cell receptors. 
Consequently, the deletion of the N-terminal region of CNFY might lead to a reduction 
or inhibition of the binding between CNFY and its unknown receptor(s).  
 
Another surface-exposed flexible loop has been found in the C-terminal region of CNFY 
(residues700-718) based on its crystal structure, which may also interact with host 
surface receptors (Figure S7B).  Since CNF1 contains two binding domains, it might be 
possible that CNFY can also bind more than one receptor (Figure 3.15A). To address this 
hypothesis, the binding ability of both, the CNFY N-terminal and C-terminal domains 
was analyzed using HEp-2 cells. Here, HEp-2 cells were incubated with CNFY lysates 
of either N- or C-terminal deletion variants for 4 h. Cells were then lysed, and the 
interaction between the CNFY variants and host cells was examined by immunoblotting. 
The result elucidated that all C-terminally truncated toxins could be detected bound to 
cells by western blotting (Figure 3.15B). The loss of the C-terminal region of CNFY did 
not affect the ability of the toxin to bind to host cells. Interestingly, CNFY N-terminal 
deletion variants could also still bind to the host cells (Figure 3.15C and 3.15D) but were 
unable to intoxicate (Figure 3.5). Hence, the deletion of either the N- or C-terminal 
domain did not affect the cell-binding ability of CNFY to HEp-2 cells suggesting two 
separate receptor-binding sites. Nevertheless, the deletion of residues 134-426 and 39-
426 at the N-terminus resulted in a reduction of cell binding capacity when compared to 
wild-type CNFY. Accordingly, it is likely that CNFY contains more than one receptor-
binding regions that compensate for each other during intoxication of HEp-2 cells. 
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Figure 3.15: CNFY toxin binds to HEp-2 cells.  
(A) The CNF1 and CNFY domain structure. (B) Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-
encoded 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of the empty vector or w/o CNFY (pISN2), CNFY 1-1014 (pISN13), 
CNFY 1-719 (pISN14), CNFY 1-526 (pISN15), CNFY 1-443 (pPCH7), CNFYC866S (pPCH10), CNF1 1-
1014 (pPCH9), CNFY∆39-134 (pPCH62), CNFY ∆ 134-426 (pPCH59), or CNFY ∆39-426 (pPCH60), 
were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the bacteria were prepared and 20 µg/ml of the 
extracts or 500 nM of 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of purified CNFY toxins (CNFY 1-104, CNFY 426-
1014, CNFY 526-1014) were incubated with HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 4 h. 
Treated cells were lysed and samples were pooled from three independent experiments before loading to 
10% SDS-gel. The binding of CNFY (B) C-terminal or (C and D) N-terminal deletions to HEp-2 cells was 
analyzed by immunoblotting with specific flag antibody. Actin was detected as loading control. Untreated 
HEp-2 cells and cells incubated with bacteria lysate without CNFY (w/o CNFY) were used as negative 
controls. Experiments were performed in biological triplicates.  
 
To further confirm that CNFY contains more than one receptor-binding regions, binding 
inhibition experiment was performed. HEp-2 cells were preincubated with increasing a 
concentration of the full-length CNFY (residues 1-1014), including 25, 50, 100, 250 and 
500 µg/ml for 1 h. Subsequently, cells were incubated with 25 µg/ml of CNFY 1-526 
(D1-D3) or CNFY 526-1014 (D4-D5) at 4°C for 3 h. Cells were washed, and bound 
CNFY derivatives were detected in cell lysates by immunoblotting. Preincubation of 
HEp-2 cells with the full-length CNFY resulted in the reduction of cell binding capacity 
either CNFY 1-526 (Figure 3.16A) or CNFY 526-1014 (Figure 3.16B). Taken together, 
this experiment supported the hypothesis that CNFY toxin required more than one 
receptor binding to intoxicate host cell.   
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Figure 3. 16: Binging inhibition assay of full-length CNFY and its N- and C- terminal deletion 
variants to HEp-2 cells.  
HEp-2 cells were preincubated with different concentrations of whole cell extract of YP147 strain 
expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged of the full-length CNFY (pISN13) (25, 50, 100, 250, and 500 
µg/ml) at 4°C for 1 h. Subsequently, 25 µg/ml of whole cell extract of YP147 strain expressing plasmid-
encoded 3xFLAG-tagged of CNFY 1-526 (pISN15) or the whole cell of BL21λDE3 expressing plasmid-
encoded 3xFLAG-tagged of CNFY 526-1014 (provided by Dr. Peer Lukat, HZI Braunschweig) were 
added for 3 h. Treated cells were lysed and samples were pooled from three independent experiments 
before loading to 10% SDS-gel. The binding of full-length CNFY or (A) C- and (B) N-terminal truncated 
CNFY derivatives to HEp-2 cells was analyzed by western blotting with specific flag antibody. Actin were 
detected as loading control. Experiments were carried out in biological duplicates. 

 
3.4 Intracellular transport and cytotoxicity of CNFY 
 
Intracellular intoxication requires internalization followed by the translocation of the 
catalytically active A-subunit fragment into the cytosol of cells. Knowledge concerning 
the entry mechanisms of many bacterial toxins is extensive. According to previous 
observations, CNFY is able to reach the cytosol of target cell as RhoA activation was 
observed. However, the pathway employed to traffic CNFY into the target cells is still 
unclear. Therefore, the mode of its internalization into HEp-2 cells was investigated 
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using fluorescence microscopy and biochemical approaches. To understand the 
mechanism of CNFY-processing, both the entry pathway and cytotoxic activity of CNFY 
deletion variants or mutations were determined. 
 
3.4.1 Uptake of GFP-tagged truncated CNFY derivatives into target cells 
 
Although the deletion of either the N- or the C-terminal domain of CNFY did not affect 
the ability for host cell binding, it is likely that the toxin truncations cannot induce uptake 
into the host cells. To address this hypothesis, recombinant GFP fusion proteins of 
truncated CNFY derivatives, CNFY 1-1014 (D1-D5), CNFY 1-719 (D1-D4), CNFY 1-526 
(D1-D3), and CNFY 1-443 (D1-D2), and CNFY C866S, were generated and the 
internalization of these toxin variants into HEp-2 cells was investigated. The 
recombinant truncated CNFY-GFP variants were expressed in YP147 and equal 
concentrations of whole cell extract of CNFY-GFP variants were added to HEp-2 cells. 
Subsequently, localization of fluorescently-tagged CNFY variants was visualized at 
different time points by fluorescence microscopy after F-actin and nuclei were stained 
with TRITC-Phalloidin, and DAPI, respectively. As shown in Figure 3.17, the green 
fluorescence of all GFP-tagged CNFY proteins was clearly visible in HEp-2 cells after 1 
h incubation. In addition, stress fibers could be observed in CNFY 1-1014-intoxicated 
HEp-2 cells after 2 h. This suggested that the intoxication of cells with CNFY occurred 
within 2 h. However, no stress fiber formation and multinucleation was seen with the 
deletion variants. 
 
To further confirm that all CNFY-GFP C-terminally truncated fusion proteins could be 
taken up into HEp-2 cells after binding to its cell surface receptors, intoxicated cells were 
visualized by fluorescence and Z-stack images were created by merging serial scan of 
thick cell sections (4 or 10 µm). The resulting images showed the three dimensional 
localization of all CNFY-GFP variants throughout all sections of the cell (Figure S8). 
Moreover, immunofluorescence was performed to check whether the different CNFY-
GFP fusion proteins are more accumulated at the host cell surface or whether they are 
internalized into the treated cells. To do so, the unbound toxins were removed by 
washing after an incubation period of 2 hours and the cells were fixed without 
permeabilization and stained with anti-GFP antibody. Subsequently, cells were 
incubated with IgG-mouse Alexa fluor 647 to visualize CNFY-GFP localized at the cell 
surface. The results showed the CNFY 1-526-GFP (D1-D3) and CNFY 1-443-GFP (D1-
D2) accumulated at the cell surface, whereas CNFY 1-1014-GFP (D1-D5) and CNFY 
C866S-GFP were not (Figure S9). This demonstrated that C-terminally truncated 
variants of CNFY could enter into HEp-2 cells after binding to the surface receptors, but 
to a lesser degree or with lower efficiency than the full-length toxin. 
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Figure 3.17: Binding and host cell internalization of CNFY-GFP truncations.  
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Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded GFP-tagged derivatives of the empty 
vector or w/o CNFY (pFU31), CNFY 1-1014 (pPCH11), CNFY 1-719 (pPCH12), CNFY 1-526 (pPCH13), 
CNFY 1-443 (pPCH14), or CNFYC866S (pPCH16) were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of 
the bacteria were prepared and 20 µg/ml of the extracts were incubated HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 
in a cell incubator for 1 h, 2 h and 4 h. The actin and nuclei were stained with TRITC-Phalloidin (red) and 
DAPI (blue), respectively. Shown are representative fluorescence images illustrating the internalization 
of CNFY-GFP variants (green) in HEp-2 cells at different time-point. HEp-2 cells incubated with YP147 
expressing plasmid-encoded GFP-tag (w/o CNFY) were used as negative control. White scale bar is 10 
µm. Respective fluorescence images of the experiment were performed in biological triplicates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.18: Binding and entering of CNFY-GFP truncations into HEp-2 cells.  
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Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded GFP-tagged derivatives of the empty 
vector or w/o CNFY (pFU31), CNFY 1-1014 (pPCH11), CNFY 1-719 (pPCH12), CNFY 1-526 (pPCH13), 
CNFY 1-443 (pPCH14), CNFYC866S (pPCH16), CNFY∆39-134 (pPCH56), CNFY ∆134-426 (pPCH57), 
or CNFY ∆39-426 (pPCH58) were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the bacteria were 
prepared and 20 µg/ml of the extracts were incubated HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator 
for 48 h. The actin and nuclei were stained with TRICT-Phalloidin (red) and DAPI (blue), respectively. 
Shown are representative fluorescence images illustrating the internalization of CNFY-GFP, 
multinucleated cells as well as the formation of actin stress fibers. HEp-2 cells incubated with YP147 
expressing plasmid-encoded GFP-tag (w/o CNFY) were used as negative control. White scale bar is 10 
µm. Respective fluorescence images of the experiment were performed in biological triplicates. 
 
In addition, the GFP fluorescence of CNFY N- and C-terminal deletion variants 
intoxication was also monitored by fluorescence microscopy after 48 h. The formation 
of multinucleated cells and actin stress fibers could be observed only in HEp-2 cells 
intoxicated with CNFY 1-1014-GFP. Moreover, the GFP fluorescence was clearly visible 
as punctuated clusters of green, corresponding to the accumulation of CNFY-GFP fusion 
proteins in the endosomal compartments. Although none of the other truncated CNFY-
GFP fusion derivatives induced RhoA activation, GFP fluorescence could be detected in 
all samples. However, the fluorescence intensity of CNFY C866S-GFP, CNFY 1-443-
GFP (D1-D2) and CNFY Δ39-426-GFP (deletion of D1-D2) was less strong than that of 
the other fusion proteins (Figure 3.18). This might be due to protein degradation during 
the intoxication processing.  
 
3.4.2 The effects of selected endocytosis inhibitors on the internalization of CNFY  
 
Molecules can be endocytosed by different pathways (i.e., clathrin-dependent, clathrin-
independent endocytosis and caveolae-mediated endocytosis). They are commonly 
delivered to the early endosomes (Conner and Schmid 2003). While some proteins are 
recycled back to the plasma membrane similar to cell surface receptors, others progress 
via the late endosome/lysosome and are transported to the trans-Golgi network (TGN) 
and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (Alvarez and Sztul 1999; Grant and Donaldson 
2009). Bacterial AB toxins predominantly enter host cells via different endocytic 
pathways depending on their structures and modes of action. For example, shiga toxin 
(ST) enter cells via clathrin-dependent endocytosis. They are initially delivered to the 
early endosome and retrogradely transported to the ER through the Golgi complex 
(Sandvig and van Deurs 2002). On the other hand, diphtheria toxin (DT) binds to a 
heparin-binding epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like growth factor precursor and enters 
cell by endocytosis (Naglich et al. 1992). Subsequently, the DT is delivered to early 
endosomes and its active fragment is translocated into the cytosol upon the low pH in 
endosome (Lord, Smith, and Roberts 1999). Since the endocytic processing of CNFY has 
not been elucidated, different endocytosis inhibitors (e.g., bafilomycin A1, brefeldin A, 
monensin, and nocodazole) were used to characterize the mechanism of CNFY 

internalization. The selected compounds interfere with different particular forms of 
endocytosis such as bafilomycin A1 and monensin inhibits the vacuolar proton ATPase, 
leading to the prevention of the acidification late endosomes (Bowman, Siebers, and 
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Altendorf 1988; Fredericksen et al. 2002). In addition, brefeldin A prevents the assembly 
of coatomer on the Golgi membranes (Carew et al. 2006; Donaldson et al. 1991; Orci et 
al. 1993) (Figure 3.19).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.19: Chemical inhibitors of the endocytic pathway.  
Schematic illustration of AB toxin entry and trafficking. Most AB toxins are transported via the early 
endosome compartment to the late endosome and translocate their active domain into the cytosol through 
an acidified endocytic vesicle. Inhibitors of endosomal acidification are bafilomycin A1 and monensin. 
On the other hand, some AB toxins translocate their active domain to the cytosol through TGN to the 
Golgi-ER, which is blocked by brefeldin A. 
 
To investigate, whether CNFY is transported through the Golgi apparatus to the ER, 
brefeldin A was used as an inhibitor of intracellular vesicle formation and protein 
trafficking between ER and the Golgi apparatus (Chardin and McCormick 1999). HEp-
2 cells were preincubated in the presence or absence of 0.5 µg/ml brefeldin A for 1 h 
prior to CNFY (whole cell extracts) intoxication. After 4 h intoxication, treated cells were 
washed and fixed. Subsequently, the actin cytoskeleton and nuclei were stained with 
FITC-Phalloidin (green) and DAPI (blue), respectively. The effects of brefeldin A on 
CNFY internalization was monitored using a fluorescence microscopy. CNFY-treated 
cells did induce actin stress fiber formation in the presence of brefeldin A (Figure 3.20). 
Hence, brefeldin A did not influence the action of CNFY in HEp-2 cells, indication that 
CNFY was internalized via endocytosis into early endosomes but not transported to the 
ER via the Golgi apparatus. 
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Figure 3.20: The influence of Brefeldin A on CNFY toxicity.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged of the CNFY 1-1014 
(pISN13) was grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extract of the bacteria was prepared and used in this 
experiment. The figure illustrates fluorescence microscopy images of HEp-2 cells intoxicated with CNFY 
in the presence or absence of endocytic inhibitor. Brefeldin A was dissolved in ethanol at 5 mg/ml. HEp-
2 cells were preincubated with 0.5 μg/ml brefeldin A 1 h prior intoxicated with 20 µg/ml of CNFY toxin 
at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 4 h. To ensure there is no toxic effect of the solvent or chemical 
compound, cells were treated with the ethanol or brefeldin A as control. The actin stress fibers were 
observed under fluorescence microscopy.  The cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue), and the actin 
cytoskeleton was stained using Phalloidin (green). White scale bar is 10 µm. Respective fluorescence 
images of the experiment were performed in biological triplicates. 
 
3.4.3 Translocation of the catalytic domain of CNFY requires endosomal 
acidification 
 
Many AB toxins translocate across the endosomal membrane to the cytosol after 
trafficking through the early endosome or the late endosome. In order to reach cytosolic 
targets, most toxins translocate from endosomes in a pH-dependent manner (Hubbard 
1989; Huotari and Helenius 2011). Acidification of the late endosome leads to a 
conformational change in the prepore, resulting in toxin insertion into the endosomal 
membrane. We confirmed the possibility that endosomal acidification is essential for 
CNFY toxicity. To address this, bafilomycin A1 and monesin, compounds that are known 
to inhibit endosomal acidification, were used. Bafilomycin A1 selectively blocks the 
vacuolar-type H+-ATPase (V-type ATPase), resulting in the prevention of the 
acidification of late endosomes (Bowman, Siebers, and Altendorf 1988; Fredericksen et 
al. 2002). Additionally, monensin was also used in parallel in this experiment due to its 
similar function. HEp-2 cells were once again preincubated in the presence or absence 
of inhibitor for 1 h prior to CNFY intoxication for 4 h. CNFY toxicity was completely 
inhibited in the presence of 100 nM bafilomycin A1 (Figure 3.21A) or 5 µM monensin 
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(Figure 3.21B). Actin stress fibers could only be observed in CNFY-treated cells in the 
absence of inhibitors, revealing that CNFY reaches the cytoplasm through exit from late 
endosome, upon endosomal acidification.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.21: The influence of endosomal acidification inhibitors on CNFY function.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged of the CNFY 1-1014 
(pISN13) was grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extract of the bacteria was prepared and used in this 
experiment. The figure illustrates fluorescence microscopy images of HEp-2 cells intoxicated with CNFY 
in the presence or absence of (A) bafilomycin A1 or (B) monensin. Bafilomycin A1 and monensin were 
dissolved in DMSO or ethanol at 100 μM and 50 mM respectively. HEp-2 cells were preincubated with 
100 nM of bafilomycin A1 or 5 µM monensin 1 h prior intoxicated with 20 µg/ml of CNFY toxin at 37°C 
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with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 4 h. To ensure there is no toxic effect of the solvent or chemical 
compound, cells were treated with DMSO, ethanol, bafilomycin A1 or monensin as controls. The actin 
stress fibers were observed under fluorescence microscopy after cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue), 
and the actin cytoskeleton was stained using Phalloidin (green). The white scale bar is 10 µm. Respective 
fluorescence images of the experiment were performed in biological triplicates. 
 
In addition, the formation of multinucleated cells was investigated after intoxication with 
CNFY for 24 h in the presence or absence of these inhibitors. As expected, 
multinucleated cells could not be observed in the presence of bafilomycin A1 or monesin 
(Figure 3.22A). Moreover, treated cells were lysed and the deamidation of RhoA was 
assessed by immunoblotting as described previously. This demonstrated that deamidated 
RhoA was detectable only in the untreated CNFY-intoxicated cells (Figure 3.22B), 
revealing that CNFY required endosomal acidification to reach the cytosol. 
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Figure 3.22: Effect of Bafilomycin A1 and monensin on CNFY function in HEp-2 cells.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged of the CNFY 1-1014 
(pISN13) was grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extract of the bacteria was prepared and used in this 
experiment. (A) HEp-2 cells were preincubated with 100 nM bafilomycin A1 or 5 μM monensin for 1 h 
prior to intoxication with 20 µg/ml of CNFY at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 24 h to observe 
morphological changes. The white scale bar is 10 μm. (B) Treated cells were lysed and samples were 
pooled from three independent experiments before loading to 12% SDS-gel. RhoA activation was 
confirmed by visualizing the mobility shift indicating the deamidation of RhoA using immunoblotting 
with specific RhoA antibody as described in 2.2.4.7. Actin was detected as loading control. Untreated 
HEp-2 cells were used as negative control. Experiments were carried out in biological duplicates.  
 
In addition, the reporter substrate CCF4-AM was used to verify acidification of the 
endosome is required for translocation of CNFY into the cytosol (see 2.2.4.5). HEp-2 
cells were therefore preincubated in the presence or absence of 5 μM monensin for 1 h 
and intoxicated with CNFY-TEM fusion protein for 4 h. Cells were then washed and 
loaded with CCF4-AM dye for 1 h. The translocation of CNFY-TEM was visualized by 
a fluorescence microscopy, as described previously. In the CNFY-TEM-treated cells, an 
increase in blue fluorescence was detected upon the translocation of CNFY-TEM into 
the cytosol. In contrast, no blue fluorescence was observed in the presence of monensin-
treated, intoxicated cells (Figure 3.23), confirming that endosomal acidification is 
required for the delivery of CNFY into the host cytosol.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.23: Monensin prevents CNFY internalization into the host cytosol.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged of the CNFY 1-1014 
(pISN7) was grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extract of the bacteria was prepared and used in this 
experiment. HEp-2 cells were pretreated with 5 μM monensin for 1 h and intoxicated with 20 µg/ml of 
CNF Y TEM fusions at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 4h. The reporter dye CCF4-AM 
(LifeBLAzer Kit) was used to monitor the delivery of CNFY protein into the target cells during infection 
and investigated by live-cell imaging. After CCF4-AM dye entered into the mammalian cells, cytoplasmic 
esterase cleaved CCF4-AM and rapidly converted into the negatively charged form (CCF4). CCF4 which 
retained in the cytosol resulted in green fluorescent living cells (emission 520 nm). In the presence of 
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CNFY β-lactamase fusion proteins, CCF4-AM is cleaved by the β-lactamase and FRET is disrupted and 
resulting in a blue fluorescence signal (emission 447 nm). HEp-2 cells incubated with bacteria lysate of 
YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged (w/o CNFY) or incubated together with monensin were 
used as negative controls. The white scale bar is 20 μm. Respective fluorescence images of the experiment 
were conducted in biological duplicates. 
 
3.4.4 CNFY is transported through early endosome  
 
Endocytosis allows the various molecules to enter cells through the vesicles to the early 
endosome. Early endosomes can mature into late endosomes via the Rab5-mediated 
endosomal trafficking pathway (Poteryaev et al. 2010; Rink et al. 2005). Therefore, the 
intracellular colocalization of CNFY with the early endosome was characterized using 
CellLight early endosome-RFP (Rab5a) as a marker. The internalization of full-length 
CNFY-GFP was observed at different time points (e.g., 10, 30, 60, 120, and 240 min) to 
check whether the toxin is taken up into early endosome. HEp-2 cells were incubated 
with CellLight early endosome-RFP (Rab5a) for 16 h prior to the experiment. Then, 
HEp-2 cells expressing Rab5a were incubated with CNFY-GFP for 30 min on ice to 
allow the toxin bind to the host cell membrane but inhibit internalization. Subsequently, 
unbound toxins were washed off and treated cells were incubated at 37°C for 10-240 
min. Colocalization between CNFY and the early endosome marker was then visualized 
by fluorescence microscopy at the different time points, as mentioned above. Red and 
green fluorescence represented Rab5a and CNFY-GFP, respectively. The nuclei were 
stained with DAPI and are visualized via blue fluorescence. It was shown that the 
colocalization of CNFY with Rab5a occurred within 30 min after toxin entry to the cells. 
It increased over time up to 120 min, and decreased after 4 h incubation (Figure 3.24). 
Hence, it can be concluded that CNFY travelled through early endosome from 30 mins 
to 4 hours after intoxication. This finding suggested that the colocalization between other 
CNFY deletion variants with the early endosome could be monitored after 30 min 
treatment. 
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Figure 3.24: Internalization of full length CNFY into early endosome at various time-points.  
The figure illustrates fluorescence microscopy images of colocalization of CNFY with early endosome 
compartment (Rab5a). Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded GFP-tagged of 
the CNFY 1-1014 (pPCH11) was grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extract of the bacteria was prepared 
and 20 µg/ml of cell extract was incubated with HEp-2 cells on ice for 30 min, subsequently unbound 
toxins were washed and the reactions were incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 10, 30, 
60, 180 and 240 min. Cells were fixed and visualized by a fluorescence microscopy. Red and green 
fluorescence represent early endosome (CellLight early endosome-RFP, Rab5a) and CNFY-GFP, 
respectively. Nuclei (blue) were stained with DAPI. Merged image with enlarged sections to the right of 
each image are shown. Untreated HEp-2 cells were used as negative controls. The white scale bar is 10 
µm. Respective fluorescence images of the experiment were performed in biological duplicates. 
 
To characterize whether the C-terminal deletion variants of CNFY also colocalized with 
early endosomes in intoxicated host cells, HEp-2 cells were incubated with CellLight 
early endosome-RFP (Rab5a) prior to intoxication with GFP-tagged CNFY deletion 
proteins. The observed colocalization indicated that after 30 min, CNFY-GFP (green) 
was localized with CellLight Early endosome-RFP, Rab5a, (red) (Figure 3.25). 
Interestingly, tested full-length CNFY and C-terminal D5 deletion (CNFY 1-719) were 
able to localize to the early endosome within 30 min, except the deletion of D4-D5 
(CNFY 1-526) and D3-D5 (CNFY 1-443). It was unclear if CNFY 1-526 and CNFY 1-443 
were internalized into early endosome.  
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Figure 3.25: C-terminally deleted CNFY derivatives colocalize with early endosomes.  
The figure illustrates fluorescence microscopy images of colocalization of CNFY with the early endosome 
compartment. Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded GFP-tagged of the CNFY 
1-1014 (pPCH11), CNFY 1-719 (pPCH12), CNFY 1-526 (pPCH13), or CNFY 1-443 (pPCH14) were 
grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extract of the bacteria was prepared and 20 µg/ml of cell extracts 
were incubated with HEp-2 cells for 30 min on ice. Subsequently unbound toxins were washed and treated 
cells were incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 30 or 90 min. Cells were fixed and 
visualized using fluorescence microscopy. The red fluorescent represents early endosomes (CellLight 
Early Endosomes-RFP, Rab5a). Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). A merged image of the different 
channels is shown. Untreated HEp-2 cells were used as negative controls. The white scale bar is 10 µm. 
Respective fluorescence images of the experiment were performed in biological duplicates. 
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Based on the previous experiments, it can be hypothesized that N-terminal CNFY 
deletion variants cannot deamidate RhoA (see 3.2) because they were unable to 
translocate the catalytic domain into the host cytosol (see 3.6). Next, CNFY N-terminal 
deletion variants were used to treat cells to observe whether they were able to colocalize 
with the early endosome. It was hypothesized that loss of the N-terminal region of CNFY 
affects the internalization of the toxin into the target cells. To address this, the 
colocalization of N-terminal deletion derivatives of CNFY with the early endosome was 
monitored. The results demonstrated that all N-terminally truncated CNFY proteins 
could enter the cells and localize to the early endosome, although the N-terminal region 
is absent (Figure 3.26). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.26: N-terminally deleted CNFY derivatives colocalize with early endosomes.  
The figure illustrates fluorescence images of colocalization of CNFY with the early endosome 
compartment. Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded GFP-tagged of the CNFY 
1-1014 (pPCH11), CNFY ∆39-134 (pPCH56), or CNFY ∆39-426 (pPCH58) were grown overnight at 25°C. 
Whole cell extracts of the bacteria were prepared and 20 µg/ml of the extracts were incubated with HEp-
2 cells on ice for 30 min, subsequently the unbound toxins were washed off and intoxicated cells were 
incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 30 or 90 min. Cells were fixed and visualized using 
fluorescence microscopy after nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Red fluorescent represents early 
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endosome (CellLight early endosome-RFP, Rab5a). A merge of the different channels is shown. Untreated 
HEp-2 cells were used as negative controls. The white scale bar is 10 µm. Respective fluorescence images 
of the experiment were performed in biological duplicates. 
 

3.4.5 CNFY is transported to late endosome 
 
Previous results suggested that CNFY is not transported through the Golgi apparatus to 
the ER, but a pH-dependent mechanism is required for the intoxication process (see 3.4.2 
and 3.4.3). The early endosome is the starting point that receive incoming molecule and 
maturates to the late endosome. During endosomal maturation, the replacement of Rab5 
with Rab7 is an essential step in late endosome formation and in the transportation of 
cargo (Huotari and Helenius 2011; Rink et al. 2005). The maturation process of late 
endosomes involves an exchange of membrane components and acidification of the 
luminal. The decreasing pH in the endocytic pathway is essential for membrane 
trafficking of cargo for the inactivation of internalized pathogen such as viruses and 
bacterial toxins (Mercer, Schelhaas, and Helenius 2010). To determine whether CNFY 
and its deletion variants are progressing to the matured late endosome, CellLight late 
endosome-RFP (Rab7a) was used to visualize late endosomes. HEp-2 cells were 
incubated with CellLight late endosome-RFP for 16 prior to toxin treatment. 
Subsequently, HEp-2 cells were incubated with CNFY-GFP variants on ice for 30 min. 
The unbound toxins were removed by washing and treated cells were incubated at 37°C 
for 90-180 min. The colocalization of GFP-tagged CNFY variants (green) with late 
endosome-RFP, Rab7a, (red) was monitored by fluorescence microscopy. Strikingly, the 
colocalization of C-terminal truncated of CNFY variants with the late endosome could 
be observed in all CNFY variants (Figure 3.27). This revealed that CNFY and all tested 
C-terminally truncated derivatives reached to the late endosomes.  
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Figure 3.27: C-terminally deleted CNFY derivatives colocalize with late endosomes.  
The figure illustrates fluorescence microscopy images of colocalization of CNFY with the late endosome 
compartment. Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded GFP-tagged of the CNFY 
1-1014 (pPCH11), CNFY 1-719 (pPCH12), CNFY 1-526 (pPCH13), or CNFY 1-443 (pPCH14) were 
grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extract of the bacteria was prepared and 20 µg/ml of cell extracts 
were incubated with HEp-2 cells for 30 min on ice. Subsequently unbound toxins were washed off and 
the intoxicated cells were incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 90 or 180 min. Cells were 
fixed and visualized by a fluorescence microscopy after nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Red 
fluorescent represents late endosome (CellLight late endosome-RFP, Rab7a). A merged image of the 
different channels is shown. Untreated HEp-2 cells were used as negative controls. The white scale bar is 
10 µm. Respective fluorescence images of the experiment were performed in biological duplicates. 
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Additionally, N-terminally truncated CNFY proteins were also monitored for whether 
they are localized to the maturing endosome. As they are not toxic to HEp-2 cells, it may 
be hypothesized that those CNFY derivatives cannot be transported across the endosomal 
membrane leading to the accumulation of the toxin in the early endosome. In order to 
prove this hypothesis, the colocalization of N-terminally deleted CNFY proteins fused to 
GFP with the late endosome marker was investigated. Surprisingly, all N-terminally 
deleted proteins colocalized with the late endosome after toxins internalized to the cells 
(Figure 3.28). This concluded that the loss of N-terminal regions of CNFY did not affect 
the trafficking of this toxin through the endosomal pathway.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.28: N-terminally deleted CNFY derivatives colocalize with late endosomes.  
The figure illustrates fluorescence images of colocalization of CNFY with the late endosome compartment. 
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded GFP-tagged of the CNFY 1-1014 
(pPCH11), CNFY ∆39-134 (pPCH56), or CNFY ∆39-426 (pPCH58) were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole 
cell extracts of the bacteria were prepared and 20 µg/ml of the extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cells 
at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 90 or 180 min. Cells were fixed and visualized by a 
fluorescence microscopy after nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Red fluorescent represents late 
endosome (CellLight late endosome-RFP, Rab7a). A merged image of the different channels is shown. 
Untreated HEp-2 cells were used as negative controls. The white scale bar is 10 µm. Respective 
fluorescence images of the experiment were performed in biological duplicates. 
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3.4.6 Amino acids E382/E383 are important for endosomal membrane insertion  
 
Previous results from this study have shown that CNFY is transported via the early 
endosome to the late endosome. Subsequently, the toxin is translocated across the 
endosomal membrane from the late endosome into the cytosol upon endosome 
acidification. To identify the potential CNFY transmembrane domain, potential 
transmembrane regions were identified by TMpred (https://embnet.vital-
it.ch/software/TMPRED_form.html) (Figure 3.29A) and TMHMM 
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/) (Figure 3.29B). The output suggested two 
transmembrane helices located between residues 340-408. Helix 1 (H1) is predicted to 
encompass residues 340-368 and helix 2 (H2) from residues 393-408, respectively. 
These two helices are connected by a short hydrophobic loop made up of residues 369-
392. This hydrophobic loop contains acidic residues (D373, D379, E382 and E383) that 
are also conserved in CNF1. Interestingly, it has been shown that these acidic residues 
are crucial for translocation of CNF1 through the endosomal membrane (Pei, Doye, and 
Boquet 2001). (Figure S13). It was therefore assumed that those four acidic residues 
(D373, D379, E382 and E383) are also required for the translocation of CNFY across the 
endosomal membrane to the host cytosol. To address this hypothesis, amino acid 
substitutions of the acidic residues within the hydrophobic loop were created.   
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Figure 3.29 Transmembrane topology of CNFY.  
(A) TMpred output representing possible transmembrane helices for CNFY indicated by the arrow. (B) 
Transmembrane topology of CNFY was predicted using TMHMM online tool. (C) The output showed that 
transmembrane helices located between residues 340-408, including helix 1 (H1, residues 340-368) and 
helix 2 (H2, residues 393-408) and a loop region covering residues 369-392.  
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3.4.7 Substitution of acidic residues (E382/383) blocks cytotoxicity of CNFY 
 
The acidic residues E382 and E383 of CNFY were substituted by lysine residues 
(E382/383K). For further analysis, the double mutant protein CNFY E382/383K was 
expressed in YP147 and the biological function was examined. HEp-2 cells were 
incubated with bacteria lysates of strains expressing wild-type CNFY or the                 
CNFY E382/383K variant for 24 h. Subsequently, the multinucleation and actin stress 
fiber formation were assessed by fluorescence microscopy. It could be observed that 
CNFY E382/383K failed to induce multinucleation and stress fiber formation (Figure 
3.30A). Moreover, treated cells were lysed and modified RhoA was detected by 
immunoblotting as described previously (Figure 3.30B). The results indicated that  
CNFY E382/383K was unable to activate RhoA in HEp-2 cells, as the upward shifted 
band of deamidated RhoA could only be detected in wild-type CNFY-treated cells, but 
not in cells treated with CNFY E382/383K. Therefore, the acidic residues E382/383 of 
CNFY seem to be essential for the deamidase function of this toxin.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.30: The influences of CNFY E382/383K on HEp-2 cells.  
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(A) Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged of the CNFY 1-1014 
(pISN7) or CNFY E382/383K (pPCH79) were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the bacteria 
were prepared and 20 µg/ml of the extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a 
cell incubator for 24 h. The formation of large, multinuclear cells was observed under a fluorescence 
microscope after cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue), and the actin cytoskeleton was stained using 
FITC-Phalloidin (green). Untreated HEp-2 cells and HEp-2 cells incubated with bacteria lysate of YP147 
expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tag (w/o CNFY) were used as negative controls. The white scale bar is 
20 µm. (B) The treated cells were lysed and samples were pooled from three independent experiments 
before loading to 12% SDS-gel. The characteristic mobility shift of RhoA was examined by 
immunoblotting with specific RhoA antibody as described in 2.2.4.7. These results representative for 
experiments done at least in triplicate.  
 
3.4.8 The CNFY E382/383K mutant protein does not impair cell-binding and 
RhoA-deamidating activity 
 
As it was observed that CNFY E382/383K impaired the toxin deamidase activity in 
treated HEp-2 cells, it is possible that this mutation might lead to misfolding of the 
protein or its catalytic domain. Hence, protein folding was tested by detecting the 
deamidation of RhoA in vitro. HEp-2 cell lysates were incubated with bacteria lysates 
of strains expressing wild-type CNFY or the mutant protein CNFY E382/383K. As shown 
in Figure 3.31A, modified RhoA could be detected in both, wild-type CNFY and CNFY 
E382/383K-treated cells by a shift in protein mobility, indicating that the substitution of 
E382/383K did not affect the protein folding or the deamidase activity of the catalytic 
domain.  
 
Another hypothesis is that this mutation causes a reduction of host cell binding. 
Therefore, host cell binding of the mutant was examined. To do so, HEp-2 cells were 
incubated with either wild-type or mutated CNFY protein for 4 h and subsequently 
unbound toxins were removed. Then, the samples were lysed and subjected to SDS-
PAGE. Following, the cell-binding toxin was examined by detecting the presence of 
CNFY toxin by immunoblotting. As shown in Figure 3.31B, an exchange of these two 
acidic residues (E382/383) into lysine caused a completely lost of the deamidating 
activity without affecting host cell binding. These finding revealed that inactive CNFY 
E382/383K is not due to neither the impairment of host cell binding ability nor the loss 
of catalytic activity at the active domain.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.31: The effects of CNFY E382/383K on host cell binding and in vitro deamidating activity.  
(A) Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged of the CNFY 1-1014 
(pISN7) or CNFY E382/383K (pPCH79) were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the bacteria 
were prepared and 20 µg/ml of the extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cell lysates at 37°C with 5% CO2 
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in a cell incubator for 4 h. The treated cells were lysed and samples were pooled from three independent 
experiments before loading to 12% SDS-gel. The deamidation of RhoA in HEp-2 cell lysates was 
examined by immunoblotting with specific RhoA antibody as described in 2.2.4.8. Untreated HEp-2 cells 
(HEp-2 lysate) was used as negative control. Actin was detected as loading control. (B) The binding of 
CNFY to HEp-2 cells was analyzed by western-blotting after HEp-2 cells were incubated with CNFY for 
4 h. The treated cells were lysed and samples were pooled from three independent experiments before 
loading to 10% SDS-gel. The binding ability of CNFY to HEp-2 cells was examined by immunoblotting 
with specific TEM antibody as described in 2.2.4.6. Actin was detected as loading control. These results 
representative for experiments were performed at least in biological triplicates.  
 
3.4.9 The mutation of E382/383K prevents CNFY translocation into the host 
cytosol 
 
Based on the finding in this chapter, the acidic residues E382 and E383 seem to be crucial 
for CNFY translocation to the host cytosol. To clarify this hypothesis, the translocation 
assay was performed (see 2.2.4.5). The fusion of either wild-type or mutated CNFY with 
TEM-1 β-lactamase (CNFY-TEM) was generated. CNFY-TEM fusion and its mutation 
were expressed in YP147 and subsequently intoxicated to HEp-2 cells. Treated cells 
were loaded CCF4-AM dye. The translocation of toxins into the host cytosol could be 
monitored by a fluorescence microscopy. The result demonstrated that only wild-type 
CNFY could be translocated into the host cytosol. It could be implied that these residues 
E382 and E383 located in the hydrophobic loop is a potential transmembrane insertion 
domain (Figure 3.32).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.32: The translocation of CNFY E383/383K toxin into the host cytosol.  
The reporter dye CCF4-AM being used to follow the CNFY protein delivery into the host cells during 
infection. Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged of the empty 
vector or w/o CNFY (pISN1), CNFY 1-1014 (pISN7) or CNFY E382/383K (pPCH79) were grown 
overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the bacteria were prepared and 20 µg/ml of the extracts were 
incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 4h.  The reporter dye CCF4-AM (LifeBLAzer Kit) 
was used to monitor the delivery of CNFY protein into the target cells during infection and investigated 
by live-cell imaging. After CCF4-AM dye entered into the mammalian cells, cytoplasmic esterase cleaved 
CCF4-AM and rapidly converted into the negatively charged form (CCF4). CCF4 which retained in the 
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cytosol resulted in green fluorescent living cells (emission 520 nm). In the presence of CNFY β-lactamase 
fusion proteins, CCF4-AM is cleaved by the β-lactamase and FRET is disrupted and resulting in a blue 
fluorescence signal (emission 447 nm). Untreated HEp-2 cells and HEp-2 cells incubated with bacteria 
lysate of YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tag (w/o CNFY) were used as negative controls. The 
white scale bar is 20 μm. Respective fluorescence images of the experiment were performed in biological 
duplicates. 
 

3.4.10 The substitution of acidic residues E382/383 does not affect CNFY secretion  
 
To check whether the mutation of E382/383 to lysine affects CNFY secretion from 
Yersinia, toxin secretion assay was determined as previously described. The results 
demonstrated that the secretion level of CNFY E382/383K was not different when 
compared to wild-type CNFY (Figure 3.33A). Moreover, bacterial cell viability was 
determined to confirm that CNFY E382/383K in the supernatant did not release from 
Yersinia cell lysis. As shown in Figure 3.33B, the viability of bacteria expressing CNFY 
E382/383K was not different compared to the wild-type CNFY. Taken together, a double 
substitution of the acidic residues E382/383 of CNFY resulted in the prevention of toxin 
translocation into the host cytosol. However, the substitution abolished CNFY activity 
without affecting cell binding ability and toxin secretion. Therefore, it appears as though 
the acidic residues E382 and E383 are important for the insertion of CNFY into the 
endosomal membrane. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.33: The efficiency of CNFY E382/383K secretion from Yersinia.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged of the CNFY 1-1014 
(pISN7) or CNFY E382/383K (pPCH79) were grown overnight at 25°C. (A) The secretion level of wild-
type CNFY and CNFY E382/383-TEM fusions were determined by measuring changes in absorbance of 
nitrocefin at 390 nm (yellow) and 486 nm (red). The secretion level of each CNFY truncations was 
compared to wild-type CNFY (CNFY WT). Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-
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encoded TEM-tag (w/o CNFY) was used as a negative control. (B) The microbial viability of the bacteria 
expressing CNFY and CNFY E382/383 was assessed in equalized bacterial cultures using the BacTiter-
GloTM Microbial Cell Viability Assay kit as described in 2.2.3.12. Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 
expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tag (w/o CNFY) were used as negative control. The percentage of 
microbial viability of each YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged derivatives of the CNFY 
truncations were compared to the YP147 expressing the empty vector (w/o CNFY). The data represent the 
mean ± standard deviation of three biological independent experiments and carried out in triplicates. 
Statistical analysis was analyzed by Student’s t-test using GraphPad Prism 8: (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, 
***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001, n.s.: not significant).  
 

3.4.11 Translocation of CNFY into target cells 
 
According to the results from the last experiments, N- and C- terminal truncated 
derivatives of CNFY could bind to the host surface receptors and were internalized into 
the cells. However, while CNFY N-terminal deletion variants carrying the catalytic 
domain were internalized, they but did not induce the deamidation of RhoA (Figure 
3.5B). Most AB toxins are cleaved and translocate the active (A-) domain to the cytosol 
after internalization into the host cells. Therefore, we assumed that CNFY N-terminal 
truncations are unable to translocate into the host cytosol. Translocation assay was 
performed to address this hypothesis.  
 
Recently, the β-lactamase translocation assay system (LifeBLAzer; Thermo Fisher) has 
been widely used to examine protein delivery into host cell cytosol as described 
previously (see 2.2.4.5). To further demonstrate the translocation of the different 
truncated CNFY derivatives, CNFY – TEM fusion protein variants, CNFY 1-1014 (D1-
D5), CNFY 1-719 (D1-D4), CNFY 1-526 (D1-D3), CNFY 1-443 (D1-D2), CNFY Δ39-
134 (deletion of D2) and Δ39-426 (deletion of D1-D2), and CNFY C866S, were 
expressed in Y. pseudotuberculosis YP147 (∆cnfY). HEp-2 cells were treated with           
20 µg /ml of whole cell extract of the respective toxin derivative expressing Yersinia 
strain for 4 h. Treated cells were then loaded with CCF4-AM dye and incubated for 60 
min. Subsequently, the translocation of TEM fusion proteins into HEp-2 cells was 
monitored by live cell imaging using a fluorescence microscope. The results indicated 
that the wild-type CNFY, CNFY 1-719, and CNFY 1-526 were able to translocate into the 
cytosol (inducing a shift from green to blue fluorescence of the CCF4-AM FRET 
substrate). In contrast, CNFY 1-443 failed to do so (Figure 3.34). This demonstrated that 
D3 domain (residues 443-526) of CNFY is necessary for the toxin translocation into the 
host cytosol. To further narrow down the translocation domain, a series of amino acids 
in this region were exchanged to alanine (Figure S10). The toxicity of the CNFY was 
tested. All mutated CNFY proteins could induce actin stress fiber and multinucleated 
cells in treated HEp-2 cells (Figure S11). Hence, mutations of some residues in this 
translocation domain is insufficient to inhibit the translocation of CNFY toxin into 
cytosol.  According to this, it might also be hypothesized that only residues 1-526 of 
CNFY is able to deliver the active fragment of CNFY into host cytosol. To proof this 
hypothesis, internal deletions of codons 527-719 and 527-699 within D4 domain were 
generated. Unfortunately, these CNFY internal deletions influenced the overall folding 
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of the protein and rendered it inactive (Figure S12). According to the data presented 
previously, the results showed that the full-length CNFY and its truncated derivatives 
progressed from the early endosome to the late endosome (see 3.4.4 and 3.4.5). 
Interestingly, deletion of certain domains of the CNFY, CNFY Δ39-134 (deletion of D2) 
and CNFY Δ39-426 (deletion of D1-D2), but still contained the catalytic fragment was 
unable to translocate into the host cytosol (Figure 3.34). This could indicate that CNFY 
might require its N-terminal region to translocate the catalytic domain into the host 
cytosol. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.34:CNFY translocation into the host cytosol.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of the 
empty vector or w/o CNFY (pISN1), CNFY 1-1014 (pISN7), CNFY 1-719 (pISN8), CNFY 1-526 (pISN9), 
CNFY 1-443 (pPCH6), CNFYC866S (pPCH2), CNFY∆39-134 (pPCH53), or CNFY ∆39-426 (pPCH55), 
were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the bacteria were prepared and 20 µg/ml of extracts 
were incubated with HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 4 h.  The reporter dye CCF4-
AM (LifeBLAzer Kit) was used to monitor the delivery of CNFY protein into the target cells during 
infection and investigated by live-cell imaging. After CCF4-AM dye entered into the mammalian cells, 
cytoplasmic esterase cleaved CCF4-AM and rapidly converted into the negatively charged form (CCF4). 
CCF4 which retained in the cytosol resulted in green fluorescent living cells (emission 520 nm). In the 
presence of CNFY β-lactamase fusion proteins, CCF4-AM is cleaved by the β-lactamase and FRET is 
disrupted and resulting in a blue fluorescence signal (emission 447 nm). HEp-2 cells incubated with 
bacteria lysate of YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tag (w/o CNFY) were used as negative control. 
The white scale bar is 20 μm. Respective fluorescence images of the experiment were conducted in 
biological triplicates. 
 

3.4.12 Identification of the cleavage site 
 
Most AB-type toxins require proteolytic processing within the host cell during 
translocation to deliver the active domain into the cytosol (Valery M Gordon and Leppla 
1994). For example, furin, a eukaryotic endoprotease which recognizes the amino acid 
pattern: Arg-X-X-Arg, is required for the processing of diphtheria toxin and 
Pseudomonas exotoxin A during intoxication (Ogata et al. 1992; Tsuneoka et al. 1993). 
However, nothing is known about proteolytic processing of CNFY. Therefore, the 
bioinformatic tool ProP 1.0 (available website: http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/ProP/) 
was used to predict whether a furin cleavage sites is present in CNFY. The program 
indicated that CNFY does not contain the amino acid pattern which is recognized by furin 
(Figure S14).  
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A previous study established that CNF1 is cleaved within the region of amino acid 
residues 526-548 resulting in the separation of the catalytic domain from the binding 
domain and its release into the host cytosol (Knust et al. 2009b). Mutagenesis of CNF1 
in this region (e.g., P536A/V537G, F538/F539L, D541A/E542A)  resulted in inhibition 
of the cleavage and reduction of the deamidase activity of the toxin (Knust et al. 2009b). 
Surprisingly, the additional band approximately 60 kDa of CNFY was shown after 4 h 
intoxication, which is slightly higher than the CNFY 526-104 fragment (Figure 3.35A).  
This additional band might be cleaved from the CNFY full length during intoxication 
process similar to CNF1. To test this location also encodes a potential cleavage site in 
CNFY, site-directed mutagenesis between residues 535-545 was conducted based on its 
sequence homology with CNF1 (residues 535IPVYFIDKPYS545). In this study, polar or 
aromatic amino acids in this region were substituted by non-polar aliphatic amino acids 
such as alanine, leucine, glycine, and isoleucine. On the other hand, non-polar aliphatic 
amino acids were exchanged for histidine or serine. The constructed CNFY mutant 
derivatives were named CNFY mut 1, CNFY mut 2 and CNFY mut 3 as indicated in Figure 
3.35B. 
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Figure 3.35: Schematic overview of the potential CNFY cleavage site and its mutant derivatives.  
(A) Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged of the CNFY 1-1014 
(pISN13) or BL21λDE3 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged of CNFY 526-1014 (provided by 
Dr. Peer Lukat, HZI Braunschweig) were grown overnight at 25°C or 37 °C, respectively. Whole cell 
extracts of the bacteria were prepared and 100 µg/ml of the extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cells at 
37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 4 h. The treated cells were lysed and samples were pooled from 
three independent experiments before loading to 10% SDS-gel. The present of CNFY protein in treated 
cells were characterized by immunoblotting with specific flag antibody. (B) Schematic illustration the 
predicted cleavage site of CNFY which is located between residues 535-545. Site-directed mutagenesis in 
this region was performed, generating CNFY mut 1, mut 2 and mut 3. The substitution amino acids are 
indicated in the table. 
 
To test the cytotoxicity of the constructed CNFY mutant proteins (CNFY mut1, CNFY 
mut2, and CNFY mut3), HEp-2 cells were intoxicated with either wild type CNFY or its 
mutant derivatives for 24 h. Then, the morphological changes were investigated in 
treated cells by a fluorescence microscopy. Interestingly, CNFY mut 1 showed a similar 
effect on treated cells compared to the wild-type CNFY. In contrast, CNFY mut 2, and 
CNFY mut 3 completely prevented the stress fiber formation and multinucleation of these 
toxins in treated cells (Figure 3.36A). Subsequently, treated cells were lysed and checked 
for the deamidation of RhoA by immunoblotting. As expected, modified RhoA was 
detectable only in cells that were intoxicated with either the wild type CNFY or CNFY 

mut 1 (Figure 3.36B).   
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Figure 3.36: The influence of CNFY mutants on RhoA deamidation in HEp-2 cells.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged derivatives of the empty 
vector or w/o CNFY (pISN1), CNFY 1-1014 (pISN7), CNFY mut1 (pPCH76), CNFY mut2 (pPCH77), or 
CNFY mut3 (pPCH78), were grown overnight at 25°C. (A) Whole cell extracts of the bacteria were 
prepared and 20 µg/ml of extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator 
for 24 h. The cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue), and the actin cytoskeleton was stained using 
FITC-Phalloidin (green) and analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. The results indicated the formation of 
polynucleated cells and stress fibers in treated cells except for CNF Y mut 2 and CNF Y mut 3. Untreated 
HEp-2 cells and HEp-2 cells incubated with bacteria lysate of YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-
tag (w/o CNFY) were used as negative controls. The white scale bar is 20 μm. Respective fluorescence 
images of the experiment were conducted in biological triplicates. (B) The treated cells were lysed and 
samples were pooled from three independent experiments before loading to 12% SDS-gel. The 
characteristic mobility shift of RhoA was examined by immunoblotting with specific RhoA antibody as 
described in 2.2.4.7. Actin was detected as loading control. Untreated HEp-2 cells were used as negative 
control. These results representative for experiments were conducted at least in biological triplicates.  
 
Due to the fact that CNFY mut 2 and CNFY mut 3 impaired the deamidase activity in 
treated HEp-2 cells, it is possible that substitution of the residues in this region leads to 
the loss of host cell binding ability. Therefore, host cell binding was analyzed to clarify 
this hypothesis. Here, HEp-2 cells were incubated with the wild-type or mutated CNFY 
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and the unbound toxins were washed off. Subsequently, treated cell were lysed and 
subjected to SDS-PAGE. Host cell binding was examined the presence of CNFY 
derivatives by immunoblotting. As shown in Figure 3.37A, the binding ability of CNFY 
to HEp-2 cells was unaffected by the amino acid exchanges in all three mutant variants 
of this region. Furthermore, it is possible that these mutations lead to misfolding of the 
protein. Therefore, the activity of CNFY mutations was assessed by detecting the 
deamidation of RhoA in vitro. As shown in Figure 3.37B, the deamidation of RhoA 
could be detected in HEp-2 cell lysates incubated with either wild-type CNFY or the 
CNFY mutant proteins. This indicated that the exchange of the residues in this region did 
not affect host cell binding ability or the folding of the catalytic domain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.37: The effects of CNFY truncations on host cell binding and protein folding.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged derivatives of the CNFY 1-
1014 (pISN7), CNFY mut1 (pPCH76), CNFY mut2 (pPCH77), or CNFY mut3 (pPCH78), were grown 
overnight at 25°C. (A) Whole cell extracts of the bacteria were prepared and 20 µg/ml of extracts were 
incubated with HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 4 h. The binding of CNFY to HEp-
2 cells was analyzed by immunoblotting with specific TEM antibody. Actin were used as loading control. 
(B) 40 µg/ml of extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cell lysates at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator 
for 4 h. The deamidation of RhoA in vitro was analyzed by immunoblotting with specific RhoA antibody 
as described in 2.2.4.8. Actin was detected as loading control. Untreated HEp-2 cells (HEp-2 lysate) were 
used as negative control. These results representative for experiments were conducted at least in biological 
triplicates.   
 
To investigate whether these mutations (mut 1, mut 2 and mut 3) affect CNFY secretion 
from Yersinia, toxin secretion was examined. The results demonstrated that the CNFY 
mut 1 secretion level was not different compared to wild-type CNFY (Figure 3.38A). 
Surprisingly, CNFY mut 2 and CNFY mut 3 showed significant reduction in secretion 
levels from Yersinia (Figure 3.38A). Besides protein secretion, bacterial cell viability 
was determined to verify that the release of the CNFY mutant proteins was not the result 
of bacterial cell lysis. As shown in Figure 3.38B, the bacterial viability of the mutant 
protein-expressing Yersiniae showed no differences compared to wild-type CNFY-
expressing cells. Thus, mutation of CNFY in this region did not affect the cell viability 
of Yersinia carrying the plasmid expressing CNFY and its mutant derivatives. However, 
it remains unclear why CNFY mut2 and CNFY mut 3 influenced the toxin secretion level. 
It might be possible that these CNFY mutations affect the folding of their N-terminal 
domain, which showed to be essential for toxin secretion.  
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Figure 3.38: The effects of CNFY truncations on toxin secretion and Yersinia viability.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged derivatives of the empty 
vector or w/o CNFY (pISN1), CNFY 1-1014 (pISN7), CNFY mut1 (pPCH76), CNFY mut2 (pPCH77), or 
CNFY mut3 (pPCH78) were grown overnight at 25°C. (A) The supernatants were incubated with 2 mM 
of nitrocefin and the beta-lactamase activity was measured the absorbance at 390 nm (yellow) and 486 nm 
(red). The secretion level of each mutated CNFY derivatives were compared to the wild-type CNFY. Y. 
pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tag (w/o CNFY) was used as negative 
control. (B) The microbial viability was assessed in equalized bacterial cultures using the BacTiter-GloTM 

Microbial Cell Viability Assay kit as described in chapter 2.2.3.12. The percentage of microbial viability 
of each mutated CNFY derivatives were compared to YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tag (w/o 
CNFY). The data represent the mean ± standard deviation of three independent experiments using 
GraphPad Prism 8 and the experiments were carried out in triplicates. Statistical analysis was analyzed by 
Student’s t-test: (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001, n.s.: not significant). 
  

3.5 Responsiveness of CNF1 and CNFY on different cell lines 
 
Although CNF1 and CNFY exhibit a high sequence homology of 61%, differing effects 
of these two CNF toxins have been reported. CNF1 was described to activate RhoA, 
Rac1 and Cdc42 in treated Hela cells (Lockman et al. 2002). In contrast, the deamidation 
of Rac1 and Cdc42 by CNFY was shown to require at least 6 h, which is significantly 
longer than required for RhoA activation (Claudia Hoffmann et al. 2004). Therefore, 
CNFY selectively modifies RhoA but neither Rac1 or Cdc42 (Claudia Hoffmann et al. 
2004). It can be hypothesized that both toxins target different cell types or contain 
different cell-binding affinities as well as bind to different receptors. To address this 
assumption, different cell lines of either intestinal or immune cell origin were treated 
with either toxin to determine their cell-binding activity and their ability to deamidate 
RhoA. 
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3.5.1 CNF1 and CNFY bind to different cell types  
 
To examine their binding affinity for different host cells, different cell types were treated 
with equal amounts of either CNF1 or CNFY. The unbound toxins were removed and 
cells were lysed. Subsequently, treated cells were subjected to SDS-PAGE. The cell-
binding affinities were quantified by immunoblotting. Interestingly, CNFY CNF1 bound 
more tightly to all tested cell lines when compared to CNFY (Figure 3.39). This could 
suggest that both toxins might adhere differently to different cell lines depending on the 
receptors presented on each cell type.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.39: The binding of CNF1 and CNFY to different host cell types.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of the CNF1 
1-1014 (pPCH9), or CNFY 1-1014 (pISN7), were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the 
bacteria were prepared and 20 µg/ml of extracts were incubated with different cell lines at 37°C with 5% 
CO2 in a cell incubator for 4 h. The treated cells were lysed and samples were pooled from three 
independent experiments before loading to 10% SDS-gel. The binding between host cells and toxins was 
analyzed by immunoblotting with specifc flag antibody. Actin were used as loading control. Untreated 
cells were used as negative controls. These results representative for experiments were conducted at least 
in biological triplicates.  
 
3.5.2 Cell-type specific responds to CNF1 and CNFY   
 
The other study showed that the binding of CNF1 C866S did not affect the entry of 
CNFY into Hela cells (Blumenthal et al. 2007). Moreover, this study also demonstrated 
a different cell-binding capacity between CNF1 and CNFY on tested cell lines (see 3.5.1). 
Accoerdingly, CNFY and CNF1 may bind to different surface receptors exposed on 
different cell types. Therefore, the functional effects were tested. For this, the 
deamidation of RhoA in different cell types in response to the two toxins was analyzed. 
For this, both intestinal (Figure 3.40A) and immune cells (Figure 3.40B) were assessed. 
After the cells were intoxicated with either CNF1 or CNFY for 4 h, they were washed 
and lysed. The samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE and the presence of deamidated 
RhoA was examined by immunblotting. The shifted band of modified RhoA was 
detected. Surprisingly, some cell lines showed responsiveness to both toxins, whereas 
others selectively responded to only CNF1 or CNFY (Figure 3.40C). RhoA activation 
was induced by both CNF1 and CNFY in HEp-2 after 4 h intoxication. On the other hand, 
only CNF1 was able to deamidate RhoA in Caco-2, HT-29, and mClcl2 cells. This 
suggested that CNFY was unable to internalize into those cell lines or it might require a 
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longer time to reach the cytosol. Surprisingly, THP-1 cells did not respond to CNF1, but 
were affected by CNFY after treatment for 4 h (Figure 3.40B).  Moreover, THP-1 cells 
treated with CNFY also showed markedly lower amounts of RhoA protein compared to 
other samples. It is assumed that CNFY induces the degradation of RhoA protein upon 
deamidation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.40: Cellular responsiveness to CNF1 and CNFY at 4 h.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of the CNF1 
1-1014 (pPCH9), or CNFY 1-1014 (pISN7), were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the 
bacteria were prepared and 20 µg/ml of extracts were incubated with (A) intestinal cell lines (Caco-2, 
HEp-2, HT-29, Lovo, mClcl2, and T84) and (B) immune cells (J774A.1, RW264.7, and THP-1) at 37°C 
with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 4 h. The treated cells were lysed and samples were pooled from three 
independent experiments before loading to 12% SDS-gel. The characteristic mobility shift of RhoA was 
examined by immunoblotting with specific RhoA antibody as described in 2.2.4.7. Actin were detected as 
loading control. Untreated cells were used as negative controls. These results representative for 
experiments were conducted at least in biological triplicates. (C) The results were summarized in the table. 
(+/-) represent cell lines that responded to the toxin treatment or no effect on treated cells, respectively. 
 
According to these results, it is possible that CNF1 and CNFY require different time 
frames to reach to the cytosol of their target cells. To address this, different cell lines 
were incubated with either CNF1 or CNFY for up to 24 h. Then, the modification of 
RhoA was examined by immunoblotting. Interestingly, after 24 h, some intestinal cell 
lines responded to both CNF1 and CNFY toxins, in which no modified RhoA could be 
detected after 4 h intoxication. As shown in Figure 3.41A, Caco-2, HT-29, mClcl2 did 
not respond to CNFY after 4 h intoxication, but RhoA activation could be observed in all 
cell lines after 24 h incubation. However, the effect of CNFY seems to be less striking 
than CNF1 in those treated cells (Figure 3.41C). Interestingly, CNF1 induced RhoA 
activation in T84 cell line after 24 h incubation, whereas CNFY did not affect this cell 
line. On the other hand, the RhoA activation could not be detected in either CNF1- or 
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CNFY-treated immune cells after 24 hours. Surprisingly, treatment of THP-1 cells with 
CNF toxins resulted in very rapid RhoA degradation and no RhoA could be detected 
after intoxication of THP-1 cells with CNFY for 24 h (Figure 3.41B). These results 
revealed that these two toxins show cell-type specificity and differ in the timing of their 
toxicity. Moreover, these data support that CNF1 and CNFY bind to different receptors 
based on their specificity for certain cell types. However, similar cell binding pattern 
indicates some overlap between the receptors CNF1 and CNFY. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.41: Cellular responsiveness to CNF1 and CNFY at 24 h.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of the CNF1 
1-1014 (pPCH9), or CNFY 1-1014 (pISN7), were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the 
bacteria were prepared and 20 µg/ml of extracts were incubated with (A) intestinal cell lines (Caco-2, 
HEp-2, HT-29, Lovo, mClcl2, and T84) and (B) immune cells (J774A.1, RW264.7, and THP-1) at 37°C 
with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 24 h. The treated cells were lysed and samples were pooled from three 
independent experiments before loading to 12% SDS-gel. The characteristic mobility shift of RhoA was 
examined by immunoblotting with specific RhoA antibody as described in 2.2.4.7. Actin were detected as 
loading control. Untreated cells were used as negative controls. These results representative for 
experiments were conducted at least in biological triplicates. (C) The results were summarized in the table. 
(+/-) represent cell lines that responded to the toxin treatment or no effect on treated cells, respectively. 
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3.6 Outer membrane vesicles from Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII 
 
CNFY is known to be a secreted toxin, but it lacks a typical signal peptide. Based on the 
finding in this study, the result suggested that the N-terminal region of CNFY is required 
for toxin secretion. However it remains unclear how this toxin is released from Yersinia 
into the surrounding environment. Outer membrane vesicles (OMVs) can carry various 
proteins associated with the outer membrane, the periplasm and cytoplasm of Gram-
negative bacteria. Therefore, it was assumed that CNFY is delivered from Yersinia via 
OMVs. To address this hypothesis, OMVs are isolated and purified from Y. 
pseudotuberculosis YPIII as described in 2.2.3.4. 
 
 
3.6.1 Characterization of CNFY associated with Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII 
OMVs 
 
To isolate OMVs, filtered culture supernatants of Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII grown 
overnight at 37°C were further subjected to ultracentrifugation. Subsequently, crude 
OMVs were purified by OptiPrep density gradient centrifugation (see 2.2.3.5). To 
compare the protein composition of each of the resulting protein preparations, the 
cellular proteins were isolated from Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII and OptiPrep density 
gradient fractions were subjected to SDS-PAGE. Subsequently, the protein gel was 
stained with colloidal Coomassie. The Coomassie gel shows the protein bands in each 
of the samples, including the culture supernatant either before or after 
ultracentrifugation, the bacterial cell lysate and OMVs (Figure 3.42A). Additionally, 
Western blot analysis was performed to detect the presence of CNFY which could be 
identified in various cellular fraction, including OMVs, the whole bacterial lysate and 
culture supernatant either before or after ultracentrifugation (Figure 3.42B). Moreover, 
CNFY could also be detected in OptiPrep density gradient fractions 9-12, where fraction 
9 showed only a weak band for CNFY. Further investigation is needed to confirm 
whether OptiPrep density gradient fractions containing CNFY also contained OMVs. 
Therefore, the presence of OmpA, an outer membrane protein that can be used as an 
OMV marker, was examined by immunoblotting. Interestingly, the presence of OmpA 
could only be detected in fractions 4 to 6, while OmpA was not detectable in the OptiPrep 
density gradient fractions that contained CNFY (fraction 9-12) (Figure 3.42C). This 
suggested that CNFY is not associated with OMVs and easily separated from the 
membrane vesicles by density gradient centrifugation as an OMV-free protein.  
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Figure 3.42: Cellular protein fractions isolated from Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII.  
(A) Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YPIII was grown overnight at 37°C for 16 h. Subsequently, the bacterial 
cultures were centrifuged at 9,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C and the supernatants were filtered. The OMVs 
were isolated and purified by ultracentrifugation. The whole cell lysate was prepared by sonication. 
Protein preparations of supernatant either before (Sup.A) and after (Sup.B) ultracentrifugation, whole cell 
lysate and OMVs as well as OptiPrep density gradient fractions (F1-F12) of OMVs were analyzed by 
SDS-PAGE and Coomassie Blue staining. (B) The presence of CNFY and (C) OmpA were examined by 
immunoblotting using antibodies against CNFY and OmpA, respectively. Distribution of proteins in 
Optiprep density gradient fraction from 1 to 12 were collected from top to the bottom (from 20% to 45 % 
OptiPrep) as described in 2.2.3.5. These results representative for experiments were conducted at least in 
biological triplicates.  
 
 3.6.2 Identification of Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII OMVs by electron microscopy 
 
Negative staining is widely use to investigated small biological particles under the 
electron microscope (EM) (De Carlo and Harris 2011; Harris and De Carlo 2014). To 
confirm the presence of OMVs and to monitor the size distribution of the particles in 
each density gradient sample, fractions of interest were analyzed using EM by Lilo 
Greune. 10 µl of OptiPrep density gradient of OMVs were dropped and sedimented on 
a Formvar-coated, carbon-sputtered grid. Subsequently, samples were stained with 0.5% 
uranylacetate and monitored at 80 kv on a Tecni 12 electron microscope (FEI, 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Subsequently, the images were analyzed with a 4 k CCD 
camera (emiss, Münster, Germany).  The TEM images showed that OMVs were present 
only in fractions 4 to 6 and indicated that these had different diameters (Fig 3.43). The 
average size of Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII OMVs in fractions 4 and 5 ranged from 30-
40 nm in diameter. On the other hand, OMV fraction 6 showed smaller OMVs ranging 
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in size from 18-30 nm in diameter, with a majority being approximately 30 nm. In 
contrast, no OMVs could be observed in OptiPrep density gradient fractions 8, 9 and 11. 
However, these fractions contained large amounts of soluble proteins and amino acids. 
This confirms that CNFY is not associated with OMVs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.43: Electron microscopy images of Y. pseudotuberculosis YPII OMVs.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YPIII was grown overnight at 37°C for 16 h. The bacterial cultures were 
centrifuged at 9,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C and the supernatants were filtered. Subsequently, the OMVs 
were isolated and purified by ultracentrifugation. Optiprep density gradient fraction of OMVs using 
negative staining were visualized by electron microscopy. The electron microscopy images of fraction 4, 
5 and 6 indicated vesicles of various diameters (arrow). The protein preparations from fraction 8, 9 and 
11 contained various aggregates most likely of proteins or other cell components. Note that some OMVs 
or proteins clumping could be observed, leading to the larger shaped vesicle formation. The scale bar is 
100 nm. The electron microscopy images were derived from Lilo Greune. Respective EM images of the 
experiment were conducted in biological duplicates. 
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3.6.3 Biological effects of OMVs on HEp-2 cells 
 
CNFY induces multinucleation and cell enlargement in treated cells. To examine whether 
OMVs derived from Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII OMVs contained the biological 
activity of CNFY, HEp-2 cells were intoxicated with CNFY isolated from whole bacteria 
lysate, culture supernatants as well as crude OMVs and OptiPrep density gradient 
fractions for 4, 6 and 24 h. Morphological changes of treated cells were characterized by 
fluorescene microscopy as described previously. Surprisingly, HEp-2 cells incubated 
with crude OMVs exhibited actin stress fiber formation after 6 h intoxication, whereas 
the whole bacteria lysate and supernatants required only 4 hours of treatment to induce 
the toxicity (Figure 3.44). As exprected, the result demonstrated that crude OMVs 
contained the biologically active of CNFY and showed similar effects on treated cells 
compared to bacterial cell lysate and supernatant intoxicated cells after 6 and 24 h 
treatment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.44: The influences of CNFY from different preparation steps in HEp-2 cells.  
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Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YPIII was grown overnight at 37°C for 16 h. The bacterial cultures were 
centrifuged at 9,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C and the supernatants were filtered. Subsequently, the OMVs 
were isolated and purified by ultracentrifugation. The bacterial cell lysates were prepared by sonication. 
HEp-2 cells were intoxicated with 5 μl of supernatant, 20 µg/ml of bacterial cell lysate and 2 µg/ml of 
OMV at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 4 h, 6 h, and 24 h. The formation of large, multinuclear 
cells was observed under a fluorescence microscope after cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue), and 
the actin cytoskeleton was stained using FITC-Phalloidin (green). Untreated HEp-2 cells were used as 
negative control. The white scale bar is 50 μm. Respective fluorescence images of the experiment were 
conducted in biological triplicates. 
 
Furthermore, CNFY toxicity of OptiPrep density gradient fractions 1-12 was also 
analyzed within HEp-2 cells. The formation of actin stress fibers and multinucleated 
cells could be observed after 24 h intoxication with all samples except OptiPrep density 
gradient fractions 1 to 9 (Figure 3.45). To compare the intoxication time, HEp-2 cells 
were intoxicated with CNFY isolated from different preparation steps (supernatant either 
before or after ultracentrifugation, bacterial cell lysate, OMVs and OptiPrep density 
gradient) for 4 h, 6 h, and 24 h. The deamidation of RhoA was examined by RhoA-shift 
assay as described previously. The morphological changes in treated cells were due to 
the deamidase activity of CNFY, as the shifted band indicative of modified RhoA could 
be detected by immunoblotting. As shown in Figure S15, modified RhoA could be 
detected in HEp-2 cells incubated with supernatant either from before or after 
ultracentrifugation, CNFY lysate, and OptiPrep fractions 11 and 12 after 4 h intoxication. 
On the other hand, the effect of OMVs and OptiPrep fraction 10 on the deamidation of 
RhoA in treated cells only occurred after 6 h. Taken together, the effect of OMVs on 
treated cells required a longer intoxication time than CNFY lysate. It is possible that the 
concentration of CNFY present in the crude OMV fraction lower than the soluble OMV-
free CNFY toxin in lysate or supernatant.  
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Figure 3.45: The influence of CNFY from different preparation steps on HEp-2 cells.  
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Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YPIII was grown overnight at 37°C for 16 h. The bacterial cultures were 
centrifuged at 9,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C and the supernatants were filtered. Subsequently, the OMVs 
were isolated and purified by ultracentrifugation. The bacterial cell lysates were prepared by sonication. 
HEp-2 cells were intoxicated with 5 μl of supernatant either before (Sup.A) or after (Sup.B) 
ultracentrifugation, 20 µg/ml of bacterial cell lysate, 5 μl of OptiPrep density gradient fractions (F1-F12) 
at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 24 h. The formation of large, multinuclear cells was observed 
under a fluorescence microscope after cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue), and the actin 
cytoskeleton was stained using FITC-Phalloidin (green). Untreated HEp-2 cells were used as negative 
control. The white scale bar is 20 μm. Respective fluorescence images of the experiment were conducted 
in biological triplicates. 
 
In addition to fluorescence microscopy, phase-contrast microscopy was used to detect 
cell morphology changes apart from multinucleation and actin stress fiber formation. 
Here, HEp-2 cells were incubated with different protein preparations from Y. 
pseudotuberculosis YPIII, including supernatant, bacterial cell lysate, crude OMVs and 
OptiPrep density gradient fractions for 24 h. Interestingly, HEp-2 cells incubated with 
crude OMVs or OptiPrep density gradient fraction 8, 9 and 10 showed the formation of 
vacuoles (Figure 3.46). Furthermore, the dynamics of vacuole formation induced by 
OMVs could be observed under using bright-field microscopy within 2 h of treatment 
and either the number or the size of these vacuoles was increasing as the incubation 
progressed (from 2 to 24 h) (Figure S16). These results suggested that there are other 
OMV-associated effects on treated cells. Moreover, crude OMVs also promote cell death 
in HEp-2 cells at high concentration (20 μg/ml) (Figure S17). 
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Figure 3.46: The phase microscopy images of HEp-2 cells intoxicated with CNFY from different 
YPIII cellular culture supernatant fractions.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YPIII was grown overnight at 37°C for 16 h. The bacterial cultures were 
centrifuged at 9,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C and the supernatants were filtered. Subsequently, the OMVs 
were isolated and purified by ultracentrifugation. The bacterial cell lysates were prepared by sonication. 
HEp-2 cells were intoxicated with 5 μl of YPIII supernatant, 20 µg/ml of bacterial cell lysate, 2 µg/ml of 
crude OMV or 5 μl of OptiPrep density gradient fractions at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 24 
h. The morphology changes of treated cell were monitored by light microscopy. Untreated HEp-2 cells 
were used as negative control. The magnification is 40x. These results representative for experiments were 
conducted at least in biological triplicates.  
 
To investigated this intriguing effect of crude OMVs and the respective density gradient 
fractions on treated cells in more detail, the ultrastructure of treated cells was visualized 
by electron microscopy (EM). HEp-2 cells were intoxicated for 24 h with different CNFY 
preparations as previously described. Then, the treated cells were fixed in 2.5% 
glutaraldehyde (GA) in Dulbecco’ phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS). Subsequently, 
cells were then stained with 0.5% uranium acetate (UAc), dehydrated and embedded in 
epon liquid epoxy resin. 60 nm ultrathin sections were cut with a Leica EM UC7 
Ultramicrotome. After that, counterstaining was performed with uranyl acetate and lead 
citrate. Samples were analyzed at 80 kv on a FEI-Tecnai 12 electron microscope (FEI, 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands) and the images of a selected area were examined with a 
Veleta 4 k CCD camera. As shown in Figure 3.47, electron microscopy images showed 
an overview of the cell structure including the cell membrane, mitochondria, Golgi, ER 
and endosomes. Interestingly, lysosomal compartments, ER dilation and mitochondrial 
swelling (Figure 3.47e and Figure 3.47h) could also be detected in HEp-2 cells treated 
with crude OMVs and the OptiPrep density gradient fraction 8 (Figure 3.47B and 3.47C). 
Moreover, an enlargement of the endosomal compartment could also be seen in those 
two samples. In addition, OMVs could be detected either in endosome/lysosome 
compartments or outside the cell in crude OMV-treated cells. This suggests that OMVs 
might be delivered into the host cells via endocytosis. The formation of actin stress fibers 
and multinucleated cells could also be observed in crude OMVs and OptiPrep density 
gradient fraction 11-treated cells. Based on these results, the vacuole formation that was 
detected under light microscopy in HEp-2 cells treated with crude OMVs and OptiPrep 
density gradient fraction 8 seemed to be due to an enlargement of the lysosomal 
compartments. 
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Figure 3.47: Electron microscopy images of HEp-2 cells intoxicated with protein preparation from 
different cellular fractions.  
HEp-2 cells were intoxicated with 2 µg/ml of crude OMVs isolated from YPIII or 5 μl of gradient fractions 
for 24 h. The morphology changes of treated cell were monitored by electron microscope. The electron 
microscopy images were obtained from Lilo Greune. Untreated HEp-2 cells were used as control. The EM 
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images indicated the ultrastructure of nuclei (N), endoplasmic reticulum (ER), Golgi (G), mitochondrial 
(M), Early endosome compartment (EE) and lysosome (Ly). Enlarge endosome, lysosome and 
mitochondrial disruption (circle) were found in HEp-2 cells intoxicated with crude OMVs and OptiPrep 
density gradient fraction 8 (F8). 
 
3.6.4 Proteomic analysis of OMV samples from Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII 
 
OptiPrep density gradient fraction 8 and 9 showed a protein band of approximately 15 
kDa on Coomassie stained protein gels (Figure 3.42A). As these three fractions induced 
vacuole formation in treated cells, it was hypothesized that this 15 kDa protein may play 
a role in the induction of vacuole formation in treated cells. Therefore, OptiPrep density 
gradient fractions 8 and 9 were separated by SDS-PAGE and stained with colloidal 
Coomassie. Subsequently, the 15 kDa protein bands were excised from the Coomassie 
gel and protein identification was performed by the IZKF core Unit Proteomics of the 
University of Münster. The gel pieces were subjected to tryptic protein digestion as 
describes in (Koltzscher et al. 2003) . Peptides were extracted from the gel matrix, dried 
and resolubilized in 5-10 µl of liquid chromatography (LC) aqueous solvent A (0.1% 
formic acid, 5% acetonitrile in HPLC water). Subsequently, the samples were subjected 
to the LC column. High-definition MS was performed using Synapt G2 Si ion mobility 
mass spectrometer coupled to M-Class UPLC (Waters Crop) as described in (Distler et 
al. 2016). Gradients were run with aqueous solvent A and organic solvent B (0.1% 
farmic acid, 5% water in LC acetonitrile) from 97% A to 50% B in 90 min using flow 
rate of 0.4 µl/min.  Obtained data from UPLC-MS analysis were analyzed using PLGS 
2.3 (Waters Crop) and Mascot (Matrix Science Inc.) using both to compare with public 
databases (NCBI, UniProt). The output data suggested that the abundant protein in the 
fraction 8 and 9 might be the pH 6 antigen (PsaA YPK_2759) (Figure 3.48). pH 6 antigen 
was first identified from Yersinia pestis as  an antigen belonging to a class of adhesins, 
which is expressed at 37°C under low pH condition (pH 6) (Lindler and Tall 1993; Soto 
and Hultgren 1999). This finding indicated that PsaA of Y. pseudotuberculosis, which is 
expressed at 37°C, induces the vacuole formation in treated HEp-2 cells.  
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Figure 3.48: Identification of molecular mass and amino acids sequence of the peptides from 
isolated OMVs fraction 8 and 9 by MS/MS.  
(A) The figure illustration the fragment ion mass spectrum of 15 kDa peptide from OptiPrep density 
gradient fraction 8 and 9. The green and red lines represent b- and y- ion series. (B) The table indicates 
the molecular weight and amino acids of each fragment ion mass spectrum. (C) Amino acid sequences of 
PsaA of Y. pseudotuberculosis were identified based on the UniProt database. 
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4. Discussion 
 
Many bacterial pathogens produce protein toxins, which play an important role during 
infection. Bacterial toxins often target host cells at a distance from the site of infection 
and deliver their toxic cargo to specific target cells (J. E. Alouf, Ladant, and Popoff 
2005). The cytotoxic necrotizing factor (CNF) family (e.g., CNF1, CNF2, and CNF3 of 
E. coli, and CNFY of Y. pseudotuberculosis) has been discovered as AB toxins and the 
sequences of those CNF toxins are highly homologous. The intracellular processing and 
mode of action of CNF1 have been characterized over the decade.  
 
CNF1 enters to the host cells by binding to specific cell surface receptors, which are 
recognized by certain domains of toxin. Then, the toxin translocates its catalytic active 
domain into the host cytosol where it deamidates Rho-GTPase, resulting in the formation 
of actin stress fibers, and inhibiting cytokinesis, leading to giant multinucleated cells. 
CNF1 and CNFY are closely related, sharing an identity of approximately 61% on the 
protein amino acid level. However, there is much less known about the molecular 
mechanism of cellular intoxication or the intracellular entry of CNFY into the host cells. 
This study aimed to increase the understanding of the functional domain of CNFY based 
on the recently solved crystal structure.   
 
4.1 The structure and function of CNFY  
 
Recently, the crystal structure has been successfully solved by our collaboration with the 
Structure and Functional of Protein group headed by Prof. Wulf Blankenfeldt, HZI 
Braunschweig (Chaoprasid et al. 2020). It revealed that CNFY consists of five district 
domains, including D1 (residues 1-22/134-424), D2 (residues 23-134), D3 (residues 
425-529), D4 (residues 530-700), and D5 (719-1014) (Figure 1.10). To gain insight into 
the biological functions of each domain, different CNFY deletion derivatives and 
mutations were generated. This study demonstrates the function of each CNFY domain 
as discussed below.  
 
From the data presented here, the N-terminal domain is essential for the export of CNFY 
from Y. pseudotuberculosis to the surrounding environment via an OMV-independent 
mechanism. According to the current knowledge, CNFY associated with OMVs seems 
to have a delayed effect on treated cells. One explanation could be that CNFY-bound to 
OMVs has a decreased binding capacity to the host receptors. The second possibility is 
that OMVs carrying CNFY take the different transport pathways into the target cells than 
CNFY free-OMV. A further interesting finding demonstrated that CNFY contains two 
receptor recognition regions at both the N- and C-terminus. Surprisingly, G104 is a 
crucial amino acid for both toxin secretion and toxic activity, whereas H881 and C866 
are important only for the deamidase activity. Additionally, the essential residues for 
CNFY translocation through the endosomal membrane were discovered in this study, 
including E382 and E383. A double mutation of these acidic residues completely 
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abolished the toxin activity in treated cells and also inhibited toxin translocation into the 
host cell cytosol, but did not influence the enzymatic activity. Proteolytic processing is 
required for CNFY intoxication. The potential proteolytic cleavage site is located 
between residues 535-545. The substitution amino acids in this cleavage site with 
glycine resulted in the prevention of translocation of the active segment into the cytosol. 
The C-terminal domain residues 720-1014 encompass the catalytic activity, which C866 
is a crucial amino acid (Figure 4.1).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Domain organization of the CNFY toxin.  
The CNFY prediction divided the protein into five district domains (D1-D5). D1 is colored in dark blue 
(1-38 and 326-425) and light blue (135-325). D2 is colored in cyan (39-134). D3 is colored in dark green 
(427-526). D4 is colored in yellow (527-700), and D5 is colored in red (720-1014). D1 and D2 are 
important for the secretion of CNFY across the bacterial membranes which contains the essential amino 
acid glycine residue G104. Moreover, glutamic acid residues 382 and 383 play an important role in 
endosomal membrane insertion during toxin translocation. The cleavage region is located between amino 
acid residues 542 and 545. After processing, D4 and D5 are released into the cytosol, and cysteine is a 
crucial amino acid for toxic activity. CNFY contains two receptor recognition sites at the N- and C- 
terminal domain. 
 
4.1.1 Catalytic activity of CNFY toxin 
 
CNFY belongs to the family of AB bacterial toxins, which also includes CNF1, CNF2, 
and CNF3 of E. coli, PMT of P. multocida, and DNT of Bordetella (Aktories and 
Barbieri 2005; C Hoffmann and Schmidt 2004; Brenda A Wilson and Ho 2012). Those 
toxins activate Rho family proteins through site-specific deamidation of glutamine (Q) 
to glutamic acid (E) (i.e. Q63 in RhoA, and Q61 in Cdc42 and Rac1) (Horiguchi et al. 
1997; Lemichez et al. 1997b; Schmidt et al. 1997). Constitutive activation of Rho 
GTPases leads to the formation of stress fibers and inhibits cell division resulting in 
multinucleated cells (Alfredo Caprioli et al. 1984; Horiguchi et al. 1995). These effects 
are due to the alteration of the cellular function of Rho GTPase by bacterial toxins, which 
include cell cycle progression (Figure 4.2) (Coleman, Marshall, and Olson 2004; 
Ellenbroek and Collard 2007).   
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Figure 4.2: CNF effects on cell cycle progression.  
Cell proliferation is inhibited by activating Rho toxins at distinct stages of the cell cycle. Rac1 regulates 
the activity of the cyclin B1/Cdk1 which are complexed through the effector protein p21-activated kinase 
1/2 (PAK1/2). CNF toxin mediated Rac1activation causes the delayed mitotic entry. RhoA plays a role in 
actin reorganization in mitosis and regulation of mitotic cell rounding as well as contractile ring formation. 
CNF toxins induce the deamidation of RhoA, resulting in inhibited cytokinesis and cell division. 
 
A previous study reported that microinjection of a C-terminus fragment of CNF1 
(residues 709-1014) could deamidate RhoA in Hela cells (Schmidt et al. 1998, 2002). 
After that, the crystal structure of the catalytic domain of CNF1 (residues 720-1014) was 
solved, and it was shown that this C-terminal fragment harbors the full catalytic activity 
(Buetow et al. 2001a). Recently, the crystal structure of full-length CNFY has been 
solved successfully. The CNFY catalytic domain shows a similar folding compared to 
the CNF1 toxin (Chaoprasid et al. 2020). This study has provided evidence that the C-
terminal fragment of CNFY residues 526-1014 is sufficient to deamidate RhoA in vitro.  
Moreover, CNFY lost the deamidase activity in either treated HEp-2 cells and cell lysate 
when the C-terminal fragment was further removed (CNFY1-719, CNFY1-526, CNFY 1-
443). Therefore, the catalytic domain of CNFY comprises residues 720-1014 and is 
highly homologous to the catalytic domain of CNF1. 
 
Histidine (H) residue 881 and cysteine (C) 866 are crucial for the catalytic activity of 
CNF1 as the substitution of H881 and C866 by alanine (A) or serine (S) in CNF1 toxin 
(CNF1 H811A and CNF1 C866S) completely abolished the toxicity (Schmidt et al. 
2002). Apart from the identified cysteine and histidine, aspartic acid (D) and asparagine 
(N) are commonly found in the catalytic triad of cysteine protease. N921 and D922 are 
conserved between CNF1 and DNT. Therefore, a previous study generated CNF1 
N921A and D922A, but neither of two mutations affected the toxicity of CNF1 (Schmidt 
et al. 1998).  
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DNT, CNF1 and CNFY share homology within their C-terminal catalytic domains 
(residues 1136-1451 of DNT, 709-1014 of CNF1 and CNFY,). Interestingly, there are 
conserved amino acids among those toxins, including histidine at residue 881 (H881) 
and cysteine at residue 866 (C866) (C Hoffmann and Schmidt 2004). In this study, the 
substitution of C866 to serine (CNFY C866S) of CNFY resulted in the loss of deamidase 
activity of this toxin in treated HEp-2 cells. This result confirmed that the conserved 
residues C866 potentially mediates the interaction with RhoA and is essential for 
deamidase activity for both CNF1 and CNFY. This illustrated that both toxins belong to 
the hydrolase superfamily toxin (e.g., cysteine protease, and transglutaminase) that 
contain hydrolytic functions and share a common fold at the C-terminal domain as well 
as the catalytic residues (H881 and C866) located in the pocket of the catalytic domain 
(Kourist et al. 2010; Ollis et al. 1992). Taken together, the catalytic triad (e.g., aspartic 
acid, cysteine, and histidine) at the active site of most AB toxins plays a vital role in 
toxicity. Supporting this conclusion, amino acid residue C1165, H1205, and D1220 are 
crucial for PMT toxicity (Kitadokoro et al. 2007; Pullinger and Lax 2007). The 
replacement of C1165 by serine or H1205 and D1220 by alanine affected the biological 
activity of PMT toxin (Orth and Aktories 2012).  
 
4.1.2 Expression and secretion of CNFY toxin 
 
Several AB toxins are exported via T2SS such as the cholera toxin (CT) of Vibrio 
Cholerae and heat-labile toxin (LT) of enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC). The 
subunits A and B containing the N-terminal signal peptide are synthesized in the 
bacterial cytosol, and released via the Sec-pathway. After that, the subunits A and B are 
assembled into the functional AB5 toxin. Subsequently, the holotoxin is transported 
across the bacterial membrane via a T2SS (Chaudhuri and Chatterjee 2009; Reichow et 
al. 2011). Both CNF1 and CNFY have been identified as secreted toxin, but they do not 
contain a typical signal peptide (Blum et al. 1995; Lockman et al. 2002; Swenson et al. 
1996). Therefore, T2SS seems not involved in the export systems of those toxins. 
Furthermore, there was evidence supporting a mechanism in which CNFY is not secreted 
via T3SS (Janina Schweer, PhD thesis). Very little is known about the export mechanism 
of CNF toxins from bacteria, but one study established ferredoxin is required for the 
secretion of CNF1 across the bacterial inner membrane (Yu and Kim 2010). Recently it 
was also postulated that CNF1 and CNFY are released by bacterial cell lysis or exported 
from the bacteria to the surrounding environment via outer membrane vesicles (Davis et 
al. 2006b; Falzano et al. 1993; Monnappa et al. 2018). However, the exact export 
mechanism of both CNF1 and CNFY toxins are currently unclear and further research is 
still needed for elucidation. In other toxins, it was demonstrated that phage induction 
could contribute the release of some bacterial toxins such as Shiga toxin and PMT from 
bacteria through phage lysis when the specific secretion systems do not exist (Pullinger, 
Bevir, and Lax 2004; Wagner et al. 2001, 2002). Phage induction is triggered by the 
bacterial SOS responses which is inducing oxidative stress and antibiotics (Köhler, 
Karch, and Schmidt 2000).  
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Bioinformatic studies reported that polymorphic toxin systems share common features 
regarding their domain structures. The N-terminal domains are involved in toxin 
secretion and trafficking to the target cells, while the C-terminal domains are implicated 
in toxic activity (Iyer et al. 2011; D. Zhang et al. 2012). The present work demonstrated 
that the N-terminal domain D1-D2 of CNFY (residues 39-426) are crucial for toxin 
secretion from bacteria and abolished toxicity in treated cells. Based on the crystal 
structure, the N-terminal region of CNFY mostly forms α-helices. Accordingly, helix 
deletion has a dramatic effect on toxin secretion. Moreover, it was shown that the N-
terminal domain between residues 134-426 is important for toxin expression and folding. 
The removal of CNFY residues 134-426 resulted in low expression levels and led to 
misfolding. In contrast, the deletion of the C-terminal domain of CNFY did not influence 
either protein production or secretion. The findings in this study are similar to previously 
reported in the case of Exotoxin A (PE) from Pseudomonas aeruginosa. In PE, the 
deletion of domain two which is composed of six α-helices did not influence the folding 
of other domains, but affected the secretion level of PE toxin (Voulhoux et al. 2000). 
Therefore, the finding in this thesis also supports previous observation that the N-
terminal region is essential for the secretion of most bacterial toxins (Voulhoux et al. 
2000). 
 
The essential amino acid glycine residue 104 was shown to be essential for the export of 
CNFY from Yersinia in the present work. The amino acid substitution of glycine (G) 
residue 104 by proline (P) at the N-terminus of CNFY (CNFY G104P) is sufficient to 
block toxin secretion from bacteria. Additionally, the CNFY G104P protein was unable 
to activate the RhoA. It is noteworthy that proline substitution at G104 may lead to a 
change the folding of the N-terminal of CNFY, but not in the catalytic domain. The 
replacement of certain amino acid to proline has been shown to be critical for inducing 
misfolding of protein structure (Sun et al. 2014; Wigley et al. 2002). Based on the cyclic 
structure of proline at the side chain, it makes this amino acid incompatible to any 
secondary structure, but it can be found as the first residues of α-helices and in the end 
of β-sheets to prevent protein self-assembly (Sun et al. 2014; Wigley et al. 2002). Since 
G104 is located at the center of 	a	β-structure at the N-terminus of D2, proline substitution 
may disrupt the hydrogen-bounding network and leads to reduce the stability of this β-
structure (P. Jiang, Xu, and Mu 2009). According to these information, it is assumed that 
the loss of toxicity of CNFY in this mutation (G104P) is due to the misfolding at the N-
terminus. This folding change may further affect the binding of CNFY to the specific 
receptor that may be recognized by this region, resulting in an inactivity to intoxicate 
host cells. However, up to now, we cannot exclude this glycine residue 104 also 
contributes directly receptor as well as to the export of CNFY toxin from Yersinia. 
Therefore, further studies are needed to clarify whether the G104P exchange leads to the 
change of protein structure at the N-terminal domain by using program prediction or 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Additionally, the internalization of 
this mutant needs to be investigated to confirm whether the CNFY G104 protein is able 
to interact with and transported into the host cells.  
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4.1.3 CNFY secretion is independent of OMVs 
 
This present work indicated that the majority of the CNFY toxin remain in the 
supernatant of the bacterial culture after the OMVs were separated by OptiPrep density 
gradient. Therefore, the CNFY toxin is exported from Y. pseudotuberculosis via an 
unknown system, which is OMV-independent. However, the analysis of the OMVs also 
showed that a minor fraction of the CNFY toxin associated with OMVs. Astonishingly, 
the toxicity of CNFY associated with OMVs and OMV-free protein is different. HEp-2 
cells intoxicated with bound CNFY OMVs exhibited stress fiber formation after 6 h 
incubation, whereas the OMV-free CNFY required only 4 h of intoxication. Interestingly, 
this delay was also observed with OMV carrying CNF1 toxin when added to Hela cells. 
Usually, the enlargement and multinucleated cells can be observed after 24 h 
intoxication, while OMVs carrying CNF1 only induced the deamidation of RhoA after 
48 h treatment (Kouokam et al. 2006). The intoxication process of OMV associated with 
CNF1 might require more time to release CNF1 from OMVs after internalization into 
the host cells. As multinucleated cells could be observed after 24 h intoxication either 
OMV-bound CNFY or CNFY treated cells. Taken together, it can be assumed that CNF1 
is transported via OMVs, but CNFY only binds to the surface either specifically or 
unspecifically to OMVs because it requires less intoxication time compared to CNF1. 
Accordingly, it is possible that the host cell binding domain of CNFY faces the surface 
of the OMVs leading to the reduction of toxin binding. Furthermore, the folding of CNFY 
bound to OMVs and OMV-free toxin might be different or they take different routes to 
enter the target cell. This has been also observed for Shiga toxin. Free Shiga toxin is 
transported from the early endosome to the ER via the Golgi apparatus and induces 
toxicity after translocation to the cytosol (Sandvig 2001; Sandvig et al. 2002). In 
contrast, Shiga toxin associated with OMVs enters the early endosome and is 
subsequently degraded in lysosome. On the other hand, Shiga toxin can be separated 
from OMVs based on the low pH inside the endosome compartment before retrograde 
trafficking to the ER (Bielaszewska et al. 2017).  
 
4.2 Cellular uptake of CNFY toxin  
 
4.2.1 Binding of CNFY to host cell surface receptors 
 
Most toxins act inside the host cells. Thus the entry and processing of toxins are essential 
for their functions. Many bacterial toxins show a similar structure and activities but 
contain different binding domains such as DT and Pseudomonas ExoA (J. E. Alouf, 
Ladant, and Popoff 2005; Brenda Anne Wilson and Collier 1992). The binding domain 
of DT and ExoA are located at the N-terminal and C-terminal domain, respectively 
(Brenda Anne Wilson and Collier 1992). In contrast, some bacterial toxins interact with 
similar host receptors but are structurally and functionally different such as Shiga toxin 
(Stx), Cholera toxin (CT), and ricin, which have either deamidase or N-glycosidase 
activities. The glycolipid is identified as  a receptor binding of Stx, CT and ricin (Sandvig 
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and Van Deurs 2002a). Ricin can bind to glycoproteins and glycolipids, whereas Stx and 
CT bind to glycolipid receptor GM1 and Gb3, respectively (Wayne I Lencer 2001; 
Sandvig 2001; Sandvig and van Deurs 2000). 
 
Over the past decade, many research groups provided insights into the structure and 
function of DNT, making DNT one of the best characterized AB toxin. The cell binding 
domain of DNT is located within the N-terminal 54 amino acid residues (Matsuzawa et 
al. 2002). Recently, the T-type voltage-gated Ca2+ channels Cav3.1 and Cav3.2 were 
identified as receptors of DNT (Teruya et al. 2020). After binding to the receptors, DNT 
is cleaved by furin or furin-like protease at the C-terminal side of arginine residue 44. 
This cleavage enables DNT translocation into the cytoplasm, where it interacts with Rho 
GTPase (Fukui‐Miyazaki et al. 2011). Another well studied AB toxin  is diptheria toxin 
(DT), which binds to the heparin binding EGF like growth factor (HB-EGF) with N-
terminal residues 106-145 (Mitamura et al. 1995). The essential amino acids for receptor 
binding recognition are F115, L127, A129, I133, H135 and E141 (Hooper and Eidels 
1996; Mitamura et al. 1997). During intoxication, the DT fragment is cleaved by furin 
between residues R193 and S194 (Williams et al. 1990). Subsequently, a decrease in pH 
triggers the translocation of DT toxin through the endosomal membrane and the release 
of the active fragment into the cytosol (Gillet et al. 2015). 
 
Apart from DNT and DT, the crystal structure of Pasteurella multocida toxin (PMT) has 
also been solved, and its function is well-studied. PMT is a large protein (146 kDa), 
which comprises a receptor binding domain at the N-terminal between amino acid 
residues 1-580, and the active domain located at the C-terminal domain (residues 569-
1285). Apart from the binding domain, the N-terminal region of PMT also contains a 
putative translocation domain located between residues 402-457 (Brenda A Wilson and 
Ho 2013). After binding to its host receptors, PMT is endocytosed and translocated into 
the cytosol via the late endosome in a pH-dependent manner (Repella et al. 2011; Brenda 
A Wilson and Ho 2012). Interestingly, the N-terminus sequence of PMT is 
approximately 20% homologous to the sequence of the CNF toxin family toxins, 
including  CNF1, CNF2, CNF3 of E. coli and CNFY of Y. pseudotuberculosis (Lemichez 
et al. 1997a).  
 
Previously, the N-terminal region between the hydrophilic amino acid residues 53-75 of 
CNF1 has been implicated essential for receptor recognition (Fabbri, Gauthier, and 
Boquet 1999). The CNFY crystal structure identified some surface-exposed residues in 
the area containing loop 1 (residues 54-75) and loop 2 (residues 109-120) at the N-
terminus that may be involved in receptor interaction. However, single or double 
substitution of these residues did not influence the binding capacity or toxicity of CNFY. 
Thus, a single point mutation in this N-terminal region of CNFY is insufficient to alter 
the toxin activity. 
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Another study showed that the substitution of glycine residue 67 and 104 of CNF1 with 
proline (CNF1 G67P and CNF1 G104P) completely inhibited the cell-binding function 
of CNF1. In contrast, mutation of the serine residue 28 and 184 to proline (CNF1S28P 
and CNF1 S184P) only partially reduced the entry of the toxin into host cells (Fabbri, 
Gauthier, and Boquet 1999).  Instead of blocking or reducing the binding ability of CNFY 
toxin, single point mutation of amino acids at the N-terminal, including CNFY S28P, 
CNFY G67P, and CNFY G104P enhanced the binding of the toxin to the host cells. 
Nevertheless, a G104P exchange completely abolished the toxicity of CNFY in treated 
HEp-2 cells. Therefore, these amino acid residues (e.g., S28, G67, and S184) are not 
essential for toxicity of CNFY, but amino acid G104 appears to play a role.  
 
Previously, the 37-kDa laminin receptor precursor (LRP) has been identified as a host 
receptor of CNF1, for which the binding site is located between amino acid residue 135-
164 (Chung et al. 2003; McNichol et al. 2007). Furthermore, the Lutheran (Lu) adhesion 
glycoprotein/basal cell adhesion molecule (BCAM) was discovered as an additional host 
receptor for CNF1, but not CNFY  (Blumenthal et al. 2007; Reppin et al. 2018). The 
CNF1 recognition region for Lu/BCAM is located at the C-terminal region between 
residues 683-730 (McNichol et al. 2007; Piteau et al. 2014). Based on those studies, 
CNF1 contains two binding domains recognizing different host receptors. Apart from 
single amino acids substitutions, another strategy would be to introduce deletion of the 
potential binding site regions of the CNFY toxin and evaluate the binding ability of the 
mutant toxin to host cell surface receptors. Surprisingly, both C- and N-terminal 
truncations of CNFY could still bind to the host cells. Although, CNFY N-terminal 
truncations (CNFY Δ39-134, CNFY Δ134-426 and CNFY Δ39-426) could still bind to the 
host cells and retained the capacity to deamidate RhoA in vitro, but they did not activate 
RhoA in the treated cells. One explanation could be that the CNFY toxin requires more 
than one receptor-binding site to be recognized by the eukaryotic cell. This is supporting 
by a binding competitive inhibition assay in this study in which incubation of HEp-2 cell 
with the full-length CNFY reduced the binding capacity of C- and N-terminal truncated 
variants of CNFY (CNFY 1-526 and CNFY 526-1014). The reduction depends on the 
concentration of the full-length toxin. These results indicate that CNFY contains more 
than one binding domains to interact with host cells but one binding site seems to be 
sufficient to promote binding. A second option could also be that those two binding 
domains of CNFY toxin interact with different receptors, as previously shown for CNF1. 
Up to now, the exact area required for the binding region of CNFY remains unclear. 
Hence, the individual domain of CNFY could be used in the future for competition assay 
to narrow down the binding regions.  
 
Recently, glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) were suggested to be involved in recruiting 
CNFY to the surface host cells (Schmidt et al. 2020). GAGs are large linear poly 
saccharides such as heparin (HP), heparan sulfate (HS), dermatan sulfate (DS), and 
keratan sulfate (KS) (Varki et al. 1999) that bind to the core proteoglycan (PG). This 
finding supported a previous study that heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) were 
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considered to be one of the CNFY receptor (Blumenthal et al. 2007). Furthermore, 
Schmidt et al. demonstrated that the C-terminal domain (residues 704-1014) of CNFY 
binds with high affinity to heparin and heparan sulfate, which is required for intoxication 
within the endosome (Schmidt et al. 2020). It was established that HSPG plays a role in 
uptake of polyarginines, polylysines, and arginine-lysine hybrid peptides (Belting 2003). 
Interestingly, 772VKKTKF779 , a typical heparin binding motif rich in lysine, appears to 
be an essential recognition binding site of CNFY to heparin (Schmidt et al. 2020).This 
further confirmed that CNFY contains an additional binding site at the C-terminus. Taken 
together, it could be implied that the N-terminal domain of CNFY binds to the 
unidentified host surface receptor and C-terminal region recognizes the second receptor, 
which might be HSPG. Subsequently, the CNFY toxin is internalized into the host cell 
via endocytosis. 
 
4.2.1.1 Cell lines respond differently to CNF1 and CNFY 
 
A previous study indicated that CNF1 and CNFY response to different host receptors, 
although they show a high sequence homology (Blumenthal et al. 2007). CNF1 is known 
to bind to a laminin receptor precursor p37, but CNFY does not. The binding of CNF1 to 
cells did not affect the entry of CNFY in CNF1 preincubated Hela cells. In contrast, 
CNFY pretreated inhibited intoxication with CNF1 (Blumenthal et al. 2007). In another 
study, cells were preincubated with an excess of inactive either CNF3 or CNFY before 
intoxication with CNF1 and this elucidated that both proteins could block CNF1 
intoxication (Stoll et al. 2009). In contrast, CNF1 could not inhibit intoxication with 
CNFY. Moreover, it has been shown that CNF3 and CNFY target the same cell lines and 
may, therefore, bind to similar receptors, whereas CNF1 interacts with different 
receptors (Stoll et al. 2009). This is supported by a previous study in which they 
suggested that HSPGs were considered to be putative co-receptor of CNF1 and CNFY 

(Blumenthal et al. 2007). 
 
In this study, different cell lines from different origins (either intestinal and immune 
cells) were used to investigate the difference in cell binding between CNF1 and CNFY. 
Interestingly, the binding capacities between CNF1 and CNFY to each cell lines are 
difference. CNF1 binds well to all tested cell lines, including Caco-2, HEp-2, mClcl2, 
T84, RAW264.7 and THP-1. In contrast, the binding capacity of CNFY seems to be 
lower compared to CNF1 in all tested cell lines, especially for Caco-2, T84 and THP-1. 
Moreover, CNF1 showed a boarder cellular effect than CNFY, targeting Caco-2, HEp-2, 
HT-29 (the binding data not shown), mClcl-2, while CNFY only responded to HEp-2 and 
THP-1 after 4 h intoxication. Additionally, the effects of both CNF toxins were also 
evaluated after 24 h intoxication. Strikingly, after this time, CNFY was able to intoxicate 
more cell lines, similar to CNF1 except T84. According to this finding, the intoxication 
efficiency of both toxins is cell type- and time-dependent. Besides the results presented 
here, other studies confirmed that Caco-2 and HT-29 respond to CNF1 but not to CNFY 
after 4 h of treatment (Blumenthal et al. 2007; Stoll et al. 2009). In this study, the authors 
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also tested other cell lines that were not used here, including Hela, CHO-K1 and 
HEK293 cell lines. The data showed that CNFY did not affect CHO-K1, whereas the 
CNF1 does (Blumenthal et al. 2007). This information strongly supported that CNF1 
and CNFY toxins contain different binding receptors and response to different cell lines. 
This is similar to Shiga toxin (Stx) 1 and Stx2, which have district effects on different 
cell lines depending on their respective host receptors (Kouzel et al. 2017). Vero-B4 
cells exhibited a higher Stx susceptibility compared to Caco-2 and HCT-8 cells (Kouzel 
et al. 2017; Steil et al. 2015). 
 
A previous study from our group reported that CNFY is a crucial virulence factor that 
strongly induces the host immune response (Heine et al. 2018; Schweer et al. 2013). 
Surprisingly, none of the tested immune cell lines responded to either CNF1 or CNFY, 
except THP1 which is affected by only CNFY under the tested conditions. Additionally, 
another research group also demonstrated that B lymphocytes (J558L and Ramos) and 
T lymphocytes (Molt-4) did not respond to CNFY (Schmidt et al. 2020). To obtain more 
information of target cell lines that respond to CNFY, other immune cells might be 
interesting to test such as neutrophil (e.g., HL-60, PLB-985). This data might be useful 
to further identify specific receptors of CNFY. Schweer et al. showed that CNFY 
intoxicated macrophage in vitro and affected YopE translocation into macrophages, NK 
cells, DCs and neutrophils during mouse infections (Schweer et al. 2013). PMT, which 
shares sequence homology with the N-terminal region to CNFY, also binds to multiple 
cell surface receptors on different cell types. Previous studies demonstrated that PMT 
binds to the gangliosides GM1, GM2 and GM3 (Dudet et al. 1996; Pettit, Ackermann, 
and Rimler 1993). Later, a study indicated that PMT binds to HEK-293T cell membranes 
and demonstrated that sphingomyelin might be a co-receptor (Brothers et al. 2011). 
Taken together, most bacterial toxins target multiple host cells, depending on the 
presented surface receptors. 
 
As mentioned previously, CNFY intoxication could activate RhoA in THP-1 cells and 
induced the degradation of RhoA after 4 h intoxication. Interestingly, the degradation of 
RhoA does not occur in the other tested cell lines. A similar phenomenon has been shown 
in CNF1 treated different cell types, including endothelia HUVEC cell, 804G and 
HEK293 epithelia cells, NIH-3T3 fibroblasts and macrophages (Boyer et al. 2006; Doye 
et al. 2002; Munro et al. 2004). Smad ubiquitin regulatory factor 1 (Smurf-1) appears be 
involved in ubiquitylation and proteasomal degradation of activated RhoA by CNF1. 
Moreover, they elucidated that the degradation of RhoA occurred after the activation of 
RhoA (Boyer et al. 2006; Nethe and Hordijk 2010). Altogether, CNFY seems to induce 
cell type-dependent ubiquitylation. However, further studies are still needed to gain 
insight into the CNFY–promoted degradation mechanisms of activated RhoA. 
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4.2.2 Intracellular trafficking 
 
Most bacterial toxins can be delivered into host cells via receptors-mediated endocytosis 
after binding to specific host surface receptors (Doherty and McMahon 2009; Eierhoff, 
Stechmann, and Rmer 2012). After internalization, toxins are transported to the early 
endosomes, which serve as sorting platforms for internalized cargo.  Subsequently, the 
early endosomes are maturated into the late endosomes. Late endosomes fuse with 
lysosomes and degrade their cargo or recycle the cargo back to the cell surface 
(Naslavsky and Caplan 2018). To reach to the cytosol, toxins need to escape from 
endosomes during trafficking. To do so, they exploit changes in the endosome, such as 
the acidification or the activation of protease (Guillard, Minter, and Jackson 2015; Shete, 
Prabhu, and Patravale 2014; Varkouhi et al. 2011). On the other hand, bacterial toxins 
can be retrograde transported from endosome through Golgi apparatus to the ER and 
translocate from the ER to the cytosol (Sandvig et al. 2004). Some toxins (e.g., Shiga 
toxin, ricin and cholera toxin) can internalize into host cells by more than one 
mechanisms via either clathrin-dependent or clathrin- and calveolae-independent 
pathways and subsequently be transported through the Golgi to the ER (Sandvig et al. 
2002; Sandvig and van Deurs 2000; Torgersen et al. 2001). The endocytosis of CNFY 
has been reported to be similar to CNF1. It appears to be taken up into the host cells via 
both a clathin- and caveolae-independent endocytic mechanism (Contamin et al. 2000) 
as well as acidic-dependent membrane translocation (Blumenthal et al. 2007). Here, we 
further investigated whether CNFY is internalized into HEp-2 cells and translocated to 
the host cell cytosol by different mechanisms. Brefeldin A, an inhibitor of vesicle 
formation and protein trafficking between the ER and the Golgi apparatus, did not 
influence the CNFY intoxication in HEp-2 cells. Therefore, it is unlikely that CNFY is 
transported to deep organelles such as the Golgi apparatus and the ER. 
 
This work suggested that CNFY contains more than one receptor binding regions and 
requires both N- and C- terminal to successfully intoxicate target cells. Interestingly, 
CNFY toxin could be transported into the late endosome, even in the absence of either 
N- or C- terminal domain (CNFY 1-719, CNFY 1-526, CNFY 1-443, CNFY Δ39-134, 
CNFY Δ134-426, and CNFY Δ39-426). Surprisingly, CNFY 1-526 and CNFY 1-443 were 
barely observed in the early endosome under test condition (30 min and 90 min). Still, 
the data clearly showed that these two truncations could reach the late endosome. 
Previous data showed that CNF1 and CNFY are taken up into the cell at different time 
points. CNFY requires at least 30 min to enter to the cytosol, whereas CNF1 needs only 
10 min (Blumenthal et al. 2007). One possibility could be that the internalization of these 
two variants, CNFY 1-526 and CNFY 1-443, may be delayed compared to the other CNFY 
truncations. Another study supporting this hypothesis described that the delivery of 
cargos by the N-terminal domain of PMT is time-dependent. It required more time to 
reach the target cells compared to the full length toxin. The colocalization of the PMT 
C-terminal deletion with the early endosome could be observed after 3 h incubation 
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(Clemons et al. 2018). Therefore, a longer incubation time might be required for the 
internalization of the C-terminally truncated CNFY proteins.  
 
Another possibility could be that these two truncations (CNFY 1-526 and CNFY 1-443) 
enter to the cells via other pathway and are transported directly to the late endosome. 
However, little is known about the pathways that bypass the early endosome to directly 
transport bacterial toxins from the cell surface to the late endosome. It is possible that 
the rapid maturation of early endosomes and the delivery of these two C-terminally 
truncated CNFY proteins into late endosomes is very fast similar to rapid recycling 
mechanism (Naslavsky and Caplan 2018). Thus, it is difficult to monitor the 
colocalization of CNFY truncations to early endosome. In future studies, bafilomycin A1 
or monensin can be used to inhibit the acidification and maturation of early endosomes 
to visualize the colocalization of CNFY with the early endosome. In general, the affinity 
of different proteins or molecules to interact with different membrane receptors, leading 
to initiate internalization into the host cells via different pathway (Bareford and Swaan 
2007). Hence, the loss of the C-terminal domain either in CNFY 1-526 and CNFY 1-443 
may trigger a different internalization route into the target cells compared to the full-
length toxins and other derivatives (CNFY 1-719, CNFY Δ39-134, and CNFY Δ39-426). 
To gain insights into the uptake pathway of truncated CNFY derivatives, other trafficking 
compartments could be investigated, such as Golgi, ER, recycling compartment and 
lysosomes. 
 
4.2.3 Release the active fragment of CNFY from the endosome into the cytosol 
 
Endosomal escape after endocytosis is a crucial step for proteins or molecules to exhibit 
their effects in the host cell cytosol (Brock et al. 2018). Acidification of endosome 
triggers the release of many bacterial toxins into the cytosol (Krantz, Finkelstein, and 
Collier 2006; Umata et al. 1990). Inhibition of acidification by blocking the endosomal 
proton pump by bafilomycin A1, monensin, (Yoshimori et al. 1991), or weak bases (e.g., 
methylamine and ammonium chloride) completely abolished the intoxication of some 
bacterial toxins, including CNF1 (Contamin et al. 2000), CNF2 (Oswald et al. 1994), 
PMT (Baldwin, Lakey, and Lax 2004), and CNFY (Repella, Ho, and Wilson 2013). This 
present work confirmed that bafilomycin A1 or monensin could also block the toxicity 
of CNFY toxin derivatives. Additional results support that altered endosomal 
acidification by monensin affected the translocation of CNFY toxin into the host cytosol. 
Similar to many AB toxins (e.g., CNF1, PMT, BoTNs and TeNT), CNFY is transported 
into HEp-2 cells via endocytosis and requires the acidified endosome to deliver catalytic 
domain to the target site (Baldwin, Lakey, and Lax 2004; Contamin et al. 2000; Repella 
et al. 2011; Brenda A Wilson and Ho 2012; Zuverink et al. 2015). 
 
Protonation of potential residues (e.g., histidine, glutamic acid, aspartic acid) located in 
the insertion membrane is suggested to play a key role in translocation process of some 
bacterial toxins (Kurnikov et al. 2013). Acidic residues, glutamic acid and aspatic acid, 
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as well as histidine are expected to undergo protonation upon the acidification inside the 
endosome, gaining positive charge. Computational tools such as TMpred and TMHMM 
were used to predict the membrane insertion domain of CNFY. The output predicted two 
transmembrane helices located between residues 340-368 (H1) and 393-408 (H2).  
Interestingly, the glutamic acidic residues 382 and 383 are located within the hydrophilic 
loop that link both helices. Other bacterial toxins, including DT, CNF1 Clostridium 
difficile toxin B (TcdB) also contain this translocation domain helix-loop-helix structure 
(Pei, Doye, and Boquet 2001; Z. Zhang et al. 2014) The protonation requirement of 
CNFY was evaluated by replacing glutamic acid residues 382 and 383 by lysine (CNFY 
E382/383K). Indeed, the double mutation of these residues led to inhibition of toxicity. 
Additionally, this substituted CNFY was unable to translocate into the cytosol after 
internalization. These findings suggest that these E382 and E383 of CNFY play a critical 
role in endosomal escape.  
 
Interestingly, amino acids E382 and E383 are conserved between CNF1 and CNFY. The 
mutation of these acidic residues to a positively charged lysine was shown to inhibit the 
toxicity of both CNF toxins. The other study also suggested that negatively charged 
residue is essential for toxin translocation (Masin et al. 2016). The substitution of the 
negative charged residue for the positively charged residue results in destabilization of 
the link segment between both transmembrane helices and reduction in toxicity of the 
toxins. Notably, the mutation of the positive charged residues at the membrane insertion 
region of other toxins such as DT (E349K and D352K) or TcdB (D1037), also showed 
a reduction of toxicity (O’Keefe et al. 1992; Z. Zhang et al. 2014).  
 
Taken together, it has been suggested that acidic residues in the translocation domain 
might be involved in the pH-dependent translocation of many bacterial toxins into the 
cytosol. However, other studies indicated that the protonation of histidine at the 
translocation domain of DT (H257) acts as a pH-sensor to trigger the conformational 
change involving protein-membrane interaction (Kurnikov et al. 2013; Perier et al. 2007; 
Rodnin et al. 2010). In this context, the mutation of acidic residues such as glutamic acid 
in the endosomal membrane insertion site seems to result in misfolding of the 
translocation domain (Ghatak et al. 2015). Remarkably, those experiments have only 
been conducted in vitro to mimic the condition inside the host cells. Interestingly, the 
putative insertion domain of CNFY does not contains any histidine residues. Based on 
this finding, it is hypothesized that mostly the glutamic acids residues 382 and 383 are 
crucial for CNFY intoxication. However, similar to DT, CNFY contains a histidine at 
position 259, which is located upstream of the acidic residues (E382/383) and this might 
be involved in protonation. For further study, it may be worth mutating this residue to 
confirm this hypothesis. 

Furthermore, the C-terminal truncation of CNFY was sufficient to promote translocation 
of toxin into the cytosol. Surprisingly, the deletion of D5 domain (CNFY 1-719) and D4-
D5 domain (CNFY 1-526) still allowed the toxin to reach the cytosol. In contrast, the 
deletion of domain D3-D5 (CNFY 1-443) could not trigger translocation into host cytosol 
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after internalization. It is possible that the D3 domain (residues 443-526) of CNFY is 
involved in the translocation process. To further identify amino acid residues essential 
for translocation, amino acids in this region were substituted by alanine (e.g., CNFY 

N442S444D447A, CNFY P449E450N451G452S453A, CNFY G475E476A, CNFY T494A, CNFY 

E512K513A). Unfortunately, none of the mutations altered the activity of CNFY or was 
sufficient to block the translocation of the toxin.  

A previous study has been successfully swapped the catalytic domains of CNF1, CNF2, 
CNF3 and CNFY, indicating that the N-terminal protein of CNFY is the most powerful 
vehicle to deliver other protein into host cells (Haywood, Ho, and Wilson 2018). Since 
D1-D3 domain of CNFY (residues 1-526) could be translocated into cytosol, we assessed 
whether this truncated CNFY could deliver its own catalytic domain D5 (residues 720-
1014) into the target cell. Therefore, the D4 domain (residues 526-720) was removed 
(CNFY 526-669 or 526-719 deletions). Unexpectedly, both CNFY 526-669 or 526-699 
deletion truncations resulted in misfolding of the catalytic domain of this toxin. 
Haywood et al. demonstrated that the N-terminal domain residues 1-688 of CNFY could 
deliver catalytic domain of other CNF toxins (CNF1, CNF2 and CNF3). However, this 
derivative still contains the translocation domain (residues 689-1014) (Haywood, Ho, 
and Wilson 2018). Although use of D1-D3 of CNFY (residues 1-526) failed to deliver its 
own catalytic domain into host cells, the truncated CNFY could transport other cargo 
proteins into the cytosol, such as b-lactamase and GFP. Accordingly, D4 might not be 
required for toxin translocation but it may stabilize or prevent the interaction between 
the N- and C- terminal domains of CNFY to maintain an active conformational of the 
catalytic domain. Another reason could be that the interaction between N- and C-
terminal of CNFY may interfere with the interaction between the catalytic pocket site 
and the Rho GTPase. Taken together, CNFY requires this the putative D4 domain 
(residues 527-719) to deliver the active fragment into the cytosol or stabilize the catalytic 
domain to be fully functional during intoxication. In future work, it will be important to 
further refine this core region for efficient translocation to use CNFY as a drug delivery 
tool. 
 
The removal of N-terminal D2 domain (residues 39-134) and D1-D2 (residues 39-426) 
led to the loss of deamidation activity when added to cells, but not with cell extracts. 
Further findings showed that N-terminal deletion of this domain resulted in a loss of the 
ability to translocate the active domain into the cytosol although it could bind to host 
cells and was internalized into the late endosomal compartment. Yet, the toxin needs to 
escape from endosomal compartment and requires its release into the cytosol to be active 
(Ivarsson, Leroux, and Castagner 2012; Sandvig and Van Deurs 2002a). The removal of 
D2 domain (residues 39-134) or D1-D2 domain (residues 39-426) may change the 
folding of the translocation domain but not the catalytic domain. It might be possible 
that the helix structure is crucial for toxin translocation of bacterial toxins either across 
the bacterial membrane or endosomal membrane in the host cells (see 4.1.1). Therefore, 
these N-terminal truncations are unable to escape from the endosomal compartment. 
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Additionally, the N-terminally truncated CNFY toxins may accumulate in the late 
endosome, which subsequently fuses with lysosomes and lead to toxin degradation. 
 
Taken together, it might be concluded that the N-terminal domain of CNFY is important 
for toxin endocytosis, whereas C-terminal domain plays also a crucial role inside the 
endosome. After internalization via endocytosis, CNFY toxin requires an acidification 
condition to release the active domain into cytosol and deamidate RhoA. It remains 
unclear if CNFY is cleaved by a certain protease. Based on the high homology between 
CNF1 and CNFY, it might be assumed that CNFY processing is similar to CNF1. As 
mentioned previously, it was suggested that CNFY binds to heparan sulfate 
proteoglycans (HSPGs and enters the cell via endocytosis (Blumenthal et al. 2007). 
Recently, another research group claimed that apart from acidification inside the late 
endosome, a heparanase might be an additional factor which digests heparan sulfate 
chains from HSPGs inside endosome compartment and triggers the translocation process 
(Schmidt et al. 2020). The pH drop inside the endosomal compartment leads to the 
conformational change of CNFY toxin allowing insertion of hydrophobic helices 
(residues 340-408). Subsequently, cleavage of heparin by heparanase initiates in 
detachment of the toxin from the inner endosomal membrane (Schmidt et al. 2020). 
Then, the active domain is translocated to host cytosol and reach to intracellular targets.  
 
4.2.4 Processing of CNFY from endosome to intracellular target 
 
It is known that CNF1 binds to its receptors p37LRP and Lu/BCAM and is subsequently 
taken up via endocytosis, as mentioned previously (Piteau et al. 2014). During the 
intoxication process, the catalytic domain of CNF1 is cleaved by an endosomal serine 
protease between residues 532-544 (Knust et al. 2009a). However, there is no evidence 
show that CNFY is also cleaved by a protease. Surprisingly, an additional band at 
approximately 60 kDa of CNFY was shown on SDS-PAGE after 4 h intoxication with 
high toxin concentrations. CNFY also contains conserved amino acids in this region 
compared to CNF1 (residues 535IPVYFIDKPYS545). However, the triple mutation of 
CNFY I535/P536/V537G (CNFY mut1) did not alter the translocation and deamidase 
activity in treated HEp-2 cells, whereas the substitution of amino acids of CNFY in this 
region, CNFY mut 2 (resides 353-542) and CNFY mut 3 (residues 353-545), see Figure 
3.35B) resulted in the inhibition of RhoA deamidation in treated cells. Additional 
translocation assay supported this finding that CNFY mut 2 and mut 3 into cells impaired 
the translocation efficiency. Similarly, botulinum toxins (BoNTs) and tetanus toxin 
(TeNT) require a proteolytic process to cleave the disulfide bound connecting the N-
terminal catalytic domain and C-terminal binding domain to be active (Zuverink et al. 
2015). Mutation of the cleaved site of TeNT (C4392/467S) still allowed the toxin enter 
the cell, but the toxin mutant protein did not translocate into the cytosol (Zuverink et al. 
2015). The other example is the DT that requires R193 to release the active fragment 
into the cytosol (Williams et al. 1990). Similar to other toxins, CNFY requires the 
proteolytic processing between residues 535-542 to be active.  
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Additionally, a bioinformatic analysis by epestfind predicted a potential proteolytic 
cleavage site in CNFY between residues 542-570. The data supported the finding in this 
study that the mutation between residue 535-537 did not affect CNFY. In contrast, the 
modification of residues 535-542 (mut 2) prevented the deamidase activity of this toxin 
due to the change of the potential predicted proteolytic cleavage recognition site, 
especially the residue at the position 542. To narrow down the amino acid involved in 
proteolytic cleavage process, single or double mutations of residues 542-545 are needed. 
Moreover, the cleaved CNFY fragment in treated cells should be confirmed by 
sequencing using Mass spectrometry.  
 
Up to date, the processing of CNFY intoxication after internalization via endocytosis 
remains unclear. It is still unknown if the CNFY toxin is cleaved by a eukaryotic protease, 
such as endosomal or cytosolic protease. On the other hand, CNFY might be 
autoproteolytically activated by an internal cysteine protease domain (CPD) (Shen 
2010). This processing is found in the two multidomain toxin families, the 
multifunctional autoprocessing RTX-like toxins and Clostridium sp. glucosylating toxin, 
which is triggered directly by the eukaryotic-specific small molecule inositol 
hexakisphosphate (InsP6) (Egerer et al. 2007; Pruitt et al. 2009). Furthermore, the active 
domain of TcdB is detectable in the cytosol, while the other domains remain in the 
endosomes (Pfeifer et al. 2003). A later study indicated that TcdB is cleaved between 
residues L543 and G544 by autoproteolytically (Rupnik et al. 2005).  
 
It was recently reported that acidification-dependent activation of heparinase is required 
for the release of a cytosol-penetrating antibody (Kim et al. 2016). Other function of 
acidification in the late endosome could be the activation of heparinase, which cleaves 
HS chain from heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) within the endosome (Christianson 
and Belting 2014). Schmidt et al. indicated that the C-terminal fragment of CNFY 
(residues 709-1014) binds to HSPG and this is sufficient to be endocytosed into the host 
cells (Schmidt et al. 2002). Therefore, CNFY might be cleaved by heparinases after it is 
internalized into the endosome. However, this mechanism remains unclear because the 
internalization of catalytic C-terminal domain of CNFY alone is not sufficient for 
intoxication. Therefore, further studies are required to understand the intoxication 
process of CNFY. It would be interesting to replace the cleavage site in CNFY with that 
of another toxin protein for the design of drug delivery systems. For example, the binding 
domain of DT containing furin cleavage site was successfully used to deliver a small 
molecule to inhibit tumor growth (Vidimar et al. 2020). On the other hand, the cleavage 
site of CNFY toxin can be replaced by other recognition sequence of a cell-specific 
protease to enhance the potential for broad therapeutic applications. This concept has 
already been developed with anthrax toxin and diphtheria toxin as immunotoxins by 
replacing their furin recognition site by a sequence recognized by the urokinase 
plasminogen activator (uPA) to target leukemia (Abi-Habib et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2003).  
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A schematic of the intoxication process of CNFY is shown in Figure 4.3. CNFY toxin is 
composed of five district domains, of which D1-D2 are important for the export of CNFY 
across the bacterial membranes. CNFY is secreted via an OMV independent mechanism 
and binds to unidentified surface receptors via the N- terminal region (D1-D3) and the 
C-terminal domain (D4-D5) responses to the HSPG receptor (Schmidt et al. 2020). Once 
CNFY binds to the host cells, it is internalized into host cells via endocytosis by a 
clathrin- and caveolae-independent pathway and subsequently delivered to the early and 
late endosomes. The acidification triggers the translocation of CNFY in which acidic 
residues E382 and E383 play and important role for endosomal membrane insertion. 
Subsequently, proteolytic processing is required to cleave CNFY between D3 and D4 
(residues 535-545) to release the fragment D4 and D5 (residues 545-1014) into the 
cytosol. On the other hand, the acidification may activate heparinase to cleave HS chains 
from HSPG within the late endosome and subsequently the D4-D5 are leased into the 
cytosol. The active fragment D5 (residues 720-1014) interacts with the target Rho 
GTPase. The activation of RhoA leads to the formation of actin stress fiber. Moreover, 
the deamidation of RhoA results in inhibited cytokinesis and cell division. Therefore, 
the formation of giant and multinucleated cells can be observed after 24 h intoxication.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Intracellular trafficking of CNFY toxin.  
CNFY is secreted from Yersinia via an unknown OMV-independent mechanism. (1) First, CNFY binds to 
an unidentified host receptor with the N-terminal domain and C-terminal domain binds to the HSPG on 
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the host cell surface (Schmidt et al. 2020). (2, 3) Then, CNFY is internalized into host cell via endocytosis 
to early endosome. (4) The acidification of the late endosome induces the conformational change of CNFY. 
(5.1) Proteolytic processing is required for CNFY to cleave the domains D4 and D5 and release it into the 
cytosol. (5.2) On the other hand, the endosomal acidification activates heparinase to cleave the HS chains 
from HSPG. (6) Subsequently, the catalytic domain is released into the cytosol and (7) catalytic domain 
D5 deamidate Rho GTPases at the cell membrane. The figure was created using Biorender. 
 
4.3 Virulence factors of Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII secreted by OMVs  
 
In this work, a new function of virulence factor of approximately 15 kDa was identified 
during OMVs isolation from Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII which manipulated host cells. 
This abundant protein induced significant cytoxicity in treated HEp-2 cells. Electron 
microscopy showed increased vacuole formation and the enlargement of mitochondria 
and ER. Furthermore, cell death could be observed at a high concentration. Mass 
spectrometry identified as pH 6 antigen, also known as PsaA (YPK_2759) in the fraction 
leading to the toxic effect. The pH 6 antigen was first identified as an antigen produced 
by Y. pestis, where it is highly expressed at human body temperature in an acidic pH 
ranging from 5.8-6.0 (Ben-Efraim, Aronson, and Bichowsky-Slomnicki 1961; 
Pakharukova et al. 2016). The locus encoding the pH 6 antigen, psaA, in Y. pestis 
contains other four genes, psaB, psaC, psaE and psaF which are involved in synthesizing 
of the pH 6 antigen (Lindler, Klempner, and Straley 1990; Lindler and Tall 1993; Quinn 
et al. 2019). The psaE and psaF are encoding the temperature regulators that control the 
expression of the psaABC operon. The psaBC genes encode for periplasmic chaperones 
involved in the export of PsaA, and assembly as a surface antigen (Lindler and Tall 1993; 
Quinn et al. 2019). This genetic localization in Y. pestis is similar to that of psaA in Y. 
pseudotuberculosis.  
 
A previous study elucidated that apart from the outer membrane protease Pla, Ail and 
PsaA serves as an adhesin for Y. pestis, as this strain possessed neither YadA nor Invasin 
in contrast to enteropathogenic yersiniae (Cowan et al. 2000; Simonet et al. 1996).  
YadA, and invasin play an important role in bacterial adhesion in Y. pseudotuberculosis 
(YOUXU Yang and Isberg 1993). Interestingly, a previous study indicated that deletion 
of psa in Y. pseudotuberculosis resulted in the deficiency of cell adhesion and 
hemagglutination (Youxu Yang et al. 1996). It was also shown that PsaA of Y. pestis 
selectively binds to an apolipoprotein B (apoB)-containing lipoprotein in human plasma 
and induces agglutination of erythrocytes and mediates binding to epithelial cells 
(Makoveichuk et al. 2003). This could imply that the binding between PsaA and apoB- 
containing lipoprotein may be essential for in vivo infection to prevent host-pathogen 
interactions and avoid host immune recognition (Makoveichuk et al. 2003). Recently, 
phosphatidylcholine presented on alveolar epithelial cells was identified as an additional 
receptor of PsaA (Galván, Chen, and Schifferli 2007). PsaA, together with the effector 
proteins (Yops), have been shown to have antiphagocytic properties in murine 
macrophages (X.-Z. Huang and Lindler 2004). A homology of PsaA, MyfA (mucoid 
Yersinia factor), was identified in Y. enterocolitica (Iriarte et al. 1993).  The synthesis 
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of MyfA is regulated in a temperature- and pH-dependent manner, similar to PsaA. 
However, MyfA does not promote hemagglutination (Iriarte et al. 1993; Iriarte and 
Cornelis 1995). A comparison of the crystal structure of PsaA and MyfA revealed a 
similar organization, although the proteins attach to different cell types and facilitate 
different routes of yersiniae transmission (Pakharukova et al. 2016). Both myfA and psaA 
are upregulated by the same global transcriptional regulator RovA (Cathelyn et al. 2006). 
 
As mentioned previously, PsaA is essential for bacterial adhesion during in vivo 
infection. Another study suggested that PsaA of Y. pestis inhibits the phagocytosis, 
thereby supporting the antiphagocytic functions of Yops (YopE, YopH, YopO, YopT) 
and the fraction 1 antigen (F1) (Du, Rosqvist, and Forsberg 2002; X.-Z. Huang and 
Lindler 2004). Many studies are currently focusing on the regulation of psaA and the 
function of this PsaA protein during host-pathogen interactions. Previous studies 
demonstrated that purified PsaA of Y. pestis binds directly to THP-1 macrophages, 
human fibroblasts, and human alveolar epithelial cells A549 (Galván, Chen, and 
Schifferli 2007; Makoveichuk et al. 2003). However, there is nothing known about the 
intracellular effects of PsaA induced in treated cell lines or the cell signaling pathways 
triggered by the interaction between PsaA and host cells. The present study indicates 
that PsaA of Y. pseudotuberculosis induces vacuole formation and mitochondrial as well 
as ER stress in the treated HEp-2 cells.  
 
The vacuole formation and stress response to mitochondrial and ER in PsaA treated cells 
is similar to the effect of Helicobacter pylori VacA on the target cells (De Bernard et al. 
1997; Chauhan et al. 2019). The vacuole formation has also been observed with the Vat 
toxin (vacuolating autotransporter toxin) of E. coli, but the mechanism remains unclear 
(Díaz et al. 2020). VacA causes an increase of osmotic pressure in the late endosome, 
resulting in vacuoles swelling (Genisset et al. 2007). Moreover, VacA disrupts the 
mitochondrial membrane, leading to apoptosis induction (Gebert et al. 2003). The 
progressive vacuolation promotes formation of dilated ER causing ER stress and leading 
to autophagy (Ricci 2016; Zhu et al. 2017).  
 
A current study indicated that the nervous necrosis virus (NNV) also induces vacuolation 
in treated cells after 3 h incubation and the vacuoles are enlarged during infection (Y. 
Huang et al. 2020).  Moreover, the abnormal lysosome swelling could be observed in 
NNV-infected, similar to PsaA-treated HEp-2 cells.  Huang et al. suggested that 
autophagy might be involved in lysosomal vacuolization leading to cell death by NNV 
infection (Y. Huang et al. 2020). Apart from vacuolization, the present work indicates 
that PsaA also induces cell death in HEp-2 cells, in a dose-dependent manner. Therefore, 
it can be assumed that autophagy may participate in lysosomal vacuolization-mediated 
cell death by PsaA during infection. Autophagy involves the cytoplasm and organelles 
(e.g., mitochondria, ribosome and ER) as well as invading pathogens within double-
membrane structures and degradation by fusion with the lysosome to maintain cellular 
(Parzych and Klionsky 2014; Ricci 2016; Z. Yang and Klionsky 2010) However, 
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excessive autophagy may result in cell death (Glick, Barth, and Macleod 2010; E. White 
2012). The ultrastructure of PsaA-treated cells showed vacuolation associated with 
mitochondrial and ER stress. However, the absence of intracellular organelles and 
double-membrane structures in the vacuole suggests that this does not involve classical 
effects structures of autophagy. It might be possible that the double membrane structure 
could not be detected in the ultrastructure images from EM in this study after 24 h 
infection. The vacuole formation mediated cell death may also involve different types of 
programmed cell death, including paraptosis and necroptosis (Bröker, Kruyt, and 
Giaccone 2005; Kar et al. 2009). Paraptosis is associated with vacuolation, swelling of 
mitochondrial, and ER, a caspase-independent cell death (Sperandio, de Belle, and 
Bredesen 2000). Necroptosis is related to the enlargement of organelles, plasma 
membrane rupture, cell lysis and leakage of intracellular components leading to 
inflammatory responses, which is regulated by receptor-interacting protein kinases 1 and 
3 (RIPK1 and RIPK3) (Choi et al. 2019; Linkermann and Green 2014). In summary, 
PsaA induces lysosomal vacuolation, ER and mitochondrial stress in treated HEp-2 cells 
that may involve in autophagy (Figure 4.4). Moreover, this finding highlights the 
importance role of PsaA during infection, which can be further exploited to develop this 
protein as an alternative drug that triggers death of cancer cells. However, further studies 
are needed to elucidate the intracellular mechanisms of PsaA during intoxication and the 
relationship between this virulence factor and host-pathogen interactions.  
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Figure 4.4: Relationship between PsaA and host cell autophagy. 
PsaA is released in association with OMVs from Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII. OMVs or PsaA of Y. 
pseudotuberculosis are taken up into the host cells via an unknown mechanisms and induce vacuole 
formation, mitochondrial swelling and ER stress. These stress responses induce autophagy resulting in 
cell adaptation and survival. It is initiated by the formation of membrane known as phagophore. The 
phagophore elongates and expands to close around the cargos (e.g., damaged organelles or aggregated 
proteins) to form an autophagosome. Subsequently, the autophagosome will then fused with the lysosome 
to form autophagosome, where the inner autophagosome and cargos are degraded (Parzych and Klionsky 
2014). The figure was created using BioRender. 
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5. Outlook 
 
An understanding the function and transport pathways of bacterial toxins in their host 
cells, toxins can increase the interest in their application as therapeutic tools. For 
instance, toxin conjugated with other ligands can be targeted to certain cell types such 
as to kill cancer cells (Frankel, Kreitman, and Sausville 2000). According to the ability 
of toxins to enter the cytosol, they can be used as vehicles to bring different biologically 
active molecules to specific cells for therapeutic purposes such as immunotherapy and 
vaccination (Chenal and Ladant 2018; Kreitman 1999; Kumar et al. 2019). On the other 
hand, the binding inhibition between specific host cell receptors and toxins can be used 
as treatment for bacterial infections (Krueger and Brown 2019). Since the CNFY contains 
multiple recognition binding region and responses to different cell lines, it is important 
to identify its host cell receptors. Moreover, this study discovered certain some amino 
acid exchanges (S28P, G67P and G104P) at the N-terminal domain of CNFY that could 
enhance the binding capacity of the toxin to the host cells. This data might be useful for 
toxin engineering as a powerful vehicle to carry other biological molecule into the host 
cells. However, further studies are required to identify and exploit the individual uptake 
pathways. This understanding might increase the efficiency of this toxin as a potential 
drug delivery system. For this purpose, the different active drug molecules can be fused 
with different domains and derivatives of CNFY to identify the most potential biological 
delivery system.     
 
In this context, OMVs have been developed as a new drug delivery systems (Gillet et al. 
2015). It is also interesting to use OMVs conjugated with CNFY toxin or artificially 
created OMVs to carry inactive CNFY-fused to active drugs or inhibitor molecules as an 
alternative drug delivery system. In this setting, it might be possible to use non-toxic 
strains to carry inactive CNFY conjugated with active biological cargo to the target cells. 
OMVs would protect the biological compound from degradation such as by the low pH 
in digestive tract during oral uptake process. The other advantage is to use natural 
adhesion or binding ligands from the bacteria themselves to be more specifically targeted 
to certain host cells in contrast to artificial delivery system such as encapsulation (Chen 
et al. 2018; Van Dessel, Swofford, and Forbes 2015). There are some studies that 
reported a similar concept of using bacterial ghosts, which are created from gram-
negative bacteria as an empty shell without cellular toxic components or using 
Salmonella to release the effective cytotoxic peptide to kill tumor cells (Camacho et al. 
2016; Ganeshpurkar et al. 2014; Huter et al. 1999).  
 
As indicated in this study, the N-terminal domain of CNFY is essential for the export of 
toxin across the bacterial membranes. However, so far nothing is known about the 
secretion systems of this toxin. Further experiments could focus on the identification of 
the secretion systems of CNFY by using bioinformatic approach to predict the possibility 
secretion mechanisms as a guideline. Moreover, the transport pathways between OMVs 
carrying CNFY and CNFY free-OMV are needed to be clarified. Additionally, the 
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different cell responses initiate by OMV carrying CNFY and CNFY free-OMV could be 
examined by using different cell types. Further study could also compare the intracellular 
effects or cell signaling pathway (e.g., inflammasome) between CNFY-bound to OMVs 
and purified CNFY toxin. Protein tyrosine kinase (PTK) assay as well as RNA 
sequencing can be performed under different treatment conditions.  
 
Another virulence factor, the pH 6 antigen (PsaA), has been identified from                         
Y. pseudotuberculosis in this study to manipulate host cells. However, very little is 
known about the effects of this virulence factors on cell signaling pathways. Electron 
microscopic observations of HEp-2 cells infected with crude PsaA protein of                      
Y. pseudotuberculosis revealed an increased large number of lysosomal compartments 
as well as stressed mitochondria and ER. Although this study indicates that PsaA of        
Y. pseudotuberculosis induces mitochondrial and ER stress as well as the swelling of 
late endosome, the mechanism of PsaA induces those effects remains to be elucidated. 
These effects might be promoted via autophagy mechanism. Therefore, the 
autophagosome structure of PsaA treated cells can be observed by EM at the different 
time points to confirm the hypothesis in this study. Autophagy can also be confirmed by 
evaluation of the autophagy biomarker LC3-II. On the other hand, other program cell 
death biomarkers can be used to clarify the cell death mechanisms infected by PsaA.  
Furthermore, to gain insight into the toxicity and mechanism of this virulence factor 
during infection, a psaA mutant and the wild-type of Y. pseudotuberculosis as well as 
purified protein of PsaA can be used for the experiments either in vivo and in vitro.  
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6. Summary 
 
The cytotoxic necrotizing factor (CNFY) is a single-chain AB toxin produced by certain 
enteropathogenic Yersinia pseudotuberculosis strains. It plays an important role during 
Y. pseudotuberculosis infection by modulating inflammation and host immune 
responses. CNFY constitutively activates small GTPase of the Rho family (Rac-1, 
Cdc42, and RhoA), leading to actin cytoskeleton rearrangements. However, the 
molecular mechanism how this protein is exported from the bacterial cytosol, import 
into the host cell and enzymatically activated was stills unknown. 
 
X-ray crystallography reveals that CNFY is composed of five district domains (D1-D5). 
A combinations of a detailed crystal structure, molecular, and cell biological analysis in 
this work provided insights into the molecular function of the domains of CNFY. For this 
purpose, a set of different amino acids substitutions within each domain and CNFY 
deletion variants were created to identify specific residues or segments involved in the 
toxin secretion, host cell receptor binding, endosomal uptake and trafficking, 
translocation, and  enzymatic activity in the host cytosol.   
 
This study reveals that the N-terminal domain D1-D2 (residues 1-326) is essential for 
the export of the toxin from the bacterial membrane via an OMV-independent 
mechanism for which G104 is a crucial amino acid. The CNFY toxin is internalized into 
host cells after binding to one or two receptors, which are recognized by either binding 
site within domain D1-3 (residues 1-526) or D4-D5 (residues 527-1014) in the N- and 
C- terminal regions, respectively. The toxin is taken up into early endosomes and 
translocated into the cytosol from the late endosomes in response to endosome 
acidification. The negatively charged residues E382 and E382 within domain D1 
(residues 327-426) play an important role in the insertion of endosomal of the toxin into 
the membrane. Subsequently, proteolytic processing is required to release the toxin into 
the host cell cytosol for successful intoxication. The potential cleavage site is located 
between D3 and D4 (residues 542-545) which removes the catalytic domain D5 (residues 
720-1014) and releases it into the cytosol together with domain D4 (residues 527-719) 
to deamidate Rho GTPases.  
 
Moreover, a new function of the virulence factor, PsaA, a described adhesion factor, was 
identified. PsaA was found on the surface of the outer membrane vesicles of Y. 
pseudotuberculosis and it was shown to promote cell death in HEp-2 cells by inducing 
vacuolation, followed by mitochondrial and ER stress. Although the precise role of PsaA 
during infection remains to be clarified, this indicated that it might trigger autophagy 
processes. 
 
In conclusion, the present work provided insights into the molecular function of the 
individual domains of the CNFY toxin of Y. pseudotuberculosis and the intoxication 
process during infection. Moreover, it was shown that the secretion and translocation 
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module formed by domain D1-D3. can deliver proteins such as GFP and β-lactamase 
into host cells. As CNFY targets district cell types due to receptor specificity, it could be 
exploited for cargo delivery. This further highlights a potential benefit of the structure-
function analysis of the toxin for the development of new CNF-based drug delivery tools 
for future therapeutic applications. 
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Figure S1: Sequence alignment of CNFY to other CNFs.  
The sequence alignment from top to the bottom, including (1) CNFY from Y. pseudotuberculosis; (2) 
CNF1 from E.coli J96 (61% sequence identity); (3), CNF2 from E.coli (61% sequence identity); (4) CNF3 
from E.coli (68% sequence identity); (5) CNF from Salmonella enterica (69% sequence identity); (6) CNF 
from Shigella boydii (68% sequence identity); (7) CNF from Moritella viscosa (58% sequence identity). 
The highlight coloring represents the corresponding domains prediction. The sequence alignment was 
generated and formatted using ClustaIX and ESPript 3 webservice, respectively.  
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Figure S2: The biological activity of purified CNFY and its truncations in HEp-2 cells.  
HEp-2 cells were intoxicated with 100 µg/ml of purified CNFY and its truncated derivatives at 37°C with 
5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 24 h. The formation of large, multinuclear cells in response to CNF1 or 
CNFY was observed under a fluorescence microscope after the cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue), 
and the actin cytoskeleton was stained using FITC-Phalloidin (green). Untreated HEp-2 cells were used 
as negative control. The white scale bar is 50 μm. Respective fluorescence images of the experiment were 
conducted in biological triplicates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S3: The prediction of CNFY secretion system.  
The SignalP 5.0 online tool was used to predict the signal peptides and the location of the cleavage site of 
CNFY toxin, including Sec/SPI, Sec/SPII, and Tat/SPI. Sec/SPI represents the secretory signal peptides 
transported by the Sec translocon and cleved by Signal Peptidase I. Sec/SPII is lipoprotein signal peptides 
transported by the Sec translocon and cleaved by Signal Peptidase II. Tat/SPI is Tat signal peptides 
transported by the Tat translocon and cleaved by Signal Peptidase I. 
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/). 
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Figure S4: Expression of CNFY N-terminal truncated derivatives.  
(A) Schematic illustration of the truncated of CNFY derivatives. Boxes were colored to indicate the 
predicted domains. (B) Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xTEM-tagged 
derivatives of CNFY 1-1014 (pISN7), CNFY D2-38 (pPCH72), CNFY D135-325 (pPCH73), CNFY D39-
325 (pPCH74) or CNFY D39-525 (pPCH75), were grown overnight at 25°C. The whole-cell lysates were 
prepared by sonication. The CNF Y-TEM fusion proteins were filter sterilized and examined by western 
blot analysis using monoclonal TEM antibody. 20 µg/ml of whole cell lysate were loaded per lane. 
Molecular mass marker (kDa) are indicated on the left. The Western Blot is a representative of the full-
length CNFY-TEM and its truncations (i.e. CNFY D2-38, CNFY D135-325, CNFY D39-325 and CNFY D39-
525). These results representative for experiments were conducted at least in biological triplicates.  
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Figure S5: In vitro RhoA-shift assay and the effect of CNFY N-terminal truncations on the actin 
cytoskeleton.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xTEM-tagged derivatives of CNFY 1-
1014 (pISN7), CNFY D2-38 (pPCH72), CNFY D135-325 (pPCH73), CNFY D39-325 (pPCH74) or CNFY 

D39-525 (pPCH75), were grown overnight at 25°C. (A) The activity of CNFY and its deletion variants 
was tested by analyzing the district mobility of deamidated RhoA in HEp-2 cell lysate. 40 µg/ml of the 
extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cell lysates at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 4 h. 
Subsequently, the deamidation of RhoA was analyzed the mobility shift of the modified RhoA by 
immunoblotting with specific RhoA antibody. described in 2.2.4.8. Actin were used as loading control. 
Untreated HEp-2 cells (HEp-2 lysate) were used as negative control. (B) 20 µg/ml of bacterial cell extracts 
were incubated with HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 4 h The formation of giant, 
multinuclear cells were observed under fluorescence microscopy after the cell nuclei and the actin 
cytoskeleton were stained with DAPI (blue) and FITC-Phalloidin (green), respectively. Untreated HEp-2 
cells were used as negative control. The white scale bar is 50 µm. Respective fluorescence images of the 
experiment were conducted in biological triplicates. 
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Figure S6: The effect of different mutations in the N-terminus of CNFY on toxin secretion.   
(A) Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xTEM-tagged derivatives of CNFY 
1-1014 (pISN7), CNFY D2-38 (pPCH72), CNFY D135-325 (pPCH73), CNFY D39-325 (pPCH74) or CNFY 

D39-525 (pPCH75), were grown overnight at 25°C. CNFY secretion was determined by measuring 
changes in absorbance of nitrocefin at 390 nm (yellow) and 486 nm (red). Y. pseudotuberculosis strain 
YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged of the empty vector (pISN1) in which labelled as w/o 
CNFY was used as a negative control. The secretion level of each CNFY truncations was compared to wild-
type CNFY (CNFY WT). (B) The microbial viability was assessed in equalized bacterial cultures using the 
BacTiter-GloTM Microbial Cell Viability Assay kit as described in chapter 2.2.3.12. The percentage of 
microbial viability of each YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged derivatives of the CNFY 
truncations were compared to the YP147 expressing the empty vector (w/o CNFY). The data represent the 
mean ± standard deviation of three biological independent experiments and carried out in triplicates. 
Statistical analysis was analyzed by Student’s t-test using GraphPad Prism 8: (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, 
***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001, n.s.: not significant).  
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Figure S7: Comparison of the N- and C-terminal receptor binding regions of CNFY and CNF1. 
(A) The core receptor binding site of CNFY comprising residues 40-130 is shown in 3D structure. The 
sequence alignment of CNF1 and CNFY is indicated the binding site to the host receptor p37LRP for 
CNF1. (B) Residues 707-730 have been identified to be binding region of CNF1 to Lu/BCAM. Residues 
identical to CNF1 are colored in red. The 3D structure of CNFY was kindly provided by Dr. Peer Lukat, 
HZI Braunschweig. 
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Figure S8: Fluorescence microscopy images showing three dimensional presence of truncated 
CNFY-GFP derivatives intoxicated HEp-2 cells for 2 h.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded GFP-tagged derivatives of the empty 
vector or w/o CNFY (pFU31), CNFY 1-1014 (pPCH11), CNFY 1-719 (pPCH12), CNFY 1-526 (pPCH13), 
CNFY 1-443 (pPCH14), or CNFYC866S (pPCH16) were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of 
the bacteria were prepared and 20 µg/ml of the extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% 
CO2 in a cell incubator for 2 h. The actin and nuclei were stained with TRITC-Phalloidin (red) and DAPI 
(blue), respectively. HEp-2 cells incubated with bacteria lysate of YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 
GFP-tag (w/o CNFY) were used as negative control. Shown are representative fluorescence images 
illustrating the internalization of CNFY-GFP variants (green) in HEp-2 cells using fluorescence 
microscopy. Z-stack image created by merging serial scan of thick cell section (10 or 4 µm), viewed under 
40x magnification. The x/z and y/z planes display the depth of the colonization of CNFY-GFP variants 
throughout the cell section. Respective fluorescence images of the experiment were conducted in 
biological duplicates 
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Figure S9: Immunofluorescence images of C-terminally truncated CNFY-GFP fusion proteins.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded GFP-tagged derivatives of the empty 
vector or w/o CNFY (pFU31), CNFY 1-1014 (pPCH11), CNFY 1-719 (pPCH12), CNFY 1-526 (pPCH13), 
CNFY 1-443 (pPCH14), or CNFYC866S (pPCH16) were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of 
the bacteria were prepared and 20 µg/ml of the extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% 
CO2 in a cell incubator for 2 h. Subsequently, the unbound toxins were removed and treated cells were 
fixed and stained with specific GFP antibody. After that cells were then incubated with IgG-mouse Alexa 
flour 647 (red) to visualize the colocalization of CNFY-GFP bound on the host cell surface. The F-actin 
and nuclei were stained with TRICT-Phalloidin (gray) and DAPI (blue), respectively. HEp-2 cells 
incubated with bacteria lysate of YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded GFP-tag (w/o CNFY) were used as 
negative control. The white scale bar is 20 µm. Respective fluorescence images of the experiment were 
conducted in biological triplicates. 
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Figure S10: 3D structure of putative membrane translocation region of CNFY.  
The crystal structure of CNFY reveals the exposure surface residues at the translocation region. The 3D 
structure was kindly provided by Dr. Peer Lukat, HZI Braunschweig. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S11: The effect of CNFY mutant proteins on the actin cytoskeleton.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tagged derivatives of the empty 
vector or w/o CNFY (pISN1), CNFY 1-1014 (pISN7), CNFY N442S444S446D447A (pPCH41), CNFY 
P449E450N451G452S453A (pPCH42), CNFY G475E476A (pPCH44), CNFY T494A (pPCH45) or CNFY E512K513A 
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(pPCH46) were grown overnight at 25°C. Whole cell extracts of the bacteria were prepared by sonication 
and 20 µg/ml of the extracts were incubated with HEp-2 cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 
48 h. The formation of giant, multinuclear cells were observed under fluorescence microscopy after the 
cell nuclei and the actin cytoskeleton were stained with DAPI (blue) and FITC-Phalloidin (green), 
respectively. HEp-2 cells incubated with bacteria lysate of YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded TEM-tag 
(w/o CNFY) were used as negative control. The white scale bar is 50 µm. Respective fluorescence images 
of the experiment were conducted in biological triplicates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S12: In vitro RhoA-shift assay of CNFY translocation domain truncations.  
(A) Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YP147 expressing plasmid-encoded 3xFLAG-tagged derivatives of the 
CNFY 1-1014 (pISN13), CNFY ∆527-719 (pPCH64), or CNFY ∆526-699 (pPCH67) were grown overnight 
at 25°C. The whole-cell lysates were lysed by sonication. The clear lysate proteins were filter sterilized 
and examined by immunoblotting using specific flag antibody. (B) HEp-2 cell lysates were incubated with 
20 µg/ml of the bacterial cell extracts for at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator for 4 h. Subsequently, 
the deamidation of RhoA was analyzed the mobility shift of the modified RhoAb by immunoblotting using 
antibody against RhoA as described in 2.2.4.8. Actin was detected as loading control. Untreated HEp-2 
cells (HEp-2 lysate) and cells incubated with bacteria lysate without CNFY (w/o CNFY) were used as 
negative controls. These results representative for experiments were conducted at least in biological 
triplicates.  
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Figure S13: 3D structure of putative membrane translocation region of CNFY.  
The crystal structure of CNFY revealed that acidic residues (D373, D379, E382 and E383) are located 
within the helical area between the predicted membrane spanning helices. The 3D structure represents the 
four acidic residues which are showed as ball and stick model (Top). The sequence alignment of CNFY 
and CNF1 within the membrane insertion (Bottom). The figure was kindly provided by Dr. Peer Lukat, 
HZI Braunschweig. 
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Figure S14: Computational prediction of furin cleavage sites in CNF1 and CNFY. 
Prediction of cleavage sites for (A) the CNF1 and (B) CNFY toxins was carried out by using the ProP 1.0 
server. The probability of signal peptides cleavage site is indicated. CNF1 shown one furin cleavage site 
at position indicated by the arrow, whereas furin cleavage site of CNFY has not been found. 
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Figure S15: The deamidation of RhoA in HEp-2 cells treated with OMVs and its Optiprep density 
gradient fractions.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YPIII was grown overnight at 37°C for 16 h. The bacterial cultures were 
centrifuged at 9,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C and the supernatants were filtered. Subsequently, the OMVs 
were isolated and purified by ultracentrifugation. The bacterial cell lysates were prepared by sonication. 
HEp-2 cells were intoxicated with different protein preparations isolated from Y. pseudotuberculosis 
YPIII, including 5 µl of supernatant either before or after ultracentrifugation, 20 µg/ml of whole bacterial 
cell lysate, 2 µg/ml of crude OMVs and 5 µl of its OptiPrep density gradient fractions for 4 h, 6 h and 24 
h. Subsequently, the treated cells were lysed and samples were pooled from three independent experiments 
before loading to 12% SDS-gel. The characteristic mobility shift of RhoA was examined by 
immunoblotting with specific RhoA antibody as described in 2.2.4.7 (* nonspecific band). These results 
representative for experiments were conducted at least in biological triplicates.  
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Figure S16: Phase contrast microscopy of HEp-2 cells intoxicated with crude OMVs isolated from 
Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YPIII was grown overnight at 37°C for 16 h. The bacterial cultures were 
centrifuged at 9,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C and the supernatants were filtered. Subsequently, the OMVs 
were isolated and purified by ultracentrifugation. HEp-2 cells were intoxicated with 2 µg/ml crude OMVs 
for 2 h, 4 h, and 24 h. The morphology changes of treated cell were monitored by light microscope. 
Untreated HEp-2 cells were used as negative control. The magnification is 40x. These results 
representative for experiments were conducted at least in biological triplicates.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S17: Phase contrast microscopy of HEp-2 cells intoxicated with various concentration of 
crude OMVs isolated from Y. pseudotuberculosis YPIII.  
Y. pseudotuberculosis strain YPIII was grown overnight at 37°C for 16 h. The bacterial cultures were 
centrifuged at 9,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C and the supernatants were filtered. Subsequently, the OMVs 
were isolated and purified by ultracentrifugation. HEp-2 cells were intoxicated with 0.2 µg/ml, 2 µg/ml, 
or 20 µg/ml of crude OMVs for 24 h. The morphology changes of treated cell were monitored by light 
microscope. The magnification is 20x. Experiment were conducted in biological duplicates. 
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